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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
ADMISSION 
The Graduate School has exclusive control of aU graduate work carried on 
in the University. Graduate:; ot the following colleges of Cornell University, 
namely. the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Architecture, the College 
of Civil Eng;neering, the Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering, the New York 
State College of Agriculture, and the New York State Veteorinary College, and 
also graduates of other institutions in which the requirements for the first degree 
are substantially equivalent, are eligible for admission to the Graduate School. 
In other cases studies pursued after graduation, and experience gained by pro-
fessional work or otherwise. are taken into consideration in deciding whether 
the candidate's preparation as a whole is such as to justify his admission to the 
Graduate School. Graduates of colleges other than those of Cornell University 
may be admitted to the Graduate School. but not to candidacy for an advanced 
degree. if their training is regarded as less than one rear short of that required 
{or the first degree at Cornelll"ni\·ersity. 
Tn order to be admitted to the Graduate School, a student must furnish 
e\;dence that he has already received a first degree. by presenting either a diploma 
or a statement from some offidal source. The simplest proCedure wiU or<linarily 
be to submit an official statement from the registrar or dean that the degree has 
been conferred. In the case of graduates of Cornell UnivC'Tsity this is not neces-
sary, since the records are convenient I}' accessible. 
To avoid delays at thE> beginning of the academic rear, those who desire 
to enter the Graduate ~hool are advised to make application for admission. 
either in person or by letter. in the preceding spring or summer. Correspondence 
should be addressed to the Dean of the Graduate School, Cornell University. 
Ithaca, Ne\\' York. 
Seniors in the colleges of Cornell t:ni\'ersity who have completed the work 
required for the Bachelor's degree may, under ce!"tain co:ulitions to be ascertained 
from the deall$ of their respective colleges, be admitted to the Graduate School. 
REGISTRATION 
Students who have bfoen admitted to the GraduatE> School are required to 
register in the office of the Graduate School and in the office ot the Rcgi~trar o( 
the University on the regular registration da~'s of eacb tenn. unless special penni~ 
sion for later registration has been granted by the Dean. 
STUDIES 
In carrying on studies in the Graduate Scbool, the !=tudent is expected to 
assume the initiative and the re5pO:lSibility. All co:.arses of study offered in tbe 
University, and all the facilities fOl' study and investigation afforded by its 
libraries, musewn.". and laboratories are o~n to graduate students in so far as 
they are qualified to make use of them. It is important, howC"er,'to recognize 
&o~ the beginninc that graduate "'ork do!!> not consi."t in the fulfillment of 
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routine requirm1ents, and that the various opportunities for study. alii weD as 
the advice and assistance of teachers, are to be regarded limply as aids to the 
student in acquiring for himself the discipline and method of independent scholat~ 
ship. 
A brief statement of the provision made for graduat.e worJc by the variou. 
de-partmt"nts of the University win be found in this Announcement. A tm of 
courses ,,'hich are deemed likely to be of profit to graduate students is set down 
under the announcement of each department. More detailed information 
regarding these courses than is given here will be found in the separate Announce-
ment of the coUege in which the particular course is given. The latest editions 
of the special Announcements of the various colleges may be obtained on applka-
lion to the Secretary ot the University. 
The purpose of the Graduate School is to pro\;de the student with the metbod 
and discipline of original research, to the ultimate end that he may contribute to 
the advancement of knowledge, In furnishing this opportunity fOT independent 
study and investigation, the Graduate School seek,. to make the conditions such 
as will enable the student to devote himself wholly to hiE chosen field. Unham-
pered br restrictions that necessarily obtain in undergraduate wark, he will 
rome into freedom of association with ohler scholars, who will seek to makf! his 
"'ark profitahle to him by giving such aid and directions as he may need. Inas. 
much as subjects diff{'r greatly, the requirements for all subjects cannot be stated 
in t~~ at once specific and uniform. In some departments of knowledge original 
research may begin ""ith the student's entrance into the School: in other subjects 
much preliminary work is necessary to fit the student for profitable research. 
The branch of kno\\'ledge to which the student intends to devote the larger 
part of his time i~ termed his Major Subject. The other fields of study selected, 
\\'hich ";11 be necessarily more r('Strided in their scope, and which should in 
eencral be selected with reference to their direct bearing upon the major subject. 
ate te:nnffi the Minor Subjects. Candidates for the Doctor's degree are required 
to select a major sub;eo-:t and two minor subjects; for a Master's degree, a major 
6Ubject and one minor subject are required. 
In the case of candidates for an advanced degree it is required that a state-
ment of the major and minor subjects, approved by the teachers under whose 
direction the .. ork is taken, be presented to the Dean not Jater tban two weeks 
alter admission to the Graduate School. In tbe case of graduate students who 
are Dot candidates for an advan~ dt'gl'ee, a detailed statement of the studies 
selected must be filed in the Dean's office not later than two weeks after regis.-
t.ration. This stattment is to be endorsed by a member of the Faculty who 
U: selected b~' the student to act as his adviser. 
CAJmIDACY POR AN ADVANCBD DBGREB 
Por a student who has been admitted to candidacy for an advanced degree 
the minimum time of residence lor a Master's decree is one year, and for the 
Doctc:w-', decree three years. 
Not aU students admitted to the Graduate School may erpect to complete 
the reDdence requinmaatl for an advanced degree in the minimum time. Thole 
wboee undergraduate work has been inNffirialt in amauDt or too narrowly speci"-
ised, as weD as thole wbose preparatioo. in their speci" field U: inadequate, must 
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count upon spending some time in the preliminary studies which are essential 
u • basi, ior the advanced study and inveRtip.tion that they propose to under-
take. Moreover, it should also be rememberOO that the minimum residence 
requirement applies only to gradua\.es of a (our-year course in some college or 
Cornell University. and to graduates of other institutions who have pUr$ued an 
equivalent course of study. 
The conditions for admission to candidacy (or an advanced degree are: 
(8) The candidate's training must be substantially equivalent to that 
required (or the first degree in one of the four.year courses at this University. 
Candidates for one of the advanced technical degrees, M.e.E., M.M.E., M.Arch., 
M.F., M.L.D., and M.S. in Agr., must have had the equivalent of the correspond-
ing fint derree at Cornell University. 
(b) The candidate must receive the recommendation of his special committee 
that be is quali6ed to undertake such advan<"ed work as the Faculty will accept 
for the degree, 
SPECIAL COMMITTEES 
The work of each candidate for an advanced degree is in charge of a committee 
consisting of the teachers under whom his major and mino!'" studies are pursued. 
the representati\'e of his major subject being chairman. The student is expected 
to confer freel~' with the memhers of his special comroittee. not only in connection 
with individual courses of stud),. but also in regard to the general plan of his work. 
THE MASTER'S DEGREES 
Cornell University confers the degrees of Master of Arts. l\·laster of Science, 
Master of Architecture, Master of Ci\'il Engineering, Master of Mechanical 
EngineerinR, Master in Forestrr. ~Iaster in Landscape Design. and 11aster of 
Science in Agriculture. 
After admission to candidacy for a Master's degTee. the student must spend 
at least one year· .. residence at this L"ni\·ersity. punuing under the direction 
of his special committee a course of advanced study including O!le major and 
one minor subject. 
Each candidate must present a thesis, or t"ltSay, as the chairman of his special 
c..wnmittee may decide. which shall demonstrate his abilit}' to do independent 
work. and which shall be acceptable in style and composition. After this thesis. 
or es..y. bas been duly presented and is accepted by the Special Committee. the 
candidate is required to p~nt himself for examination on his major and minor 
subjects and on the subject matter of his thesis. 
,\ statement of the general subject of the t:hesis, or essay. with the written 
appro\'a1 o~ the chairman of the special committee in charge of th~ .:-anditiate's 
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work, must be filed in the office of the Dean' at least ail. months before the date 
at which the decee i~ to be con!eued. 
The compl~ted thesis, or essay. approved ,by the special committee, must 
be presented to \he Dean at least ·five day. before the examination for the dew-fe. 
and must remain on file until the dAy precf':ding the enmination. When the 
major subjel't (or the rlegree of Masttr of Architecture is in Design, the randidate 
is required to depocit in place of the thesis, either the original drawings, or 9. 
photographic reproduction of them. 
Each C4nrlidate for a Master's degree is requirtft to furnish a bound t.ypt. 
written copy of his thesis, or essay, (or the use of the tJniversity Library, and this 
COllY i~ to he rlelivfied to thf' Dean not less than five days before the degree is to 
be conferred. The s17.e of the pnge in the case of the typewritten theSis should be 
8 x IO}) inches. This copy 01 the thesi!' becomes the permanent property of the 
Library. 
F.xnminatiOfis for a Master's degree may bf'i ",ritten or oral, or both, at the 
Gp!.i'ln of the eurnining committee, and are open to all members of the Faculty. 
The (,lI,amination for the degree of Master of Architecture may be waived by the 
Gentral Committee 01 the Graduate School in any case, wh~re, in the ooiman 
01 the student' .. s~ial (:ommittf'C, the major and minor subjects are of such a 
naturc : \ :-> to make nn examination imlJossible or inexpedient. 
THE DEGRiE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The dctr('(' of Ocxtor of Philosophy is l'01lferred upon a candidate who, after 
rompll··,in.: not Ie,;.; than :hrC'C ycar~ of resident graduate \\-ork·, presents a sa~is-
1; •• lory th('5is, "'lei J.I8SSNi an uaminatioo 00 one major and two minor subjects, 
nmlon the s\:bj",t matter of his the.,;is, Each candidate fO!' the Doctor's degree 
i:- al~ h'<]uin.-d to rlcpoot one hunrlred printed copies of hi!; thesis with tbe Dean 
lor th(' uS(' of the l'ninTSl!)" Library. 
;\ candidate (or the df'(Tft' 01 Doctor of Philosophy is requim:l to demonstrate 
lIis fitness II)" the prescntntion of a thesis which shall exhibit power oj ind~pendent 
invnti£ation. and ~y pa~g the required examinations in the fields If'presented 
by the major and minor subjf'Cts where he ha. .. Ulrried o. his studies durinc 
his term of residen<"e. The Doctor's degree, however, is intended to represent, 
not a speocifiC'd anlOtlOt of ,,'ork covering a specified time, but the attainment, 
through long study. of independent and compreherbive scho1arship in special 
fie-ldJ, The standard for the Doctor's degref' is detennined by the attainmmt 
to be I!specled of a student of ability and adequate preparation who devotes 
his enti~ time (or tbrft y~ to study and research, under proper supen.ision. in 
lh~ firlrl of study marked out by one major and two minor subjects. When the 
major subjt'Ct for tbe rloctorate is selected from the applied sciences, it is desirable 
as a general principle that the pure sciences most directly involved should be 
cbolln .. miDor ",bjects. 
A candidate for the Doctor', decree will ordinarily be expected to have a work~ 
inc JmowJed«e 01 French and German before beginning graduate work. In all 
. , 
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cases he must, before beginning his second year 0( residence, show to the satis-
taction of bi& special committee that he possesses a reading knowledge of these 
languages. If the subjects chosen by a candidate are of such a character as 
to make it desirable that he should be familiar with some foreign language other 
than French aDd German, the special committee may, with the consent of the 
Dean, permit the substitution of that language for one of the two required. 
The candidate is required to spend at least three years, after admission to 
candidacy. in resident graduate ~tudy and investigation of an advanced character. 
Residence as a graduate student in another university may, by permission of 
the Faculty. be accepted as the equivalent of residence at Cornell University. 
No Keneral statement can be made regarding the conditions under which this 
pennission will be gra.nted; each case will be decided on its merits. A request 
for credit ,for resident work eL~ewhere must be approved by the student's speciol 
committee. At least one year's residence in Cornell University is required in all 
cases. 
Ordinarily a student is expected to spend his full term 01 residence for an 
advanced degree at this (or some other) university. But there are certain cases 
wbne, in order to give the work of the Graduate School the greatest pO$sible 
breadth, it is desirable, both from the standpoint of the student and of the Uni\'er-
sity, to take ,advantage of opportunities for study anil research not found in uni-
versity centers, The conditions under which a candidate for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy may be aUowed residence toward this degree for time ~pent 
in study away from the University ha\'e been stated in the foUowing tonn by the 
legislation of the Faculty: 
(I) Applicants must he regularly registered in the Graduate School as 
candidates for the Doctorate, and while not in residence shall r('('Cive no rompen!'a-
tion except from the University, (2) They JihaJl ha\'e !;pent at tea!;t two terms 
in CorneU University in study toward the Doctor'S degree, (,) Permission to 
count such time as residence may be given by the Dean of the Graduate School 
for a period not to exceed one term, when the application is unanimously approved 
by the members of the student's Special Committee, When a longer pmod of 
outside study is ~uired, applications for an extension of time should be made 
to the General Committee, which may, at its discretion, extend the period to two 
terms, In no even~ however, shaD a student acquir€' a total of more thar. two 
terms' resideoceunder these provisions, (4) A student who avails himseU of this 
privilege shaD continue to work under the general direction of his Special Com-
mittee. Whenever possible. bowever. tbe work should be carried on under the 
immediate supervision ot a competent director. acting lor the Special Committee 
and to be designated by that Committee, (5) Reports rqarding tbe progress 
of the work shaD be made as directed by tbe Special Committee at intervals not 
in ea:cess 01 one month. 
Residence for a Muter", deglee may be O'edited toward tbe residence required 
far the degree of Doctor of Philosophy provided the special committee in charge 
of the wc:wlc approves. certifying tbe work done as suitable for the Doctor's degree. 
Candida ... lor the d"i~ 01 Doctor 0/ Philosopby are required to pass a 
QaalifyiDc Examination, to be beld normally Dot later than the close of the 
II tCHld yeN' 01. telidence. 1be )ecWatiOll 01 the Faculty on this subject is eiveD 
in the lCiIIc>winc paragrapb" 
------• 
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I. The qualityina examination Of examinationa, requited of a candidate 
for the degree of Doctor of Philolophy lhall be held at Ncb time as his special 
committee may determine. nonnaUy not tater than the clOH of the second year 
of residence. No candidate may proceed to hil6nal examination until two terms 
have been completed after he has pI.oed the qualifyina: examination. 
z. The Special Committee shall pass upon the results of this examiDa~on 
as a whole. and shall report to the Dean whether the candidate has made satil-
factory progress and is qualified to proceed in due order to complete the require-
ments for the degree . 
• ,. The Special Committee, in the case of any candidate, may waive the 
qualifying eumination in whole or in part; but the Committee shall nevertheless 
report to the Dean whether the candidate has made satisfactory progress and is 
qualified to proceed in due order to complete the requirements for the degree. 
4. [( a candidate faits to pass the qualifying.examination, no re-examination 
shan be allowed except on the recommendation of the Special Committee . 
. \ statffllent of the general subject of the thesis, with the written approval 
of the chairman of the special committee in charge of the candidate's work, 
is 10 he furnished the Dean at least S1X months before the date at which the degree 
is to be taken, The thesis for the Doctor's degree must be of such a character as 
to dmlonstrate the candidate's ability to do original work, and must be sat ... 
'actory in 5t)'le and composition. The completed thesis, approved by the special 
l'ornmiuC'C', is to be presented at the office of the Graduate School at least five 
days before the cxarr.ination for the degree, and must remain on file until the day 
preceding the examination. 
Each candidate for the Doctor's degree is requited to deposit one hundred 
printed copies of his thesis in the office of the Dean of the Graduate School for 
the purposes of the University Library. In exceptional cases this requiremeat 
may be met by depositing with the Dean for the purposes of the Univel'lity 
L.ibrary a bound typewritten copy of the thesis, and one hundred printed copieI 
01 such a summary and such portion of the thesis as may be recommended by 
the chairman of the special committee aod approved by the General Committee. 
\\'hen all the other requirements for the doctorate have been ful611ed, the 
degree may be COMo i eel before the printed copies of the thesis have been received. 
pro\;ded that the candidate present to the Dean, not less than five days before 
the degTee is to be conferred, a bound typewritten copy of the thesis-, together 
with a signed statement that publication wiU take place within a definite period. 
which period shaU not exceed two yean: and provided further that he dep;Wt 
at the same time with the Treasurer of the University the sum ot seventy-iTe 
dollars, The Treasurer is authorized to accept at his discretion as a guarantee, 
a rqularly executed bond instead of the deposit of money. t The deposit TIill be 
returned il the prescribed number 01 printed copies of the thesis is furnished 
within the stated time. But, in case the printed copies are not delivered within 
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lUeb time. the University reserves the right to use the deposit to defray the 
expense of printinc the thesis or such portions of it as the Faculty may direct. 
The candidate should consult with the Dean regarding the (onn of publication 
of the thesis. The thesis shall have both a cover and a title-page. The title· page 
shall include the printed statement that the thesis is Dresented to the Faculty of 
the Graduate School of Cornell Universit.y for the degree of Doctor or PhilO.iOphy. 
If tbe thesis is a reprint, the place and date of the original publication must be 
given. 
The attention of present and (onner graduate students of Cornell University 
is called to an arrangement whereby theses which have been accepted in fulfill-
ment of the requirements for the doctorate at Cornell University may be pub-
lished (at the expense of the authors) through the office of the Secretary of 
tbe University. The advantages of this arrangement to the writer of a thesis 
are: prompt and satisfactory publication, with the likelihooj of moderate expense 
and the certainty of goo::l printing; contonnity of the individual thesis to a good 
style of typography and binding: ease ot distribution, with the higher probability 
that a thesis will be sought and found when it is one of a series than when it is 
privately and separately published. 
The writer whose thesis has been accepted by his special committee, and who 
wishes to avail himself of the arrangement in question, should apply to the chair· 
man of that committee. who will make the necessary arrangements for puhli('ation 
tbrough the chairman of the editorial committee. 
To be distinguished from a candidatc's special committee, which h:1." L"harge 
of his examination and the preparation of a thesis, is the editorial L"ommittee 
which, under the anangement described, will have charge of the puhlication 
of the thesis. This consists, in each case, of three members; thc Dean of the 
Graduate School, the chainnan of the special committee, and Prolcs.<;Qr Lane 
Cooper, the chairman of the editorial committee. 
Ruminations for the Doctor's degree may be either oral or written, or both, 
at the option of the examining committee, and are open to all members of the 
Faculty. A list giving the dates of the examinations and the mcmhet"s of the 
eumining committees will be issued early in ~Iay . 
Ordinarily the eu.mination for the Doctor's degree follows the acceptance 
of the tbesis and is held not earlier than the close of the sixth term of residence. 
If, however. the special committee certifies to the Dean that the candidate baa 
made satislactory prog.css on his tbesis, and that itvlIQuld be of advantage to have 
the ezamination precede the pi eSeDtation of the thesis, the exami.nation may be 
held at ~ date, set by the Dean, not earlier than two weeks before tbe close 
of the 61th term of residence. This examination must be followed by an exami· 
natioa, before the special committee as a wbole, on the general subject matter of 
the thesis, at such time as may be designated by the Dean after the completed 
tb ., baa been duly presented in the office of tbe Graduate School. In the e\·eot 
01 failure in this earlier namination, no re-esaminatioo may be held until three 
mODths after- the ccmpletioo of the minimum period of residence. 
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DATES FOR CONFERRING DEGREES 
Advancc£1 degrees are conferred in Petruary. June, and September, 
J n February, degrees will be conferred on students who have made appli,cation 
(or the degree on or before the first day of instruction after the Christmas recess, 
and who have completed the requirements not later than the last day of the final 
term examinations. 
In June, degree!> will be conferred on students who have made application for 
the degree not later than May 15. and wt. o have completed the requirements 
not laler than the last day of the final term exarr:inations. 
In Septemher, degrees will be conferred on studtnts who have made applica-
tion (or the dcgr('(' not later than September I, and who have completed the 
rcquirC'nll'llts not lal('r than the day preceding the first day of instruction of the 
first tenn. 
GRADUATE WORK IN THE SUMMER 
All studnits pursuing gradlUlle studies dun·ng 1M summer und~r any of the 
prwisions dncribtd in Ihe following paragraphs ar~ required 10 enroll bolh willi lite 
Rtgislrar oj 1M U"iversily and in tM offict of the Dean of 1M GraduaU School 
before bt,inn;", work. 
(A) The Summer SessioD. Work done in the Summer Session of Cornell 
l"ni\"(·r~ilr. under the dir('ction of a member of the Faculty of the Graduate 
S<:hool, ma y h(' counted for residence Iowan] the degree of Master of Arts under 
thc (oll"win~ ('onditions: one term's residence to be satisfied by two summer 
sessions, and two tC""s' rcsidenee by four summer sessions. Candidates for 
this dtl:Tt'e who MC in rrsidence during Summer Sessions only are required also 
to <ol1timll' th('ir studies during the rear under thc direction of the Chairman of 
the Spt't'i:al Corr.mitt('(' in ("harge of their work. 
It shoulll Ll' not<·,1 that in !ome departments no graduate work is offered in 
the Summer S<>s.sion . A :-itatcment of the graduate work offered will be found in 
the "\nr.ounccment of the Summcr Session, which will be sent on application to 
the 5«.'(Tctary of the t'ninrsity. 
(Il) The Third Tetm. A Third Tenn, which is usually about twelve weeks 
in Icngth, extending from June to September, is offered by certain departrrents in 
the CoJJctC of Agriculture. For the purr-oses of graduate residence this tenn is 
regarded as equivalcnt to an equal peri01 during the academic year. No candi· 
date for 'the Doctor's degree, however, will be credited with more than two terms 
or residence during any twelve consecutive rr.onths, and no candidate will be 
recommended for this degree at an earHer date than if all his work had been done 
during the regular sessions of the academic year. The Announcement of the 
Third Term may be secured by application to the Secretary of the University. 
(e) Personal Direction. An opJ:ortunity is offered to properly qualified 
5tudcnts of certain subjects to carry on graduate studies during the summer 
months under the personal direction of members of the Faculty of the Graduate 
School. The general library and many of the laboratories and special libraries 
of the University are open during this period, and certain members of the instruc-
ting staff, who remain in residence during the summer, are willing to assume 
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responsibility for the supervision of the work of students who are qualified to 
carry on investigations. It is impossible to make any announcement in advance 
as to what opportunities for graduate work may be found at any definite time in a 
particular subject:- but such infonnation may be obtained by correspondence. 
Residence towards an advanced degree (or work carried on under personal 
direction during the summer will be granted only if the following conditions are 
complied with: 
I. Members of the Faculty of the Graduate School who are prepared to 
undertake the direction during the summer months of the studies of graduate 
students who are registered neither in the Summer Session nor in the Third 
Term, may obtain authorization for such work by making application to the 
General Committee not later than ~Iay I of each year. An application for 
such authorization should contain a statement regarding the number o( weeks 
during which the member of the Faculty is prepared to undertake the supervision 
of this work. 
2. A student who has already completed at least a (ull year o( graduate work 
as a candidate for an advanced degree, either in this University or in some institu· 
tion whose graduate work is acreptable, may receive residence credit (or work thus 
authorized. It should. however, be understood that this provision (or residence 
credit in all cases is limited by the general rule that graduate students are required 
to register both in the office o( the Registrar of the C niversity and in that o( the 
Dean o( the Graduate School, and by the rule that no candidate for the Doctor's 
degree will receive credit tor more than two terms 01 residence during any twelve 
consecuth'e months. 
(D) Under conditions to be ascertai.ned (rom the Dean. instructors in 
Cornell University who are also registered in the Graduate School may receive 
credit for work done withollt compensation during the summer months away 
from the University. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS' 
The (ollowing twenty·(our (ellov.-ships are annually offered in the Graduate 
School: 
•. The Cornell Fellowship in English. 
2. The McGraw Fellowship in Civil Engineering. 
3. The Sage Fellowship in Chemistry. 
4- The Schuyler Fellowship in Physiology ; Verlebrate Zoology. including 
Anatomy and Histology and Embryology; or Invertebrate Zoology and Ento-
mology. 
S· The Sibley Fellowship in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 
6. The Goldwin Smith Fellowship in Botany; Geology; or Physical Geo-
craphy. 
7· The President White Fellowship in Physics. 
8. The Erastus Brooks PeUotrship in Mathematics. 
9· The University Fellowship in Architecture. 
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10. The University Fellowship in Romance Languages. 
II. The University Fellowship in German. 
12. The University Fellowship in Agriculture. 
IJ. The Charles Bull Earle Memorial Fellowship U1 Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering. 
14· The President White Fellowship in Modern History. 
IS· The President White Fellowship in Political and Social Science. 
16-17· The Susan Linn Sage Fellowships in Philosophy. 
18. The Susan Linn Sage Fellowship in Psychology. 
19-20. The Fellowships in Political Economy. 
21-.22. The Fellowships in Greek and Latin. 
23. The Pellowship in American History. 
2~. The Edgar J. Meyer Memorial Fellowship in Engineering Research. 
The President While Fellowships in Modem History and in Political and 
Social Science have an annual value of '500 each: the others have an annual 
\'alue 01 5400 each. An Fellows are also exempt from tuition. 
In addition to the fellowships enumerated above, the Faculty of the Gradu· 
atl' School awarded for the year 192~1921 two fellowships in Physics of $500 
esc-h, and a fellowship of 5750 in Chemistry. The Fellowships in Physics are 
supported by the income ot the Susan Phelps Gage Fund for research in Pbysics 
which. by the decision of the professors in the department at Physics, was devoted 
to ,hi,.. purpose for the year of 192~1921. The Fellowship in Chemistry, sup-
rortt.'tl loy the E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company, is known as the DuPont 
Fellowship. At the present time the foUowing special fellowships have also been 
aVlo'ardcd by the Paculty of the Graduate School: The Eden Valley Fellowship, 
the Hampton Potato Growers' PeJlowship, the Herman Frasch Fellowship (which 
provides for two fellows) the North Pork Fellowship, the Steuben County Seed 
Improvement Fellowship, the Williamson Vegetable Laboratory Association 
Fellowship, th(' Wilson Growers' FeJlowship, the Grassetlj Fellowship in Chemistry, 
supported by the Grasselli Chemical Company of Cleveland, Ohio, and the Chau. 
taUQU3 County Tomato Improvement Fellowship. It is impossible at the present 
time to announce these fellowships as annually awarded to applicants. Infonna· 
tion in r"Kard to them may at any time be obtained by correspondence with the 
respecth'(' dl'partments. 
The following seventeen graduate scholarships are annually oft'ered in the 
Graduate School: 
'-5· The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholarships in Philosophy. 
6. The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Scholarship in Psycbqlogy. 
7. The Graduate Scholarship in Mathematics. 
8. The Graduate Scholanmip in Chemistry. 
9, The Graduate Scholarahip in Physics. 
10. The Graduate Scholarship in Civil Engineering. 
II . The Graduate Scholarship in Latin and GTeek. 
U. The Gradua .. Scholarship in Ar<baeology and Comparative Phi!oJocy. , 
13· The Grad .... Scholarship in Physiology; Vertebra .. Zoology, includinc 
Anatomy and Histology and Embryology; or Invertebra .. ZooJogy and En .... 
mology. 
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'4. The Graduate Scholarship in Botany; Geology i or Physical Geography. 
15. The GTaduate 8<'.bolanhip in English. 
16. The Graduate Scholarship in History. 
'7. The GTaduate Scholarship in Architecture. 
The graduate scholarships. with the exception of the Scholarship in Architec· 
lure. have an annual value "of '200 each. Holders ot graduate scholarships are 
also exempt from tuition. The Graduate Scholarship in Architecture grants only 
free tuition. 
AU persons elected to fellowships and graduate scholarships arc required, 
upon accepting their appointments, to file a bond, that in case ot their resignation 
before the expiration of the time for which they were appointed, they will repay to 
the University any sums that they may have receiVed. The bond must be (or the 
value of the fellowship or the scholarship and must have two sureties approved 
by the Treasurer of tbe University. Attention is called to the ruling ot the Trus4 
tees of the University that members of the Instructing staff are not eligible as 
sureties on the bonds required by the University trom holders of Fellowships and 
Graduate Scholarships. 
Students bolding fellowships and graduate scholarships are not (ree to accept 
other appointments. but will be expected to devote their time uninterruptedl y 
to the ptlflsecution of their studies. 
The mqoeys due on fellowships and graduate scholarships a.re paid at the 
of6ce of the Treasurer of the University in six equal payments on October IS. 
December I, January IS, February IS, April., and May IS. 
The term of each fellowship and graduate scholarship is one year. but the 
term may UDder exceptional circumstances be extended to two years. 
On the recommendation of the Faculty of the Graduate School a fellowship 
may be divided tor a single year into two graduate scholarships, the value 01 each 
to be ooe-balf of the divided fellowship. But no feUowship may be thus di\'ided 
oft.ener than once in two yea.rs. 
The President White Fellowships in History and Political Science may, in 
the discretion of tbe Paculty of the Graduate School. be made traveling fellow. 
ships. The bolders of these fellowships may by the terms of the gUt be called 
upon to render certain services in connection with the President White Library. 
In the case of a student of very exceptiooal ability and promise in the fi .. lds 
.01 either of these fellowships, tbe two fellowships may. in the discretion of the 
Faculty. be combined for a single x.ear into one. 
Official forms for makjne application for leUowships and graduate scholarships 
may be obtained from the Dean ot the Graduate School. All applications should 
be filed in the office of the Dean on or before March IS ot the academic year 
p:eoeding the ODe for whicbappJication was made. Before thisapplicalioa is filed. 
the applicant should have convinced himself by COl i espondence that he is eligible 
for admj ;00 to the Graduate School 0{ this University in full standing. since 
appointments are given only to those who are eligible for admission to candidac\" 
for .... advanced degj et. . 
AD other ioformation. papers, and testimonials &bould be IUbmitted on or 
befCft March .s to the department in which the applicant desires to carTY on 
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the principal part of his work. Applicants are advised to submit any pubUahed 
or unpublished papers or reports showing the result of their atudy or.research 
which might serve to indicate the extent of their knowledge of the subject, or 
their command of the mctho::ls and tools of research, or their capacity generally 
tor cleM written expression. Candidates who are graduates of other colleges 
or universities should submit recomme~dations from the instructors best 
acquainted with their ability and attainments. It should be borne in mind tha1: 
infannatton cannot be too exact or detailed in the case of students not personally 
known to the appointing body. 
HODor.ry FeUowships 
Pl'T'sons upon whom the Doctor's degree has already been conferred, or per_ 
sons who have a recognized standing as scholars or investigators equivalent to 
that degree. may, in the discretion of the Faculty of the Graduate School, be 
appointed to honorary fellowships , These fellowships cover all fees except 
laboratory charges. Actual residence at the University and regl1iar registration 
in the Graduate School are required of appointees. 
THE GRADUATE PRJZE IN PHILOSOPHY 
The Graduate Prize in Philosophy has an annual value of about twenty·6ve 
dollars, and is open (or competition to all students registered in the Graduate 
School of Cornell University. 
I. The prize' wilt be awarded to the graduate student who submits the best 
papt..'" embo:lying the results of research in the field of philosophy. To be accept. 
ahlt'. the paper must show independent scholarship and research in dealing with 
philosophical ideas. The subject of the paper may be either historical or critical 
and constructive in character. It may be concerned either with problems ot pure 
philosophy or with the philosophical bearing ot the concepts and methods em.-
ployed in mathematics or in any of the natural or humanistic sciences. 
2. Papers submitted in competition must be deposited in the office of the 
Dean of the Graduate School on or before the first day of May. Each paper is to 
be typewritten, and must bear a fictitious signature and be accompanied by the 
name 01 the writer in a sealed envelope. 
3. The prize win be awarded by a committee appointed by the President of 
the University. A copy of the successful paper i~ to be deposited in the Univer· 
sity Library by the Dean of the Graduate School. 
PEES 
A slJl4erat.,.\o Jails 10 pay "is itukblednus 14 Ihe Uniwrlily wilJIi,. twtnly 44ys 
oJID 'lrt Uul ,epl,Glw. 44y oj 1M term illM,tl1y dropped jrflftt 1M U1Iiflertily. 
A,.y l.iI,,", Jee (W DlMr fee *Oy be dORted by lite TrfUleU ID lGu effea oJ aay 
ti~ tftllJowl ~ fIOIiu. 
A llatricvlatioa FHof '10 is charged all students on entering the Uaiversity; 
this fee must be paid at the time of registration. 
An IaIrmuy Fee 01 .S. te<m is required 01 aU stud ..... (esoept t_ reg;.. 
t<r<d in the Medical CoDece in New York City) at the beginaing of _ term. 
; . . 
THE GRADUATE PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY IS 
(For a statement of the privileges given in return (or this fee, see the General 
Ci,,1dor of r"JonMJion, p. sz .) 
An A,dminiltratiOD Fee of $25 for the academic year is required of allstudents 
• 
registered in the Graduate School. This fee is payable in installments of 112.50 
each semester. 
A Tuition Pee of $75 for the academic year is to be paid by aU students regis-
tered in the Graduate School except those exempted under one of the iollowing 
beadings:-
(I) Graduate students holding appointments as University Fellows 
or Graduate Scholars. 
(2) Graduate students holding appointments as assistants and 
instructors and having their major studies in the college or line of work 
in which they are instructing, are exempt from the payment of tuition 
fees and laboratory and shop fees .in the department in which they arc 
employed to give instruction; members of the instructing staff who 
take work for which they must pay tuition are required to pay in pro· 
portion to the amount of work for which they are registered. 
(3) Graduate students who at the beginning of the college year 
are and for at least twelve months prior thereto have been bona fitk 
residents of the State of New York and whose major work is taken 
in departments connected with the :'\Jew York State College of Agri· 
culture or the New York State College of Veterinary Medicine. 
A Graduation Pee 01 f20 is required, at least ten days before the degree is to be 
COnfOied, of every candidate for an arlvanced degree. The fee will be returned 
if the degree i!i not conterTed. 
Every person taking laboratory work or courses whcr<.· a fee is charged must 
pay to the Treasurer the required fee or the required deposit lor the materials, etc., 
to be used in the work. 
No student may receive the master's degree who has not paid the tuition fee 
for at least one year, and no one may re(:eive the doctor's degree who h.'lS not paid 
the tuition fee for at least three years, unles.<; one or more of the years spent in 
study for the doctor's degree have been spent in graduate study at another univer· 
sity, or unless payment of tuition has been waived under one of the foregoing 
hmdings. 
Any student in the Graduate School who has completed the requirement of 
residence for the degree tor which he is a candidate ,whose studies have been satis· 
factory to the faculty, and who during that time has satisfied the requirements as 
to tuition fees, is, on paying the annual administration fee, exempt (rom the lurther 
payment c:l tuition fees for a period not to e"cee<! one year. 
Pees Dwinc the Slimmer 
'lbe 1'IlinI Term ill cia_ CoUece of Acricu1ture. For this term, which is 
usually about twelve weeks in lencth, students registered in the Graduate 
School are charged an Achoinistration Fee of flO and a Tuition Fee of fn.so. 
Members of the inJtructin& staff during tbe two terms immediately preceding, 
havioa their major Rudies in the coUece or tine of work in which they are instruct-
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ing, arc exelllpt Crom the charge (or tuition. It, during the academic year just 
prccc<ling they have paid the (ull administration fee of S2,s they are not requited 
to pay this let, for the third tenn. 
The Slimmer Scation a.od Slammer Sehool ill AgriCulture. Students of the 
Univ('rsity Summt'r Session and the Summer School in Agriculture who have beea 
admitteil to candidacy for an advanced degree are required to pay the regular 
tuition of the Session <ko) but arc exempt from tuition and adrniniltration fees 
in the Graduate School. On registering for the first time as a candidate.,. student 
who has not previously matriculated in Cornell University will be given matricu. 
lation without payment of the usual fee on presenting a certificate that he has 
lXlid lhe tuition charges for the current Summer Session. 
StUtlcnts n-gistcrro in the Graduate School, excused from tuition in the Sum. 
owr &:h001 in .-\gricl1lture as residents of New York State, are charged on their 
:- 6rst r('g;stration in the Graduate School a Matriculation Fee of 'Jo,andforeach 
St'SSion an Administration Fee of 16,25. 
PersoDaI DirectioD. Students carrying on studies during the summer as 
candidate'S for ndvanC't'd degrees under Personal Direction are required toregister 
\\ith the Registrar as wel1 as in the Graduate School, and to pay an administration 
fee of $10. 
Noadminislration fee is required of persons who have been regularly appointed 
mcml)('f'S of the instructing staff durin~ the preceding academic year and who have 
during that year pair! the full administration fee. 
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
W'U .. \kO .\,":-.ns, Librarian : A. C. WHITE, Assistant Librarian; G. L. BURl, 
Librarian of the President White Library; HALDO. HERMANNS50N, Curator 
of the Icelandic Collection; , Curator of the Dante and Petrarcb. 
Col1cctions; E. R. B. WILLIS, Superintendent Readers' Division, General Library; 
E. E. WILLEVER, Librarian of the Law Library; W. W. ELLIS, Librarian of the 
Agricultural College Library. 
The University Libraries comprise the General Library of the University, 
the Seminary Libraries in the general library building, the Architectural Library, 
the Chemical Library, the Sibley Engineering Library, the Civil Engineering 
~" . Library, the Law Library, the Plower Veterinary Library, the Barnes Reference 
Library, the Goldwin Smith Hall Library, the Stimson Hall Medical Library, 
~ and the Librar)' of the New York State College of Agriculture. The total number 
of bound volumes in them is now over six hundred thousand. The number of 
~odica1s, transactions, and other serials, currently received, is over two thous-
and. a.nd of most of these complete sets are on the shelves. 
Among (he more important special collections in the General Library may be 
mentioned : 
T .. 8 ANTHON LIBRARY, of nearly seven thousand volumes, the colleCtion made 
by the late Professor Charles Anthon, ot Columbia College. in the ancient 
clessjeal languages and literatures, besides works in history and general 
literature. 
-'--!\if 
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TaB Bopp LIBRARY, of about twenty-five hundred volumes, relating to th<' oriental 
languages and literatures, and comparative philology, being the collection 
of the late Professor Franz Bopp of the University of Berlin. 
THE GoLDWIN SMITH LIBRARV, of thirty-five hundred volumes, comprising chiefly 
historical works and editions of the English and ancient classics, presented to 
the University in 18(1) by the late Professor Goldwin Smith, and increased 
juring later years by the continued liberality of the donor. 
THE WHITE AaCHITECTURAL LIBRARV, a collection of over tWl.'lve hundred 
volumes relatine to architecture and kindred branches ot science, given by 
the late President White. 
THE KELLv MATHEMATICAL LIBRAM\', comprising eighteen hundred volumes and 
seven hundred tracts, presented by the late Hon. William Kelly, of Rhinebeck . 
THB SPARKS LIBRARY, being the library ot Jared Sparks, sometime President of 
Harvard University, consisting of upward of five thousand volumes and four 
thousand pamphlets, relating chiefly to the history of America. 
THE MAY COLLECTION, relating to the history of slavery and anti.slavery, the 
nucleus of which was formed by the gilt to the library of the late Rev. Samuel 
J. May, of Syracuse. 
TaE ScaUYLER COLLECTION ot folk·lore, Russian history and literature, presented 
by the late Hon. Eugene Schuyler in 1884-
THE PRESIDENT WHITE HISTORICAL LI8M.-\RV. of about twenty.three thousand 
volumes and pamphlets, the gift of the late President White, received in 1&)1. 
especially rich in the primary sources of history. and containing notable 
coUections on the period of the Reformation, on the English and French 
Revolutions, on the American Civil War, and on the history of superstition. 
raB SPINOZA CoLLECTION, numbering four hundred and tifty volumes, presented 
in 189.t. by the late President White. 
Four remarkably rich coUections given by the late Willard Piske. comprising the 
DANTB COLLECTION. containing over eight thousand volumes, the PETRARCH 
CoLLECTION, containing about four thousand ,·olumes. the RHAETO-RoMANIC 
COUBCTION. containing about thirteen hundred volumes. and the ICELANDIC 
CoLLECTION, containing over fifteen thousand volumes. 
THE ZAaNCU LIBRARY, containing about thirteen thousand volumes and pamph-
lets, especiaUy rich in Germanic philology and literature, purchased and 
prf.:Sented in 1893 by William H. Sage. 
Ta:a HERBERT H. SMITH COIl F("TIO"" of books relaling to South America, pur-
chased in 1896. 
A wln .. ble collection of books on French and Italian Society in the 16th and 17th 
centuria, presented by Professor T. F. Crane in 1896. 
TaB PLOWER VaTUINARY LIBRARY, the gift of ex-Governor Plower to Cornell 
University, for the use of the State Veterinary College, in 1897. 
TaB BIUNLOHR LIBRARV, containing about one thousand volumes of Egyptology 
and AlIYriology purchased and {'resented in 1902 by A. Abraham. 
, 
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THE BAVARO TAYLOR correspondence and journals and his collection of Goethe 
literature. presented. to the Library, in 1905 by Mrs. Marie Taylor. 
THE ANGLO,SAXON COLLBCTJON and the COWPER COLLBCTION formed by the late 
Profe&sor Hiram Corson, bequeathed to the Library. and received in 19rI. 
THE ENGLISH COLLECTION presented by Professor J. M. Hart in 1914. 
THE GUITBAU INSURANCB LIBRARY, purchased in 1916. 
THE CHARLES WILLIAM WASON COI.LECTION oC books dealing with China and the 
Chinese, bequeathed to the University by C. W. Wason, '76, in 1918. 
THt: JAMES VERNER ScAIFE COLLECTION dealing with the Civil War in the United 
States. givf'n hy J. V. Scaife, '89. in 1919. 
THI': n .. :RNARO A. SINN COLLEctiON of naval biography and history, given by B. 
A. Sinn, '97. in 1919. 
Tilt: ROLLIN A. HARRIS COLLEctiON of mathematical books given for the use of 
the Mathematics Department by Mrs. R. A. Harris. 
TilE EMIL KnCHI.ING COLLEc:TION of works dealing with sanitary science given 
for th(' uS(' of th(' En~nccring College by Mrs. Kuichling. 
THt: LAW LWRAtn' of forty-seven thousand volumes contains an unusually 
wml,I(,t(' C'OII(,(·tion of American, English, and Colonial reports, with compte-
m('nt of t('xthooks and statutes, and complete sets of all leading periodicals in 
English. 
Th~(' c-oll('('tion:>, and others such as these, making possible an exhaustive 
!>tud)' of ('('ft.··tin ficlds. are of the greatest service in research work. A similar 
J'ufJlOS(' js S('r\'M hy the seminary rooms of the University Library. Thus, 
for the study of English, of the classical languages. of the Gennanic and Romance 
Iancunct"S. of philosophy. of politics and economics, of American and of European 
history, there havc Ix'('n prodded in the library building seven of these research 
rooms, each equipped ,,-jtb a caTefuUy chosen body of reference books, to which 
ad\'anced students in these fields have access. In connection with ·the scientific 
and tec.bnicaJ laboratories similar collections have been formed and well supplied 
,"0. reference books, standard ... orks. and sets of periodicals, conveniently 
arranged for study aDd research. 
Cards of admission to the shelves in the stackrooms and to the White Historical 
Library will be issued to graduate students for the purpose of consultation and 
I'eSC11rch. The privilege of taking books for home use is granted to aU students 
who comply with the library regulations. 
Lecture. ia BJb1iop'apb,. As a part of the work o{ tbe General Library Mr. 
Willis offen a aeriesof infonnal talks to graduateitudents in the SecondTenn on 
the rc:sources and facilities of tbe Library and on the employment as aids to research 
of the geoaal bibliognopbical belps. 
i 
.' 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND OTHER OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The courses outlined in the following pages are grouped primarily on the 
basis of subject matter. Under each subject there is usually given, in a separate 
paragraph, a list of courses which are probably too elementary in character 
to interest graduate students of that subject. There then follows a Jist of all 
those courses which, whether open or not open to undergraduates, are deemed 
likely to be of profit to graduate students. 
More detailed infonnation concerning anyone of these various courses (time 
and place of meeting, and in the case of a few courses given in alternate years, 
whether or not offered in 1921-1922, etc.) will be found in the separate announce· 
ment at the college in wrucb the particular course is given. The latest edition 
of these special annoUncements of the various colleges may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Secretary of the University. 
SEMITIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES AND ORIENTAL HISTORY 
Professor: NATHANIEL SCa.uDT. 
Special facilities for advanced work in these subjects are : (I) a collection of 
several hundred squeezes of inscriptions found in Syria, and Arabia Petraea, 
chiefly in Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac, Assyrian, Nabataean, and Greek ; (2) squeezes 
of Old Egyptian, Coptic, and Hittite inscriptions ; (3) a collection o( several 
thousand photographs taken in Syria and Arabia Petraea and slides taken (rom 
these photographs; (4) reproductions of inscriptions and objects of art in the 
Museum of Casts; (5) a valuable collection of Arabic, Hebrew, Samaritan, 
Ethiopic, and Coptic manuscripts secured in S)"ria; (6) the Eisenlohr Library, 
especially rich in Egyptology; (7) the Fiske collection of Arabic books; (8) a 
growing collection of Egyptian antiquities. 
To the candidate for an advanced degree, opportunities are offered of stud)". 
iag every Semitic language and dialect, and also Sumerian, Old Egyptian, and 
Coptic. The student may, it be so chooses, specialize in Semitic literature or in 
Oriental history. A candidate lor the Master's degree or the Doctor's degree, 
with Semitic languages as a major subject, must ha\"e had a year of elementary 
Hebrew or Arabic ; and a candidate (or eitht>r of these degrees, with Oriental 
history as a major subject, must have had one rear ot ancient history and one 
year either ot the history of Asia or tbe history of Africa, before entering upon 
the graduate course. 
Advanced Hebrew. 
Neo-Hebraic. 
Ethiopic. 
Assyriau. 
Sumerian. 
Aramaic (Mandaic, Babylonian Talmudic, Syraic, ~abataean, Palmyrene, 
Galjlnan, Samaritan. and Judaean). 
Arabic (Sabaean aod Minaean. Claaical. Modem). 
('9) 
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Egyptian. 
Coptic. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Comparative Semitic Philology. 
Semitic Epigraphy (in Semitic Seminary). 
Hebrew Literature (in Semitic Seminary). 
The History of Asia. 
The History of Africa. 
The Sources of Oriental History (in Historical Seminary). 
GREEK 
Professors: G. P. BRISTOL; H. L. JONES. 
Reader : A. C. WHITE. 
The general library and the special library of over two thou~nd volumes in 
the seminary rooms afford ample facilities for graduate work. The special library 
is rich in complete sets of philological and archaeological periodicals in various 
languages, and contains aU the standard works that fonn the laboratory apparatus 
of the graduate student . Other books will be transferred from the general 
library to the seminary rooms as they are needed. 
The one essential preparation for graduate work is the ability to read Greek. 
To gain this the student should pursue the subject throughout his undagl4duate 
COUf':'(' , reading the largest possible amount of Attic prose literature. A good 
reading knowledge of Latin, Gennan, and French is very helpful. All courses 
offered in Greek are open to any graduate student, but not aU courses will be 
accepted as graduate work leading to a degree. 
Elementary Greek with Xenophon; Selections from Plato and the Odyssey; 
Herodotus ; Demosthenes. Aeschylus, Sophocles; Greek Composition: Thucy· 
didf"S; The New Testament; Lyric poetry; Aristophanes. 
The ~Iyths of the Epic Cycle. Professor JONES • 
. -\d\'anced Greek Composition. Professor JONES. 
The Orestean Tragedies of Aeschylus. Sophocles, and Euripides. PTofessor 
JOSES. 
Greek Seminary. Homer, Oratory, or History. PTofessor BRISTOL. 
Comparative and Historical Grammar. Professor BRISTOL. 
GREEK ART Aim ANTIQUITIES 
Professor: E . P. ASDREWS. 
The }Iuseum of Casts furnishes abundant material for the study of Greek 
sculpture and for most branches of Greek archaeology. Several hundred squeer« 
bring the most important Greek inscriptions ?o1t'hin reach for independent work 
in Greek epigraphy. The University Library contains complete sets of the 
most important archaeological periodicals. 
Ability to read French and German, as wen as Greek and Latin, is necessary. 
A scholarship in archaeology and comparative philology is awarded annuDy. 
Elementary Courses: History of Greek Sculpture; Greek Arch,eolocY; 
Greek ~umismatics; Greek Architecture. 
LATIN 
Graduate CourSes: Greek Epigraphy in Seminary. 
Greek Archaeology. in Seminary. 
History of Greek Sculpture. in Seminary. 
Modem Greek, Written and Colloquial. 
2' 
Pausaniu, and the Topography of Greece, with especial reference to Athens. 
LATIN 
Proft5SQf'S! C. E. BENNBTT; H. C. ELMER; C. L. DURH ...... 
Graduate students in Latin have the use ol the Latin seminary. consisting o( 
two rooms in the University Library. The seminary contains several thousand 
volumes of texts and other works of reference, including complete sets of all 
tbe joumals of classical philology. Two Greek and Latin fellowships, and one 
scholarship ate awarded annually. 
Any student who has specialized in Latin for lour years as an undergraduate 
in a college of recogn.iud standing may be admitted to graduate work in the follow-
ing COUJ'SeS. A reading knowledge of French and German is, however, indispensa· 
ble to their prosecution. 
41. LatiD Sem;n ... ,.. Professor BENSETT. T,:1, and S. JO, Library Greek 
.and Latin Seminary Room. 
The wmk of the seminary for 1920-'921 consisted of the textual and exegetical 
.study of Horace, combined with the reading of all Horace's works. 
The object of the seminary is to familiarize its members with the methods and 
habits 01. independent investigation. The work. therefore. as far as possible, is 
thrown into the hands of the students themselves. 
42· 1Iittory, Aim, and Stope of Latin Studiea. Throughout the year. 
Professor BENNEn. T Th, '0, Goldwin Smith 120. 
This course will present the history of Latin study since the Renaissance, will 
·outline the various fields of investigation, showing the present state of knowledge 
-in each, along with the chief problems still awaiting solution, and will give a very 
fWl bibliography. 
43- Hiltorica1 Latin S)'D.ta.I.. Professor BESSETT. 
Lectures on the moods and tenses of the Latin verb, with special reference to 
the wb;unetive,--its primitive meaning and its development in subordinate 
·clauses_ 
44· Biltorkal Gramm., of the Latin Lucuale. Throughout the year. 
Professor BENNETT. 
LectUl"1!$ and exercises on the sounds and inftections of the Latin language 
. &om the historical point of view. 
45· Latin Writiac, Adnaced. Course. Throughout the year. Professor 
&10._ Th, 3. Goldwin Smith 124. 
48. Valpr utili. Throughout the year. Professor Dl'RHAW: . Goldwin 
Smith '28. 
A ltudy of the utension of the LatiD language to the Roman provinces 
.aod an inveatiaation of the phonology, the 8nion'5, and the syntax of vulgar 
Latitt. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
49· Cicero', Orator, with special reference to his doctrine of prose rhythm. 
Throughout the year. Professor DURHAW. Goldwin Smith 128. 
SO· Latin Epigraph,.. Throughout the year. Professor DURH"." Goldwin 
Smith u8. 
GERMAN 
Pro(~wrs : A. B. F.WST: A. W. BOESCHE; P. R. POPEi A. L. ANDREWS. 
J n the advanced courses in this subject the work is twofold, literary and 
philological. The history of German literature from the earliest period to the 
pr('S('nt day is skC'tched in outline lecture cow-ses with collateral reading. Special 
topics ttre selected for detailed study. such as the epic and lyrical poetry of the 
:\tiddle High Gmt1an period, the literature of the Refonnation, the classical 
p\·riod. the drama of the nineteenth century and contemporary literature. The 
roUJ'SC'S offct'('d in philology include the study of Gothic, Old and Middle High 
Gcrtnan, and Old Saxon. They afford also an introduction to the science of 
I:lnguagl' and the principles of phonetics. 
The ~minaries in German lit('rature and philology aim to impart the principles 
nntl methods of inH·stigation. A teachers' course deals with class-room methods 
and thrones of instruction in the modem languages. 
:\11 the ..... ork in German is greatly facilitated by an exceptional library equip-
ll1l'nt. The nucleus ..... as formed by the acquisition of the Zamcke library, one 
of the largest collections of rare books for the study of German literattue and 
philology ~'\"l'f brought to America. With constant enlargements the library 
has become ant' of the most seTviC(.'ablc in the country. The German seminary 
room in the t.:nin'TSity Library contains books for ready reference, including 
philological journals and reviews. 
Candidaks for ad"aneed degrees in German are expected to have an adequate 
kno",,·lhlgc of French and Latin. A fellowship in German is awarded annually. 
Elcmentary German; Second, and Third German Course; Intennediate 
German Course; Elementary German Composition and Conversation; Advanced 
German Composition and Conversation; Scientific German. 
Schiller's Lile and Works. Professor BOESCUE. 
Goethe's Life and Works. Professor POPE. 
G()('the's Faust. Professor FAVST. 
History of German Literature. Professor PAl·ST. 
Contemporary German Literature. Professor FAUST. 
Lessing's Life and Works. Pro(essor POPE. 
Topics in Historical German Syntax. ProCessor BOESCRE. 
~Iiddle High German. Assistant Professor ANDREWS. 
Gothic. Professor BOESCHE. 
Old ·High German. Professor BOESCHE. 
Principles of Germanic Philology. Assistant Professor ANDREWS. 
TeachttS' Course. Professor PAUST. 
Seminary in German Literature. 
Seminary in Germanic Philology. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
SCAIIDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Professor: HALLDOR HERIfANNSSON . 
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The Fiske Icelandic Collection in the University Library, comprising about 
15,000 books and pamphlets, offen excellent facilities for advanced work in Old 
Norse-Icelandic language and literature, Norse mythology and heroic legends, 
Tunology, and early Scandinavian history, as well as in Modern Icelandic lan-
guage and literature. The Library also has a small collection of books on the other 
modem Scandinavian languages and literatures to which some additions are made 
annually. 
Old Icelandic. 
History of the Olrt ~orse·lcelandif: literature. 
Norse mythology. 
Early Scandinavian history . 
Modem Scandinavian languages and literatures. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Professors : J. F_ 1\1.-\50:"0; G. L. HAMILTON; O. G. G CEkLAC; R. H . KENI STOS; 
L. PVWPELL v. 
Instructors: E. H. HESPELT: L. L. AlWOOD; P. R. SANJ\' MJO; ~L ZAPATA Y 
TORRES; H. C. BERKOWITZ; A. H. CUR\'; L . F, Dow. 
The coUection of French and Spanish books in the University Library is very 
large, and. ofters exceUent facilities lOT' advanced ,,·ork. Objects of special pride 
are the unrivalled Dant(' and Petrarch collections, the gift of the late Willard 
Flske, who likewise presmted to the University a unique collection of Rhaeto-
Romance WOf'ks. Smaller Conedions of Portuguese and Proven~al books are also 
to be found in the Univ<'TSity Library, The seminary libTary contains several 
thousand volumes including many sets 01 bound periodicals, A university feUo",· 
ship (of the value of .... 00 and free tuition) in Romance languages is aQllually 
awarded. 
The courses of study in this department are divided into three categories: 
those intended primarily for undergraduates, those intended alike for under· 
graduates and graduates, and those intended primarily for graduates. All 
candidates: for advanced degrees in this department must possess a thorough 
reading knowledge of Latin, French, and Gennan, before announcing their can· 
didacy. A graduate ~tudent in Romance languages should have completed some 
fonnal course of study in the language and literature of the language which be 
intends to select as his major subject, and should have a reading knowledge at 
least of. the languages which he selects as his minor subjects. 
A candidate for the degree of ~Iaster of Am whose major subject is in Romance 
languages is apected to present for the approval of the chairman of his special 
committee, within two weeks after registration day. an outline of the work planned 
for the year. The thesis, must, before May I, be submitted for the criticism of 
the ebainnan of the caDdidate's special committee. If not already taken. a 
oou.rse in the philology of the language which constitutes their major subject 
is required 0( ,",dote students in their first year of study. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are expected. to follow 
advanced courses given in the field in which their major subject tiel aDd to 
take up such work as will give a comprehensive view of the fields in which their 
minor subjects lie. It is intended that the .Jast year of preparation for this 
degree shall be spent chiefly upon the thesis. Further infonnation may be 
obtained from the professors in this department. 
First Year French ; Second Year French; Third Year French; Fourth Year 
French; Elementary French Composition ; Advanced French Composition; 
First Yent Italian; Second Year Italian; First Year Spanish; Second Year 
Spanish : Third Year Spanish; Fourth Year Spanish; Elementary Spanish 
Composition; Advanced Spanish Composition. 
History of French Literature. Professor MASON and Professor GUE~LAC. 
French Literature of the Sixteenth Century. Professor MASON. 
Prench Literature of the Seventeenth Century. Professor GURRLAC. 
French Literature 01 the Eighteenth Century. Professor MASON. 
French Literature of the Nineteenth Century. Professor MASON. 
Medieval French Literature. Professor HANILTON. 
Romance Phonetics. Professor KE~ISTON. 
French Philology. Assistant Professor PUNPELLV. 
\'oltaire and His Time. Professor GUERLAC. 
France of To-day: A study of some social and political aspects of Prance 
after the war. Professor GUERLAC. 
Modem French Literature Seminary. Professor MASON. 
Old Italian. Professor H",.uLTos. 
Spanish Literature of the Nineteenth Century. Dr. SANJURJO. 
Spanish Classical Literature. Professor KENISTON. 
History 0' Spanish Literature. Professor KENISTON. 
Low Latin . Professor H,uflLTOs. 
Old French Texts. Professor HAMILTON. 
Old Spanish. Professor KENISTON. 
Spanish Seminary. Professor KENISTON. 
Old Proven~1. Professor HAMILTOS. 
Portuguese Grammar and Reading. Professor KENISTON. 
ENGLISH 
Professors: M. W. SAMPSON ; W. STRUNK, JR.; LANE COOPER: P. C. PRESCOTT; 
C. S. ~ORTBUP; J. Q. ADAMS, JR.; B. S. MONROE; L. N. BROUGSTON; 
F. M. SMJTH. 
Instructors: J. W. HEBEL; P. M. FISKE; T. S. LoNG; F. MANNING SMITH: 
H. V. HOTCHKISS; G. D. SANDERS; M. MARX; J. H. NBLSONi D. L. 
BALDWIN : J. B. REEVES; G. R. VAN ALLEN; W. H. FIlENCS; C. B. HALE; 
W. P. JONES; L. K. ELIIHIRST; C. HARRIS. 
Among the books available to the student are complete sets ot the publica· 
tioos 01 the Early English Text. Chau=-. Scottiah T .... Pert')'. English Dialect. 
Shakespeare, ~ew Shakspere, Spenser. Philological, Malone. and other societies: 
01 the Arber. Bullen, Gr06art, and Fanner reprints; and of all the important 
ENGLISH 
periodicals dealina: with the English language and literature. Most of the Ameri-
can and foreign dissertations on English subjects, standard and other editions of 
individual authors. English and American. and several special collections, are also 
in the Library, which is exceptionally rich in the field of Old and Middle English, 
and in the Elizabethan and Victorian periods. The Hart Memorial Library. 
founded by the late Professor J. M. Hart, contains valuable collections in the 
bibliography of English philology. This library (Morrill 32) i. for the use of 
graduate students and members of the Faculty. The Department has also a 
I: hinary room in the University Library. A fellowship and a scholarship are 
annuaUyawarded. The Cornell Studies in English, a series of monographs issued 
by the Department, affords some opportunity for the publication of work accom-
pliabed by graduates as well as by members of the staff. Five volumes have 
appeared: 
•• A Bibliography of Thomas Gray. By Clark Sutherland NorthUp. '9'7. 
2. The Inftuenoe of Horace on the Chief English Poets of the Nineteenth 
Century. By Mary Rebecca Thayer. '9.6. 
3. The Dramatic Records ot Sir Henry Herbert, Master of the Revels, 162J-
.673. Edited by JOS'Ph Quincy Adams, jr. '9'7. 
4- A Geogtaphical Dictionary of Milton. By Allan H. Gilbert. '9'9. 
S. Italian Social Customs of the Sixteenth Century and Tbeir Influence on 
the Literature of Europe. By Thomas Frederick: Crane. 1920. 
6. lIn press) The Ben Jonson Allusion Book. By J. Franklin Bradley aDd 
Jooeph Quincy Adams, jr. '92'. 
Candidates for an advanced degree may take their major subject in litera-
ture or in lancuage. In geaeral, thirty-six hours (i. e., three tun years) of coUege 
BOIIish are required before a student may eater upon candidacy for an advanced 
decree· Work in philosophy. history, and languages, ancient and modern. 
may. at the discretion of the candidate's special committee, be counted against 
a shortage in undergraduate English. Training in the Greek and Latin literaturea 
is especially desirable as a preparation for graduate work in English. AU candi-
dates must complete a satisfactory amount of worlc in Old English; must have 
a geoeral knowledge of English literature and English history; and must aCCOlo-
plisb satisfactory work in resTreb. Candidates for the Master's degree must 
have IlUf&cient knowledge ol French or Gennan to make use of scholarly worb 
in one of those languages, and candidates for the Doctor's degree must have a 
aimilar knowledge of both French and Gennan, and a reading knowledge of Latin. 
Introductory Course; English Poetry and Prose: Nineteenth-Century Prose; 
Advuced. Composition; Tmcbers' COW'$e; Play Writing; Nineteenth-Century 
Poetay; Greek and Latin Classics in Translation; Eighteenth-Century PoeU)'; 
Eicbteenth.ceotury Pr'le; American Literature; Poetry and Versification. 
Old English; Beowulf. AasislaDt Prof ...... MONROE. 
Early EngUab Literary Types. Prof ...... CooP ••. 
Chaucer and his ContempOraries. Professor STUNK. 
$b'keIpeare. Prof-. $nUNlt. 
8h·ketpe reo Prof 1101' ADAIIS. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
The English Drama to 164,2. Professor ADAMS. 
Dante in English. Professor COOPER. 
Victorian Uterature. Professor NORTHUP. 
Methods and Materials in the Study of English. Professor Coon •. 
Chaucer. Professor CooPER. 
Dramatic Structure. Professor SAMPSON. 
Non-dramatic Literature, 1500-1600. Professor ADA.,S. 
The Arthurian Legends. Professor NORTHUP. 
Pastoral Poetry. Assistant Professor BROUGHTOK. 
Principles of Literary Criticism. Professor COOPER. 
Relations of English and American Literature. Professor PRESCOI r. 
In addition to directing research beyond the limits of the courses listed above, 
the members of the instructing staff will supervise original work, either in semi· 
naries or by individual conferences, in the fields here noted: 
Wordsworth and his ContemlX'rao(>s. Assistant Professor BROUGHTON. 
Early ~tiddle English; Layamon's Brut. Assistant Professor MONROE. 
The English Language; selected topics. Assistant Professor MONROE. 
Elizabethan Literature. Professor ADAMS. 
~liltoll and Spenst'r. Professor STRl'NK. 
The Comparative Stud}' of Literature. Professor COOPER. 
;\Iiddlt' English Literature. PTofessor NORTHl·P. 
American Literature. Professor PRESCOTT. 
EnKIi :-;h Philology. Professor STRC:\K. 
Theory of the.' Orama. Professor SAMPSO:\. 
Poetry. Prof(;'SSOr SAMPSO:\. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Professors: A. ~1. DRO'MOND; G. B. ~h·CHMORE: E. L. HUNT. 
Instructors: H. CAPLA:\; H. H. Ht:DSON; R. HANNAH. 
Graduate students may choose Public Speaking as a minor or as a major 
subjt'Ct for the ;\faster's degree, or as a minor subject for the Doctorate. Studies 
may be undM"tak("fl in the principles of public speaking, in its psychology and 
pedagogy. in the literature and history of the subject, or in speech training. 
Proficiency in English composition and in public speech will be presupposed. 
Graduate students should also have had training in psychology, literature, and 
history . Courses in logic and argumentation will prove helpful. Definite require-
mt'nts for admission to graduate study on request. 
Public Speaking (Elementary); Voice Training; Oral Reading; Argumenta-
tion . 
• <\d\'anCX'd Public Speaking. Professor Danu'OND. 
Seminary. Professor DRVlIMO!,;D and members of the staff. 
;' .~ , ' 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
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The subjects of Philosophy and Psychology are grouped in The Susan Linn 
Sage School of Phllosophy. This School owes its existence to the generosity 
of the late Henry W. Sage, who, in addition to endowing the Susan Linn Sage 
philosophical professorship, made a further gift of "200,000. for the purpose of 
providing permanently at Cornell University for philosophical instruction and 
investigation of the most varied kind and of the highest order. The endowments 
of the School of Philosophy enable it to secure whatever material facilities are 
required for the successful prosecution of philosophical studies and research . The 
more important philosophical and psychological journals, Amcrican and foreign. 
are received by the Library, which is also well equipped with philosophical and 
psychologicatworks,and is particularly rich in literature relating to Plato, Spinoza, 
and Kant. 
The larger part of the work of the Sage School is adapted to the needs of 
graduates of this and other institutions who are preparing themselves to be 
• 
teachers or investigators in philosophy and ilT allied fields of study. A student 
who has made a special study of philosophy during his junior and senior years 
may still take a graduate course of three years' work with history of philosophy. 
logic and metaphysics, ethics or psychology, as his major subject. For the 
encouragement of higher studies and research in every branch represented by the 
School of Philosophy, there have been established three fellowships of the annual 
value of 1.400 each, and six scholarships or the annual value of $200 each. Holders 
of fellowships and graduate scholarships are also exempt from the payment of 
tuition. Of these. one fellowship and one scholarship are regularly assigned to 
psychology. Applica'nts ror fellowships and scholarships should therefore state 
definitely whether their major subject will be in one of the several branches of 
philosophy or in psychology. 
The School is devoted to the frC<' and unhampered in\'Cstigation of truth 
in regard to all those questions of human inquiry which are embraced by logic, 
metaphysics, psychology, ethief, aesthetics, and the history and philosophy of 
religion. In the courses of instruction are represented the chief branches and 
problems of philosophy. Work devoted to the thesis for the doctorate is intended 
to secure the maximum of specialized training and the power of independent 
inquiry and statement of results. In all divisions or philosophy particular ~tress 
is laid upon the historical study of philosophical ideas as the best means of S('curing 
• comprehensive grasp of fundamental problems and values. 
Pbilooopby 
Professors: ]. E. CREIGHTON". Logic and Metaph)"sics; FR.A:'OK THILL", Philoso~ 
phy; W. A. HA .... O~D. Ancient and ~fedieval Philosophy and Aesthetics; 
ERNEST ALBEE, Philosophy. 
Instructor: Dr. E. T. PAINE. Phiklsopby. 
The philosophical seminary room in the University Library is prO\'ided with 
complete seta of the leading philoeopbical journals, lexicons, and othET books of 
reference, and the more important works in the several branches of phi1oeopby 
and psycboJocy. The current numbers of the philosophical journals are also to 
, 
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be found in the room. Liberal provision is made Cor the constant growth of thia 
opeciaIUbnry . 
The Philosophical Review, established by the University, is a bi-monthly 
journal devoted to the interests of philosophy, embracing under that title logic, 
metaphysics, ethics, psychology I aesthetics, and philosophy of religion. Although 
.upported by private endowment, it is not the organ of any institution or of 
any philO8Ophical school, but by the terms of the subsidy is an absolutely free 
organ of contemporary philosophy. Graduate students assist by contributing 
summaries of periodical literature for publication in the Review, and are thus 
kept in dO$(' touch with the results of recent investigations in their several depart.. 
ments of work. In addition to this, graduate students have from time to time 
contributed original articles to the pages of the Review. 
Under the title of Cornell Studies in Philosophy. a series of monograph studies 
is published from time to time as representative of the work done by gnduate 
Itudent.a in philosophy. These monogTaphs are issued under the editorial super~ 
vision of the professors of phlloso{lhy, and consist main1y of studies undertaken 
originalJy as dissertations for thf.' doctoratf.'. The series furnishes also a channeJ 
for the publication of research otheT than that of the thesis. Twelve monographs 
have 1x-cn issued in the series. 
A futl description of the courses given by the Sage School of Philosophy 
will oc. found in the Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences. While 
any of these courses may be utilized by graduates, attendance at lectures is to 
be "",arded only as an aid to the independent development on the part of the 
studmt of critical 5Cholarship and methods of investigation. 
Problems of Philosophy; Logic; Fine Arts; Ethics: Moral Ideas and 
Practice-; RcnaissnnlX'; Philosophical Ideas in Nineteenth Century Literature: 
Theory of E\'olution: History and Philosophy of Religion. 
History of Philosophy. Professor CREIGHTON. 
Rapid Reading of German Philosophy. Professor HAM .. OND. 
History of Ancimt and Medieval Philosophy. Professor HAMMOND. 
Types of Metaphysical Theory. Professor CREIGHTON. 
Philosophical Applications and Results. Professor CREIGHTON. 
History of Ethics, Ancient, )'ledieval, and Renaissance. Professor HA .... OND. 
History of ).Iodem Ethics. Professor ALBEE. 
Social and Political Ethics. Professor THlLLY. 
The Ethics of Utilitarianism. Professor TlIn.LY. 
Mod("fll Idealistic Theories of Ethics. Professor THD.Ll" 
The Republic of Plato, Greek ten. Professor HA .... OND. 
Aristotle', Ethics, Greek te~t. Professor HA .... OND. 
Thomas Aquinas. Professor HAlI .. OND. 
Empiricism and Rationalism in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. 
Professor ALBEE. 
The Critical Philosophy of Kant. Professor ALBEE. 
Early Rationalism: Spinoza and Leibniz. Professor ALBEB. 
German Pessimism. with special reference to Schopenballer. Professor ALBIlL 
Problems and ~retbods in Recent Philosophy. Professor Malla. 
.~ 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
Logical Theory: A .tudy of Bradley, Bosanquet, Dewey, and others. Pro-
fessor AL .. E. 
Fundamental Ethical Concepts. Professor THILL Y. 
Seminary in Ethics. Professor THILL\". 
Seminary in Logic and Metaphysics. Professor CREIGHTON'. 
Seminary in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. Professor HAMMOND. 
Seminary in Aesthetics. Professor HAMWON D. 
ParcholoO' 
Professors : E . B. TITCHENER; H. P_ WELD; K . !\.I. DALLENBAc K . 
Instructor : L. B. HOISINGTO:,\ . 
The research department of the psychological laboratory in Morrill Halt 
contains fifteen rooms, two of which are used as the private laboratories of the 
officers of instruction, one as a scminllTY room, and one as a workshop ; the 
remainder are at the disposal of students for advanced work. The experimental 
rooms are furnished. as required, with air, gas, water, and the direct and alternat~ 
inc electric current; they are also connected by an elaborate wiring system, 50 
that two or more rooms rna}' be employed together in a single investigation, 
Thett are two dark chambers . The workshop is adequately equipped. The 
laboratory possesses standard instruments oC precision for all the principal 
modes of experiment upon human consciousness, and is especially rich on the side 
of acoustics. Materials arc available, or can be supplied, for the study of certaia. 
problems in comparative psychology. The equipment is undergoing continual 
improvement. and special apparatus required for research is at once constructed 
or procured. The results of investigations pursued in the laboratory are pub-
lished in the American Journal of Psychology. 
Gn.duate students Curther have the use of the unusually complete sets of 
demonstrational and teaching apparatus contained in the demonstrational 
labon.tory (Goldwin Smith Hall) and the' undergraduate laboratory ( ~Iorril1 
Han) . 
Elem: ntary Psychology. Professor TITCHE~ER, Assiatant Professor DAL-
LESBACR, and Dr. HOI5I!'r1GTOS. 
Ezperimental Psychology, Qualitative and Quantitative. ProCessor WELD, 
Alaistant Profeuar DALLENBACB. and Dr. HOISIxGTO~. 
Systematic Psychology: Sensation, Image. Professor WELD. 
Systematic Psychology: Feeling. Attention. Action. ProCessor WELD, 
Assistant Prof JII' DALLEPOBACH. and Dr. HOISU .. GTON. 
Reading of German Psychology. Assistant ProfCSlOt DALLESBACB. 
Reading of Ptench Psychology. ·Dr. HOISISGTO!'rl. 
ApJ*'&tus and 1I.lethods: Technique of the Laboratory. AAistaot Proleuor 
DALLENBACH. 
Psychologic:al Problems. Historical and Ezperimental. Professor WItLD. 
Aaiatant Prof ICC' DAUEW.ACH. and Dr. HOISINGTOS. 
R.etearch Lsboratory. Professor T.TCHEsEa. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Professor: R. M. OGDE •. 
Instructor: SETH WAKEMAN. 
EDUCATION 
The educational museum contains collections illustrating the work done in 
various school grades, statistical charts, a full assortment of textbooks for Ameri-
can and German schools, including a relatively complete collection of the texts 
used for industrial training in the German continuation schools, an extensive higb 
school and college exhibit of the raw materials of commerce, a kindergarten 
and a Montessori exhibit, and other appropriate material. 
Th(' educational laboratory has a collection of apparatus for demonstration, 
and of instruments of precision for research in connection with school hygiene, 
the t'xpcrimentnl study of school children (with special reference to the conduct of 
phY!lkal and mental tests), and the psychological phases of education in general. 
This {'quipmC'nt is constantly Ix jog enlarged and apparatus needed for special 
inwst iga tions is at once procured. 
Graduatfo students selccting education as their major subject will be expected 
to take from on('·half to two·thirds of their work in the studies that are funda. 
m('ntal to an adequate mastery of educational theory and practice. These fait 
naturally into two groups, the philosophical and the social. The philosophical 
stutiil:s includc psychology, ethics, and the history of philosophy; the social 
studi~ includ(' political, social, and economic science. An gJ:aduate study in 
<'ducaliuu prt'Suppo:,l':-O familiarity with the history and principles of education 
an,1 \\'1lh cdu{'8tional Jlsychology. Candidates for advanced degrees whose 
1'1'('l'aratlon in this r('SI" d is inadequate must make up this deficiency by taking 
thl' appropriate und(,rgraduatc courscs. 
Edm'ationai P~1'Chology : Principles of Education; History of Education. 
Expniml>ntal Education; )I('nlal ~Ieasurements. 
Philosophy of Education. Professor OGDEN. 
EXl'l'Timentalln\'C'Stigation. Professor OGDEN and Mr. WAKEMAN. 
Rfoading of G<TTnan Educational Psychology. Professor OGDEN. 
AE"Sthetic Education. Professor OGDEN. 
Seminary in Education. Professor OGDEN. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
The subjects of history, government, and economics have been united. since 
1887 in the President White School of History and Political Science, which bears 
tb~ nam(' of the first president of the Univenity in especial recognition of the gilt 
of his valuable collection of historical literattue to the University Library. 
The aims of the President White School are threefold: first, the advancement 
ollmowledce by investigation and publication in the fields of history, economics, 
politics. jlU"isprudence, and social science; second, the training of scholars and 
teachers in these departments of study: third. the trainiDc 01 men and women 
for the public service, for business. and for professions INCh as law, journalism. 
and philanthropy. 
r: 
'r: 
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The School issues the Cornell Studies in History and Political Science, of 
which five volnmes have appeared. 
J. Money and Credit Instruments in their Relation to General Prices. By 
Edwin Walter Kemmerer. Ph.D., now Professor in Princeton University. First 
edition,I907. Second edition. 1909· 
2. Sargon of Assyria. By Albert Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., now Professor 
of History in the University of Illinois. 1C}08. 
3. The Judicial Work of the Comptroller of the Treasury. By Willard E. 
Hotchkiss, Ph.D., now Director of the National Industrial Federation of Clothing 
Manuiacturers. 1910. 
4. Social Insurance: an Economic Analysis. By Robert Morse Woodbury. 
Ph.D., now Director of Statistical Research, Children's Bureau, U. S. Department 
of Labor. 1917. 
S. The Liberal Republican ;\Iovemcnt. By Earle Dudley Ross, Ph.D .• 
now Professor of History in ;'\orth Dakota Agricultural College. 1919. 
mSTORY 
Professors: G. L. Bl'RR, ~Iedie ... al History; :'\ATHA:-<IEL ScHMIDT, Oriental 
History; C. H. Hl'LL, .\mmean History; J. p_ BRETZ, American History; 
CARL BECKER, Modern European History; \\' . L. WESTERMA:-':S, Ancient 
History; WALLACE NOTESTEIN, English History. 
A graduate student in history should have a sufficient knowledge of general 
history and of geography. He shouM be able to speak and write good English. 
He should have a reading knowledge of French, of German, and of any other 
language necessary for the thorough study of his special subject. For work in 
Medieval History he would much need a knowledge of Latin. and for Ancient 
History both Latin and Greek. It is highly dt'Sirable that he should have had the 
necessary linguistic training as an undergraduate; but ddiciencies in this respect 
may sometimes be made up after entering upon graduate work. 
Tbe University Library contains some ninety or a hundred thousand volumes 
dealing with history. In large part these are to be found in the room known as 
the White Historical Library. Graduate students have immediate access to this 
rich group of books, which, l';th its many special collections. offers every facility 
for training in the methods of minute and exhausti'l.·e research. The historical 
seminary rooms in the library building are amply furnished with atlases, cyclope-
dias. dictionaries. bibliographies, and other useful works of reference. and afford 
easy access to the shelves of the Library proper. 
It has been from the outset the policy of the University. while pro\;ding 
adequately for the symmetrical growth of the Library, to acquire the richer p:;vale 
collections 01 books which eminent scholars have through a lifetime of study built 
up as their tools of research. Thus. for the study of Oriental History, Cornell has 
been endowed with the EISENl.OBR COLLECTION on the history of Egypt, with the 
WASON Cou.&CTJON on the history and the civilization of China, and with that 
of PJesident White on the history of Palestine. For the study of the Graeco-
Roman world, it acquired that of Charles Anthon. For the Middle Ages. it has 
notable bodies of boob on the birth of the Papal state, on the rise of. the Carolin. 
ciao. empire, and, in general, on the relations of Church and Slate. Por the 
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Renaissance, it can bout the unrivaled FlUE COLLECTIONS on Dante and 
Petrarch and the world of their time. For the age of the Refocm&tion, for the 
biatory of superstition and penecution (notably for Inquisition and Index, for the 
story of witchcraft, for the beginnings of the sciences, fOT the rise of tolerance), it is 
equipped with the riches of the PRESIDENT WRITE LIBa.uV; and for the study of 
the French Revolution that library has no equal on this side of tbe Atlantic. if any-
where outside of France. For the history of America, the University possesses the 
library of the historian Jared Sparks, with the MAY CoLLECTION on American 
slavery and the ScAIFE COLLECTION on the Civil War. Professor Goldwin Smith 
enriched it with his working library of English history: it obtained that of Profes-
SOf Tuttle on Prussia; from Professor Fiske came one singularly complete on Ice-
land. In a multitude of nanower fields it has been found possible to gather for 
the special student materials for exhaustive research. Many of these collections 
arc endowed with special funds for their increase; and all haVt been steadily built 
up with an eye to the needs of the mature student of history. 
Two fellowships and a scholarship are annually awarded to graduate student. 
of history. The President White Fellowship in Modern European History has a 
value of J5OO. It may be granted as a traveling fellowship. The Fellowship in 
American History amounts to 1400. The Graduate Scholarship in History 
amounts to JlOO. Holders of fellowships and graduate scholarships are es:empt 
from the payment of tuition. There are six assistantships in history, which are 
filled preferably by the appointment of graduate students. 
The teachers and graduate students of history have fonned a History Club, 
which meets once a month for the reading and discussion of papers on historical 
topics and lor social intercourse. 
Greek Hist.ory; Roman History. 
The Middle Ages (300-1300 A. D.). 
Renaissance and Reformation (1300-1600). 
Modem European History (1600-19ll, with emphasis 00 the last century, 
especially since 1870). 
EDglish History (1763-1921). 
American History (to 1815; 1815-1875; since (875) . 
Economic History of the United States (1600-1900). 
History of Asia; History of Africa. Professor ScHMIDT. (See under Semitics). 
Greek Civilization. Prolessor WESTERMANN. 
Hellenistic·Roman Civilization. Professor WESTUMAN'N'. 
Greek Political Institutions. Professor WESTERWANN. 
Roman Political Institutions. Professor WESTBRYA"". 
Roman Empire of the East (Byuntine Empire). Professor WESTERWANN. 
Economic History of Greece and Rome. Professor WESTERWANN. 
Seminary in the Ptolemaic and Roman Administration of Egypt. Profeuor 
WESTER MANS. 
Seminary in Medieval History (Historical Method). Professor BURR. 
Canon Law. Professor BURl. 
The Rise of Tolerance. Professor BuaR. 
The French Revolution and Napoleon. Prof=IICt BacUL 
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Seminary in Modern Ew-opean History. Professor BackER. During 1921-
1932 the seminary will be devoted either to the intetlectual movement of the 
eighteenth century or to the FTench Revolution. 
Anglo-Genna.n Relations, 1900-1914. Professor NOTESTEIN. 
England, 1640-1660. Professor NOTHSTEIN. 
GTowtb of Parliament, 1295-1558. Professor NOTESTEIN. 
Growtb of Parliament. 1558-1689. Professor NOTESTEIN. 
Constitutional History of the Colonies and States to 1780. Professor HULL. 
ForeigD Relations of the United States in the First Century. Professor HULL. 
Constitutional History of the United States since 1860. Professor BRETZ. 
The Settlement of the Middle West. Professor BUTZ. 
History 01. the United States, ,860-1865. Professor BRETZ. 
Seminary in American History. Professor HULL. 
The History 01. CiviliJatioo. THE FACULTY OF HISTORY. 
The Sciences Auxiliary to History (their aims. methods. literatures, and use to 
1Ustory). Prof....". BURR. 
Historical Gq •• phy. Professor Bu .. , 
FaJaeogJapbyand Diplomatics. Professor BVRR. 
Historical Method (the nature, scope. materials, and method of history). 
Professor BURR. 
The Tacbing of History. Professor BUR., with aid front his coUeagues. 
Introduction to the Literature of History (a general survey, period by period, 
of the SOUJU:S and literature of history). Professors ScHMIDT, WESTER~ 
MANN, BURR, BEC"R, HULL, BIlETZ, and NOTEST£IN. 
POLlnCAL SCiBl'fCB 
Professors: W. F. WILLCOX, Economics and Statistics; S. P. ORTH, Politics; 
H. J. DAVENPORT, Eoonomics: G. N. LAUMAN, Rural Economy; DoNALD 
ENGLISH, Economics and Accounting; J. H. ROGER~, Economi.:s and 
Finance; R. S. SABY, Politics; S. H. SLICHTER, Economics. 
Instructors: K. W. BIGELOW; J. D. BL-'.!'ilCBAJlD; J. R. HILGEltT ; E. R . SIKES; 
W. H. WALTER; C. E. WAR~E. 
A student in economics should have as a preparation for graduate study at 
least the equivalent of elementary eourses in economics, economic history, politics, 
and soMal science. It he has not this preparation, he should take such elementary 
courses as early as possible; he will not ordinarily be anowed to present this pre· 
timin.ry work as partial fulfilment of the requirement for a major or minor in any 
branch ot political science. 
The work in political science in the President White School of History and 
Political Science falls into five divisions: econ<mic theory, finance. social 
science and statistics, alXOWlting, politics. These divisions aim to bring their 
work into clo6e relationship with social, political, and business life. The members 
of the Faculty seek to keep in touch with the practical as well as witb the purely 
.aeatific aspects of the problems treated, and have among their interests the 
PletAf&tioo ot students for positions in business and in public service. 
In economic theory, • graduate course is offered in value and distribution. 
which is designed to familiarize the student with the main currents of cootem· 
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porary economic thought. For undergraduates and graduates, courses are offered 
covering the principles of economics and the 'general theory of taxation. 
In finance, a research course is offered to graduate students which is designed 
to afford training in the appropriate methods of investigation and to give familiar-
ity with the fundamental sources of infonnation. Other courses in this field 
open to graduates cover the more important economic aspects of both public 
and private finance. 
In social science and statistics, advanced WOTk is offered mainly in statistics, 
but to some degree also in the less definite field of social science. The statistical 
method has been found of special service both in developing a scientific and judi. 
cial attitude and in bringing out many facts about social lite not discoverable in 
any other way. 
Advanced work in accounting is offered in the field of accounting theory, 
and students are offered an opportunity to investigate the practical accounting 
problems of a particular business. 
The courses in politics are designed to familiarize the student with the struc-
ture and functions of govemment-state, national, and municipal. In the 
advanced courses, special problems are studied. In the course in research each 
student is allowed to toUow up an investigation of the sources of some particular 
subject. Students desiring to specialize in Politics should take, as a foundation, 
the courses on American Political Institutions and Comparative Politics. Courses 
on Business Law and em Government Control of Industry cannot be regarded as 
constituting graduate work. 
This group uses two laboratories and several class rooms in proximity to 
each other and to the (our division offices and one general office, an arrangement 
""bich has greatly (acilitated intercourse between teachers and graduate students 
as well as among graduate students themselves. In the political science seminary 
room at the University Library, and in the various offices and laboratories occu· 
pied by these departments, numerous publications in politics and in economics 
are accessible to advanced students. The laboratories for classes in statistics 
and finance are supplied with standard and CUrTent books dealing with these 
subjects and with various mechanica.1 devices (or simple statistical processes 
and (or securing a graphic and effective presentation of results. 
In the closely related subject of rural economy or agricultural economics. 
courses are offered dealing with the general economic and social problems of the 
open country arising trom the growing complexity and intensity of agriculture 
and its relation "ith commerce, manufacturing, and transportation. 
Several teaching assistantsrups, yielding 1500; three fellowships, two yielding 
~oo and tuition, and one yielding lsao and tuition, and several assistantshipa, 
each )'ielding 1250. are filled each spring. 
A. BcoDomic.a. 
Elementary Social Science. ProCessor WILLCOX. 
Principles of Accounting. Professor ENGLIS8. 
Cost Accounting. Professor ENGLISH. 
Accouotinc Problems. Professor ENGLISH. 
Demography or Population Statistics. Professor WILLCOX. 
Economic and Industrial Statistics. Professor WILLCOX. 
MATHEMATICS 
Corporation Finance. Assistant Professor ROGERS. 
Investment and Speculation. Assistant Professor ROGERS. 
Money and Banking. Assistant Professor ROGERS. 
Trade Unionism and Related Problems. Assistant Professat' SUCKtER. 
The State in Relation to Lahor. Assistant Professor SLICRTBR. 
Principles of Economics. Professor DAVENPORT. 
Pu.blic Revenues. Professor DAVENPORT. 
Value and Distribution. Professor DAVENPORT. 
Research in Statistics. Professor WILLCOX. 
Research in Finance. Assistant Professor ROGERS. 
Research in Accounting. Professor ENeLlsH. 
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Rural Economy. (See Agricultural Economics and Parm Management 
pp. s8.~.) 
B. Go't'eraJIleot ud Public La ... 
Political Institutions. Professor OaTH. 
Comparative Politics. Professor OUH. 
Municipal Administration. Assistant Professor SABY. 
Municipal Problems. Assistant Professor SUY. 
State Administration. Professor OUR. 
Tbe American Party System. Professor ORTB. 
Constitutional Government. Professor OaTH. 
History of Political Thought. Assistant Professor SABY. 
Modern Political Thought. Assistant Professor SABY. 
The Nature ot the State. AssistaDt Professor SA-BY. 
International Law and Diplomacy. Professor OUB. 
Elements of Business Law. Professor OilTB. 
Government Control of Industry. Professor OarB. 
Research in Politics. Professor OUB. 
Seminary in Political Science and Public Law. Professor OaTH. 
MAfBEMATICS 
Professors: J. H. TANNER; J. I. HUTCHINSO:-;; VIRGIL SNYDER; F. R. SHARP.; 
W. B. CARVER; ARTHUR RANl'W ; D. C. GILLESPI8; W. A. HURWITZ; C. F. 
CLUG; P. W. O'It'BNS. 
IDJt:ructors: F. W. Ruo; A. D. CAliPBELL; H. S. VANDIVB.; G. M. ROliSON; 
HBLBN B. OWENS; W. L. G. W'LLJAlIS; H. M. Moass; D. S. MORSE ; 
P. A. FaA.L8IGB; H. POIITSlty; H. M. LWDN'. 
The graduate work provides instruction in tbe principal branches of matbe. 
manes and furnishes preparation and material for independent investigation. 
Only • portion of the wbote field can be covered by the courses given in a single 
year. The courses are changed, therefore, &om year to year in order to meet the 
n! r tis of the students. 
In addition to tbe regular instructioo. individual guidance and advice a~ 
aftend to any student wbo wishes to follow a particular line of inquiry. 
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The equipment consists of a collection of about three hundred surfacel, includ-
ing the various forms of the cyclides, the Kummer surface, the surface of centeR, 
aDd minimum surfaces; plaster models illustrating positive, negative, and 
parabolic curvature, and constant measure of curvature: plaster models illuatrat. 
ing the theory of functions. &mong them mod~ of simply and multiply connected 
&uriacest and of several forms of Riemann's surfaces, and models representing the 
real parts of algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and elliptic functions; wooden 
and ,lass models of crystals and polyhedra; wire and thread models of twisted 
curves and ruled surfaces, and skeleton frames (or minimum surfaces. 
The University Library has a large collection of books on pure and applied 
mathematics, including coUected works of mathematicians, complete sets of all 
the important mathematical journals, transactions and other publicationa of 
ecientific societies, and doctoral theses from the leading American and European 
tmiversities. 
The Oliver Mathematical Club, composed of teachers and advanced 6tudentl. 
meetI weekly. and baa for ita object the syatematic presentation by the memben 
GlOme apeci.6ed mathematical theory of recent development, and of reports on 
DOteworthy article. in current journals and on results of special reading and 
investigation. 
Solid Geometry; Advanced Algebra; Trigonometry; Analytic Geometry; 
Dilrerential Calculus; Integral Calculus. 
Mathematics of Finance. Professor TANNER. 
Solid Analytic Geometry. Professor SNYDER. 
Hydrodynamics and Elasticity. Professor SHARPE. 
Modem Higher Algebra. Professor CARVER. 
Non·euc1idian Geometry. Professor RANUIf. 
Synopsis of Higber Mathematics. Professor RANUM. 
Advanced Calculus. Professor Gn.LISPIE. 
Integral Equations. Professor HURWIT7. 
Puuctions of a Complex Variable. Professor CRMG. 
Probabilities. Professor OWENS. 
Dynamics. Dr. REED. 
Advanced Analytic Geometry. Dr. WO.LIAMS. 
Elliptic Functions. Dr. H. M. MORSE. 
Projective Geometry. Dr. H. B. OWENS. 
Groups. Mr. VANDIVER. 
Elementary Differential Equations. Dr. ROBISON. 
Several other courses may be offered by members of the insttuctiDa stall. 
Students who take mathematics as a major subject for an advanced deer. 
mu.rt have romp1eted previously the equivalent of the e1emea.tary course iD. 
ualytic geometry and calculus, and some further study ill at 1east one some 
wbat more advanced subject. as for example. differential equations. advanced 
"'Jo.a1us, modem aJaebta. or projective or analytic geometry. 
PHYSICS 
PHYSICS 
Profe&$Ocs Emeritus: GEORGE S. MOUR; EDWARD L. NICHOLS. 
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Profess0r5: ERNEST MERRItT; FREDERICK BEDELL: C. C. BIDWELL; R. C. 
GIBBS; H. E. HOWE: E. H. KENNARD; C. C. MURDOCK; F. K. RJCHT~ 
lIIYEI; J. S. SREARER; J. E. TREVOR, 
Instructors: J. A. BaCKER; L. J. BoARDMAN: Y. R. CSAO; J. R. COLLINS; C. L. 
ConULL. L. F. CURnss: R. M. F.58£R; R. M. HOLliES; A. 1. HOUSMAN: 
}. M. HVATT; ALlcsRoTHWELL HYATT; C. B. JOLLIFFI.; S. S. MACItEOWM: 
F. A. MAY; C. MOON; H. MOTT·SMITH; P. A. NORTHROP; J. O. PERRINE; 
W. M. PlSRCS; F. W. REYNOLDS; D. E. RlCBU.OND; M. ScOTT; E. P. T. 
TYNDALL; D. T. WILBUR; I. WOLFF. 
Opportunjties are oftered for study and investigation in the various branches 
of the science, both theoretical and experimental. Some of these opportunities 
are indicated in the following statement; more complete information can be 
obtained by those interested througb conespondence addressed. to the Depart-
ment of Physics or to individual members of the staff. 
The facilities for radiometric and spectrophotometric work, for the investiga· 
tioa of the properties of mat.ter throughout a very wide range of temperaturea. 
for the study of Roentgen rays and allied phenomena, in electricity. especially 
for the study of alternating current phenomena. in the application of photographic 
methods to problems in experimental physics. etc., are exceptionally good. 
About forty rooms in Rockefeller Hall are set aside for advanced workers. 
Research is organized as a distinct division with its own equipment, stock, and 
apparatus room. well equipped worksbop for tbe use of graduate students. com· 
plete appliances for the production and handling of gases, including generators. 
low and higb pressure storage tanks. compresson. power driven vacuum pumps. 
machinery for the liquefaction of air and other gases. apparatus for the production 
of X-Rays, a refrigerating plant. a dynamo laboratory fully equipped with variOU$ 
sorta of direct and alternating current apparatus, etc. An instrument maker's 
shop is devoted to the construction and repair of apparatus. The services of 
two expert mechanicians are always available in connection with this work. 
Members of the staff will be especially interested in directing the research 
of graduate students in the fields indicated: Professor Bedell.. in applied electri-
city. theoretical and experimental. particularly in alternating-cunent phenomena. 
and in aerodynam;cs; Professor Bidwell. in higb and low temperature measure· 
meotl: Professor Gibbs, in spectroscopy and luminescence; Professor Howe, ill 
optics; Professor Kennard. in theoretical pbysics and radiation: Professor 
Merritt, in expa imental phyacs., particularly in electricity and magnetism and 
problems ooonected with luminescence; Professor Murdock, in electrolytic con-
duction and polarization. particularJy in photo-active celJs; ProCessor Rieht· 
myer. in photometry. illumination. and pbotc>electricity; ProCessor Shearer, in 
X-ra)'l and radioactivity; Professor Trevor. in the theory 01 thermodynamics. 
Severallllemben 01 the stall will be in residence durin&. the summer for the 
purpoae oC consultation with investigators desirin&; to avail themselves of the 
fodtitiea of the Iobaratory. 
Students deI:irin& to undertake graduate work as candidates Cor a degree 
should have completed at an t.wo years of underiPaduate work in physics, 1. e... 
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the equivalent of course 12 (Physics) and ita prerequisites. See the Announce-
ment of the College of Arts and Sciences, where also is given further information 
in regard to the advanced courses listed below. 
Introductory Courses 
First Year Physics (experimental lectures, class work, laboratory); Second 
Year Physics (class work, laboratory); Electrical Measurements; Photometry 
and lUumination; Practical Photography; X-Ray Photography; PhysiC'S for 
Teachers. 
Heat . Professor BIDWELL. 
(Light. Professor HOWE.) 
Advanced Courses 
Electricity and Magnetism. Professor MURDOCK. 
(Properties of Matter. Professor Murdock.) 
(Wave Motion and Sound. Professor MURDOCK.) 
Advanced Laboratory Practice. Professor MURDOCK. 
Theory of Measurements. Professor MURDOCK. 
Photometry and Spectrophotometry. Professor RlCHfMVER. 
High Temperature Measurements. Professor BIDWELL. 
Alternating Currents, Professor BEDELL. 
Electrical Laboratory. Professor BEDELL. 
Aerod)'namics and the Mechanics of Flight. Professor BEDELL. 
Introduction to Modern Physical Theories, Professor RJCHTNYER. 
(Conduction in Gases, Professor MERRITT.! 
Electric \\'aves and Oscillations, Professor MERRITT. 
Spectroscopy and Luminesct>nce. Professor G,BBS, 
X-Ray Photography. Prolessor SHEARER, 
Advanced X-Ray Laboratory , Professor SHEARER. 
Radjoactivity and Allied Phenomena, Professor SHEARER. 
Physical Optics. Professor Hom, 
Physics Seminary. Professor MERun. 
Junior Physics Seminary, Professor RJCHTllYER. 
Theoretical Physics. ~Iechanics and Thermodynamics. Professor 'KENNARD. 
ITheo.etica1 Physics, Electricity and Magnetism. Professor KENNARD.) 
Electron Theory. Professor KENNARD. 
Thermodynamics. Professor TREVOR. 
Other courses may be olfered accordjng to circumstances. Courses in brackets 
will probably not be given ia 1921-1~2. 
CHEMISTRY 
Prof I on: L. M. DE.SNlS, Inorganic Chemistry; W. R. ORNDORFF, Orp.aic 
."d Physiolocical Chemistry; w. D. B.NeRon, Physical Chemistry; E. M. 
CD ... ot, Chemical M;aoooopy and Sanitary Chemistry; G. W. C ••• • 
JrfACGB. Agricultural Chemistry; A. W. BROWNE, Inorganic and Analytical 
Chenrisby; P. H. RaooE., Industrial Chemistry; T. R. IItJGGS, Physical 
Ch""istry; P. E. RIa, Agricultural Chemistry. 
... 
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Instructon: .A. J. RIDE.; M. NICHOLS; F. R. GEORGIA; J. PAPISH; A. E. 
MCKINNEY; G. H. BRANDES; R. T. K. CORNWELL. 
A graduate student who desires to take either a major or a minor subject in 
chemistry may select anyone of the foUowing eight branches : inorganic chemis-
try, analytical chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, sanitary chem-
istry, chemical microscopy. industrial chemistry, agricultural chemistry. Under 
the present procedure, both the major subject and the one minor subject required 
lor the degree of Master of Arts, and the major subject and the two minor subjects 
requited (or the degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be selected from the eight 
divisions mentioned above: but it is desirable that candidates for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy select at least one minor subject outside of chemistry. 
A graduate student who desires to take a minor subject in chemistry with 
some subject other than chemistry as the major subject, will be required to offer 
introductory inorganic ch~istry and elementary qualitative and quantitative 
analysis as preliminary to his graduate work. The work upon his minor subject 
in chemistry may be taken in any branch of the subject that he is Qualified to 
pursue, and may comprise advanced courses selected from the subjoined list, with 
the approval of his speda: committee. 
Candidates for the degree of ?l.laster of Arts, or that of Doctor of Philosophy. 
with the major subject in chemistry win be expected to have a reading knowledge 
of French and Gennan, and will be required: to offer as preliminary to their 
graduate work in chemistry the following subjects: introductory inorganic 
chemistry, elementary qualitative and quantitative analysis, ad\·anced quantita. 
tive analysis. introductory chemical spectroscopy. gas analysis, organic 
chemistry, chemical microscopy, and physical chemistry. Co~ in these 
mbjects, if taken in another university, win be accepted if they are substantially 
equivalent to the courses offered at Comell. Graduate students entering from 
other universities may take during their residence lor the advanced degree such 
of the above courses as they have not already pursued. If a graduate student 
lacks at entrance several of these preliminary courses, more than the minimum 
period of residence may be necessary. More advanced courses may be elected 
from the appended list with the approval of a candidate's special committee. 
The equipment of the Department of Chemistry for the instruction of the 
graduate as weD as the undogiaduate student is unusually complete and there 
are es:cellent opportunities for research in each of the various lines of instruction. 
"'""Ollie ChemdtrJ 
latroductory loorpnic Cbemistry. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis. 
Advanad Inorpnic Chemistry. !.ectU«S and laboratory. Prof...",. 
DENNIS and BROWNE. 
Selected Topics in Advanced ItlOC"pnic Chemistry. Lectures. Professor 
BROWNE and Mr. MclUNNIv. 
ADalytital O-;my 
Advaaoed Quantitative AnaJysis. Lectures and laboratory. Professor 
BRown ADd Mr. NICBOLS. 
Blecbcx:banical AnalyDa. 14boratory. Prole cr BROwn aod Mr. NICBOLs. 
"'"oduc:lay Chemical Specb_y. !.ectU«S and IAboraU>ry. ProI ...... 
Ca.MO! and Mr. PAPISH. 
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Advanced Chemical Spectroscopy. Laboratory. Professor CHAllOT and Mr. 
PAPISU. 
Chemical Polarimetry and Refractometry. Laboratory. Professor CsAWOT 
and :>'I r. PAP1SH. 
Spectrographic Methods. Laboratory. Professor BROWNB and Mr. PAPISB. 
Gas Analysis. Lectures and laboratory. Professor BROWNE and Mr. 
:\ ' CIIOLS. 
Adyanccd Gas Analysis. Laboratory. Professor BROWNB and Mr. NICHOLS. 
Organic Cbemistry 
Organil- l 'hl'mistry. L('('hITCS and laboratory. Professor ORNDORFF and 
:\ Ir. ( ·OR"WELL. 
SI'I-"i:l l Chapters in Organi...: Chemistry. Lectures. Professor ORNDORFF. 
,\,h'nnn"d Orl-:anic Chemistry. Laboratorv . Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. 
Cm.( "WEI.I .. 
Ttu' Coal Tilr Dyestuffs. LecLUTl 'S and laboratory . Professor ORNDORFF 
and :\Ir . COR:\\H.L.L . 
Lcdurcs. Professor OltNDORJ.'F. ~ t ('n'o' 'hl'mis t n' . 
(trganic .\ n3Iysis. Lal ,ora ton·. Prof('ssor ORI'DORFF and )'Ir. CORNWELL. 
Physical Chemistry 
Physical l'Iwmistry. Lecturl'S a nd laborat or~· . Assistant Professor BRIGGS . 
. \o1,·an \·L·o1 Ph ~·sical l' hemistry . Lectures. Professor BANCROFT. 
,'\ I'plied (. 'olloirl Ctll'tll i."lry. Lectures. Professor BASCROFT. 
Thcorl'li ,'al Elcctrochemistr~·. Lectures. Professor BA:-:CROFT, 
:\pplieol Eh-d rocbcmi st ry. Lc ctures and laboratory. Assistant Professor 
BltlG.~" . 
. \ d"aIlL·cd Ph ysical Chemistry. Laboratory. Professor BANCROFT and 
.hsistant Professor BRIGGS . 
."\cI"ancl·,j Electrochemistry. Lahor~'tory. Professor B.":-:CROFT and Assist· 
ant Professor BIUG' ;s . 
Sanitary Chemistry 
Saniwry Chemistry. Lectuf(~s and laboratory. Professor C RAMOT and ).[r . 
GEURGl.\ . 
. \ ,l\'ancru Sanitary Chemistry. Lc..'Ctures anJ laboratory. Professor CaoUlOT 
and )'1r. GEO ltG I.\ . 
SVCt.:ial Topics in Sanitary Chemistry. Ll'l'tures. Professor CHAllOT and 
~lr. GE"I!:I,j I.\ . 
Cill !:listry of Foo:ls and Food Produets. Lectures. PrOfessor CAV.\SAVGR. 
Chemical Microscopy 
Chc.,'nlil-.:ll :\li..:roscoII)'. Lt:d urcs. laboratory, and Jemonstrations, Professor 
C II .Hlur. 
Ad\'anceU Chemical ~liLTOSOOPY . Laboratory. Professor CBA:.rOT. 
~Iicroscopr of Commercial Alloys. Laboratory. Professor C HAllOT. 
~Iicroscopy of Foods and Be\·crages. Laboratory. Professor C UAYOT. 
I ndUSlrial Chemistry . 
Advanced Industrial 
RHODES. 
Industrial Chemistry 
Lectures. Professor RHODES, 
Chemistry. Lectures and Laboratory. Professor 
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Ap-icuIturaJ Cbomialry 
Agricultural Chemistry. General elementary course. Lectures, ,.ecitations, 
and laboratory. Professor CAVANAUGH, and Assistant Professor RICE. 
Chemistry of Fertilizers and Insecticides. Lectures. Professor CAVANAUGH. 
Chemistry of Insecticides and Fungicides, Advanced Course. Professor 
CAVANAUGH. 
Por other courses in Agricultural Chemistry see the Announcement of the 
College of Agriculture. 
GEOLOGY 
Under the general title of geology are included dynamic geology, physical 
geography, mineralogy. crystallography, petrography, paleontology and strati. 
graphic geology. economic geology. 
Professors: H. RIES, Dynamic and Economic Geology; G. D. HARRIS, Paleon. 
tology and Stratigraphic Geology; A,C. GILL, Mineralogy and PttrolTaphy; 
D, D. VON ENGELN, Physical Geography. 
Instructors: W. C. BOWE:-.:; D. D. SwnflE; H. F. VIEWEG; F. A. CARLSOS ; 
O. P. BELL. 
GeaeraJ. statemeDt. Graduate work in Geology may include in addition to 
work done in Ithaca, the opJ:ortunity of spending part of the time in investigation 
under approved dirEction in the field away from Ithaca. 
The Univ~ity Library has a most extensive collection of private publications, 
magazines, and geological society transactions, as well as files of North Am rican, 
European, and other Geological Survey repotts. In the Geological Dcpartment 
there is the entire library of the late Professor H. S. Williams, which is especially 
rich in reprints. 
Special rooms art: also available for graduate students for carrying on research 
work. 
The department i.s provided with apparatus for different kinds of photo-
graphic work, and for polishing and sectionirg ores, minerals, and rocks. 
A seismograph station is located in McGraw Halt 
D7"'mie GeoIOU'. No special graduate courses are offered in this branch, 
advanced work either in the field or laboratory Ixing adjusted to the needs of the 
individual student. One taking a major in this branch of geology, should first 
have had .t least elementary work in the other branches represented in the 
department. 
Pb.,.,eaJ Geopapb,. The region around Ithaca affords exceptionally excel. 
lent and varied illustrations of physiography and glaciology. For many years the 
teachers and advanced students of physical geography have been engaged in an 
investigation of the local field problems, and there is further opportunity of thi., 
kind. There are also uoeUent facilities for indoo; work. The main laboratory 
is well equjpped with topographic maps and photographs; the collection of relief 
rnodt'i& is notably complete, and theft is an experimentallaboratofy with appara. 
tus and facilities for carrying on a variety of experiments in tHe development of 
land forms. <te. 
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For admission to the advar.ced courses, it is required that the student have a 
working kr.owledge of the fundamental prir.ciples of the subject and have com-
pleted some reading other than textbooks. The advanced courses are intended to 
contribute to the training of students for positibrs in the better grade of secondary 
and normal schools, in colleges and universities, in the national geological survey. 
in uploring (xproitions. and to afford prer-aralion (or research. 
A candidate (or an advar.ced degree whose major subject is in physical geogra-
phy should have completed, during his und<rgraduate training, elementary urJv('t-
sity study in physics (includirg an advar.c( d course in heat), chemistry, mathe-
matics, and «·of.ornies, in addition to introductory courses in physical gt:ography 
and geology. 
MiDeraloCJ. CryltallographYt ud Petrography. The laboratory equipment 
is relatively good as r('gards p('trographic microscopes, apparatus for chemical 
and physical investigations of rocks. and apparatus for special crystallographic 
determinations. Th<:r(' are also collections of rocks and study collections of 
minfTal~. Thc largcst of the latter ir.clude the Benjamin Silliman, jr., collection. 
Special graduat(' courscs in this division are not offered, but advanced work 
is adapttd to the ne<'ds of the individual. Two of the less advanced courses arc, 
howc:vc-r. I'll d('fX nrl('nt on a rathu advar.ced konwledge of physics or of chemistry, 
()r of both, thal the)' arc to he ronsidered as requiring the maturity of graduates. 
although npen also to undergraduates with sufficient preparation. These are the 
COU1"S('S in optit'al dc-\(ormination of minerals and petrography. For graduate 
.·ark in these subjects a student should have chemistry, including quantitative 
analysis, and a good knowledg(, of general physics. For petrography he should 
have also not less than a year of genttal g<Dlogy. 
Paieootolon aDd Stratigraphic-GeolorY. The university is so located that 
excellent exposurc!' of Devonian formations are at its very door, and the typical 
&«tions of ~c-w York State. which are of fundamental importance in American 
Palrozoit, grology, an' within short c:x('ursion range. The most important of 
these arc the Rochester and Niagara gorges, Trenton Falls, and the Helderberg 
escarpments, the Chemung Valley. and the coal fields in northern Pennsylvania. 
Summer field work has ~n carried on by boat over a still greater range, extend~ 
ing to Plattsburg on the north and to the Carolinas on the south, giving t.he 
student at small cost a chance to study a large portion of the geological column at 
first hand . 
Facilities for those prepared to engage in research in paleontology and strati~ 
graphic geology are furnished by summer cruises into the Tertiary ¥eas of the 
southern states; eleven season's work in Louisiana, togetht:r with continuous 
work in oil investigations, two seasons in Arkansas, two in Texas, one in Europe; 
the results of numerous exchanges; the Newcomb collection (10,000 speciE'S) of 
rttent shells: and the exceptioral wealth ()f conchologica1literature in the g(ologi~ 
cal and the general library. The extensive collections of southern Eocene 
material DOW being worked over, affords graduates s;>ecializing in Paleontology 
abundant material for research problems. Tile Build;" of Ameriaul PtJletnUol~ 
Oty and PolMOfIloVapltial A...mcana, the only paleontological journals in the 
country, are published in the department. 
Ecouomjc GeoIOU. The work in economic geology is designed to familiarize 
the student with the origin, occurrence, and distribution of the mineral products 
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of economic value, and also with the practical application of geological principles. 
The laboratory contain! an excellent study collection of economic materials from 
the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Europe. including ores, fuels, clays, 
abrasives. building stones, etc., DlCI6t of these representing suites of material 
collected-by members of the staff of irstruction on geoiogical trips. This coilec-
tion is supplemented by maps and models. 
In addition to the collections, the economic geology laboratory has facilities 
for general work and research on economic materials; the equipment (or metallo-
fMlphic work on ores and for clay investigation is excellent. 
The work of graduate instruction consists in part of lectures and in part of 
special work arranged to suit the needs of the individual student. Students who 
• 
ate registered for a major subject in economic geology are expected to engage in 
research, which should preferably be based on field wot'k . 
Excursions may readily be taken to the anthracite region of Pennsylvania 
to the iron, slate, cement, and talc region near Easton, Pa.: to the magnetite 
mines of the Adirondacks, etc. Field trips.of greater or less length are taken to 
some of these localities every year. 
Elementary Geology; Elementary Physical Geography; Geography of North 
America; Geography of Europe; Elementary Mineralogy; General Lithology; 
Crystallography; Blowpipe Det«TJlination of ~linETals; Historic Gcology; 
Economic Geology. 
Glaciers and Glaciation. Assistant Professor , ·O:\" ENGELS and l\fr. CARLSO:\". 
Seminary in Physiography. Assistant Professor vo!' El"GElS. 
Advanced Physiography. experimental and research. Assistant Professor 
\'os E:OOGELN. 
Mineralogy. Professor GlLl . 
Crystal Measurement and Drawing. Professor Gill. 
Optical Determination of Minerals. Professor Gill. 
Petrography. Professor GILL. 
Seminary in Mineralogy and Petrography. Professor GILL. 
Advanced or Special Work in Mineralogy and Petrography. Profcssor GILL. 
Stratigraphic Geology. Professor HAUlS. 
Paleontology. Professor H,,'Rus. 
Research and Conference. Professor HARRIS. 
General Economic Geology. Professor RlEs. 
Clay Investigation. Professor RJES. 
Advanced Economic Geology. Professor RIES. 
Economic Geology Seminary. Professor RIES. 
Prof lIor: W. M. Wo.SON. 
Iutructor: R.A.MoUJOn. 
JlEIBOROLOGY 
The weather and climatic factors, in their relation to crop distribution and 
PJ'OductiQll and to engineering, transportati on, «anomie and social flat I( rr! are 
IUitabie subjects for graduate study. ' 
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The library of the Weather Bureau observatory, which is lo:eated in Roberts 
HaU, contains the m~teorologica1 data for such correlation studies. In addition, 
the library of the U. S. Weather Bureau at Washington. D. C., may be drawn UPOD 
for works of reference under proper restrictions. 
A graduate student in meteorology should have completed the elementary 
courses in meteorology and climatology, physics, mathematiC$, geology, arid 
preferably elementary statistics. 
BOTANY 
(In the College of Arts and Sciences) 
Professors: W. W. ROWLEE, --
The laboratories for advanced work and research are well equipped with 
apparatus and materials such as microscopes, microtomes, ovens, sterilizers. 
thermostats, water baths, cameras for photographic and photomicrographic work, 
culture rooms, electric lanterns, etc. .The laboratories are directly connected with 
well-stocked greenhouses. These contain a large assortment of exotic plants. 
which afford material for illustration and comparison, as well as material for 
investigation. The greenhouses also afford space for experimental work in plant 
physiology and morphology, and for the growing of plants under observation. 
There are excellent facilities for field work in the vicinity of the University. 
The Univf"TSity Library contains the more important periodicals and complete 
sets of journals re1ating to botanical science, and a large collection ot special 
works de\'oted to the various subdivisions of the science, as morphology, em· 
bryology, histology, physiology, mycology, and the different systematic sub-
di\;siofb. The works most frequently required for referenC'e are kept in the 
departmental library . 
The botanical seminarit'S offer opportunity for keeping in touch with the 
current literature ot the subject, and of dealing with the theoretical and practical 
aspects of the \'arious prohlems under investigation. 
As a prerequisite for graduate work in botany, either as a major or as a minot 
subject, the student should ha\'e a thorough knowledge of the fundamental 
principles of the science. In addition, some prerequisite or supplementary 
advanced work in morphology, organography, histology ~ and taxonomy (accord· 
ing to the nature of the subject chosen by the candidate) will be required. When 
the candidate has not had the desired advanced work, this may be taken either 
as preliminary to the work of his special investigation. or carried on at the same 
time as the latter, by registering in such of these courses as the special committee 
may detennine. 
Gent'r31 Comparative )'Iorphology of Plants: Elementary Plant Physiology; 
Special Morphology; Taxonomy and EcoJ.ocy of the Higher Plants; Geogtaphi. 
cal Botan)': Organography and Identification of tbe Higher Plants; TaKODODlY 
and Phylogeny o( Angiosperms; Plant CytoIocY: Comparative Histology of 
Plants: Dendrology: Xylology: Comparative Morphology and Embryology: 
Mycology: Tasonomy o( the Pteridophytes, Bryopbytes, and Algae: Reoeardl 
in Morphology and Embryology; General Taxonomic Survey of the Fungi. 
Research in Comparative ~Iorphology, Embryotoa, and Experimental 
Morphology. Professor . 
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Research in Taxonomy and Phylogeny of the Angjosperm~, Protessor 
ROWLB8. 
Research in Comparative Hiltology and Cytology. Professor ROWLltit. 
Seminary. Professor ROWLEE. 
BOTANY AND PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
(10 the College 01 Agriculture) 
Professors: K. M. WIBGAND; . LEWIS KNUDSOI'l ; DoNALD REDDICK. ; A. J. 
EAMES; L. W. SSARP; J. R. ScHRAM .. ; O. F. CURTIS. 
Instructors: F. B. WANN; J. M. BUNNON; R. S. NANZ; L. F . RANDOLPH; 
W. C. MUENSCHU; }.}. GRIY .. ; E. I. FERNALD; A. L. GRANT. 
The laboratories of tms department are located in Stone Han. onc of the build-
ings of the CoHege of Agriculture. Those devoted to general botany are supplied 
with microscopes. herbarium and preserved material. microtomes. paraffin bat.hs, 
and other apparatus and material suitable (or carrying on research work in 
taxonomic botany of the higher plants, and in plant histology. cytology and com-
parative morphology. In connection with research work in general botany. the 
very rich Bora of Ithaca and vicinity makes the location a parti.cularly desirable 
<IRe. Gardens and greenhouses are also available for the growing or experimental 
material. The work in plant physiology is conducted in laboratories equipped 
with special reference to the demands of advanced instruction and research. 
'SupplerQentary laboratory space is provided in two headhouses and two green· 
houses of tweoty·five by seventy-five feet each, these especiaUy giving additional 
aOOAIJ.modations for the experimental work. 
The class work in plant physiology is done in large, well-lighted laboratories 
provided with the necessary facilities for tbe study of the microscopic. tbe chemical 
and the pbysical aspects of the subject. The necessary microscopic outlits. 
lockers, and apparatus requind in general physiology are available. Acco~mo­
<lations are made for thirty students in a section. 
In a conespooding laboratory excellent facilities and equipment are provided 
for reeean:b in plant pbysiology. The department possesses seven incubators. 
dryiDg ovens and paraffin oven; all of these are electrically heated and equipped 
iOl' temperature OOIluoL R.eoording hygrometers and thermometers. balances, 
microtome&;. pbotomiaog:;apbic apparatus. and a considerable number of other 
important large pieces ol apparatus are included. There is also available a 
p1eotiful supply of all small apparatus which may be necessary. 
The University Library is well equipped wi1.h special works and perio:1icals 
.daling with all pbases of botanical science. A department library in wbich 
,are kept hooks that are in frequent use bas been established in connectio:l with 
the Ioboratcri ... 
A seminary ia: general I>o*IOY. histology. cytology, comparative morphology, 
.and tllON'AUy is CODduct.ed ill which recent literature and special phases of botani-
cal science are taken up for ipO'ial disc::u:&ion. The purpose of this seminary is 
DOt oaIy to keep ._ <Ii the literature 0/ the subject, but also to funU.h to 
the stqcJeqt au. oppoi t&&Dity for the discussion of special phne5 of his 0"''11 re-
-. AD p-aduat.e otucla1ta coopt thole in plont physiology ... required to 
Uke pu1 iD tbia seminary. 
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A correspondinl seminary in plant physiology offers to graduate students an 
opportunity to become familiar with current work in plant physiology and to 
consider the relations of this work to agricultural practices. At tbese meetings 
there are also held general conferences and discussions of opinions or methods not 
conveniently or appropriately dealt with in the general courses. All graduate 
students in plant physiology are required to take part in the work of this seminary, 
and to gain experience in presenting the results of their own research, or in 
developing opinions respecting the work of others. 
As a prerequisite tor work in general botany. histology. cytology. and compara-
tive morphology, the student will be expected to have a knowledge of the funda· 
mental features of botanical science. A student whose major subjet:t is in this 
field will be cxpe<'ted to have had advanced courses in general botany, plant 
histology, cytology, and comparative morphology, depending upon the special 
field in which his work lies, If the advanced courses have not already been taken 
by a student who elects a minor in this department, he will be expected to take 
these during his work, and they may collnt in part toward the work which he offers 
for his degree, 
In order to pursue graduate work in plant physiology or pathology. students 
must have had good scientific preparation. Special training in general biology, 
botany, and chemistry is essential. In no case, however, maya graduate student 
ent(>f' upon topical work or research without the equivalent 'of twelve hours of 
advann>d work in courses in the subject. Special training in certain aspects of 
horticultural or agronomic work is also recognized as sath;fying a general standard 
of scientific preparation. 
General Elcml'ntary Botany; Forest Botany; Grasses: Weeds and Weed 
~s: General Plant Physiology. 
Histology, Professor EAMES, 
Cytology, Assistant Professor SHARP. 
Comparative ~Iorphology of Bryophytes, Pteridophytes and Spennatophyte&. 
Assistant Professor SHARP. 
Morpbology of the Algae, Professor ScHRAMM. 
Research in General Botany, Taxonomy and Physiology ot. the Algae, Histol. 
ogy. Cytology. I7otessors WIEGAND, ScHllAlnl, and EAMES, and Assistant 
Professor SKAar, 
Seminary in General Botany, Histology, Cytology, and Taxonomy. Prof: $ JlS 
W.BGAND. ScauM .. , REDDICit, and EAIIES, and AssistantProfessor SBAltP. 
Ph)'siology 01 Pennentation. Professor KNUDSON and Assistant Professor 
Cl' ltTl5. 
Advanced Plant Physio1og)'. Professor KNUDSON and Assistant Protessor 
Ct.' RTIS. 
Special Chapters in Metabolism, Professor KNUDSON. 
Research in Plant Physiology. Professor KNUDSON and Assistant Professor 
Cuans. 
Research in Plant Pathology, 
Seminary in Plant Pbysiology. 
Cl'aTJS, 
Professor REDDICL 
Professor KNUDSON and Assistant ProfCISO( 
• 
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PLANT BREEDING 
Professors: R. A. EUBRSON; H. H . LoVE; C. 'H. MYERS; C. B. HUTCHISON; 
A. C. FRASER; F. P. BUSSELL. 
Instructor: E. DORSEY. 
The laboratories of this department are supplied with calculating machines 
necessary for statistical investigations; have the necessary microcsopes, micro-
tomes, paraffin ovens, etc., for studies of the histological phases of genetic prob-
lems; and ate equipped with cameras and accessories for photographic work. 
The departmental library contains the principal books and periodicals dealing 
with plant breeding, evolutJion, and general genetics. The department has 
gleenhouse room approximating 2000 square feet of floor spacc, a part of which 
is available for the use of graduate students. TheSt> houses are divided into 
compartments in which can be maintained temperatures suitable for diverse 
types of plantS, and 8re equipped with the necessary appliances lor the care of 
plant cultures on a sman scale. A garden near the laboratories affords the neces· 
sary room for most of the plant material used by graduate students. For more 
-extensive plantings, room is provided on one of the University farms. 
In order to enter upon graduate work in plant breeding, the student should 
bavehad the equivalent of the following cou.-ses: genetics, plant breeding, general 
botany. general plant physiology. elementary zoology or biology. introductory 
inorganic chemistry. and elementary organic chemistry. In case a slud(.."tlt has 
not had aU these elementary courses, he should take them ea..ly in the period of 
his graduate study. and since he wiU not be permitted to present them as partial 
fulfilment of the requirements for a major or a minor in plant breeding, he will 
ordinarily find it impossible to complete his graduate work in the minimum time. 
In addition to the prerequisite!' listed above, it is desirable that upon entering 
his graduate work the student should have had the equivalent of the following 
courses: plant taxonomy, plant (,ytology, advanced plant physiology. plant 
pathology, and courses in either farm crops, pornology. floriculture, or vegetable 
gardening. 
No graduate student may take both a major and a minor or t .... ·o minors in 
this department. All graduate students in plant breeding are expected to take 
the courses in biometry and advanced genetics given in this department; to attend 
the seminary throughout the entire period of tht-ir residence: to cany out satis--
factori!y a course of systematic reading; and to complete such other assignments 
as may be made in individual cases. In addition to the above, aU graduate stu~ 
dents whose major work is in this department will be required to complete credit .. 
ably some problem in genetic research, This requirement ",;U ordinarily hold also 
for candidates for the doctorate who are taking Plant Breeding as a minor subject~ 
Students majoring in plant breeding will ordinarily find it necessary to remain 
in Ithaca dwing the summer, 01 to make satisfactory arrangements for growing 
and studying elsewhere the plant materials used in connection with their research. 
problems. Since the department has accommodations for only a limited number. 
prospective students will find it to their advantage to cotTeSpOnd with a membet-
of the departmental staff some months prior to entering upon their work. 
o."etlcs, Plant B ..... ing. 
Biometry. Prof ...... LoVE. 
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Advanced Genetics. Professor HUTCHISON, and Assistant Profeasor FaASER. 
Research. Professors ENERSON, LoVE, MYERS, HUTCHISON, and Assistant 
Professors PRASER and BUSSELL. 
Seminary. Professors EWERSON, loVE, MYERS, HUTCHISON, and Assistant 
Professors PRASER and BUSSELL. 
PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Professors: H. H. WHETZEL; M . F. BARRUS ; H. M . FITZPATRICK; F. M. BLOD· 
GETT; L. M. MASSEY ; CHARLES CHUPP ; H. W. DVE; H. E. TROMAS. 
Instructors: R. S. KIRBY; M. D. LEONARD ; C. CHARDON; Dr. C. N. JENSEN; 
E, E. HONEY . 
The laboratories of the department arc supplied with a full equipment of 
apparatus for teaching and research in this subject, many pieces of apparatus 
for use in connection with speciali1.cd research problems being available, and addi· 
tional equipment may be supplied when the need arises. Greenhouse space. 
approximating 2~OO square fect of floor space, furnishes excellent facilities for 
expel imental work and for the culture of diseased and healthy plants for class 
use. These houses are divided into compartments, thus making it possible to 
maintain conditions of temperature and ~oisture suitable for dive.-se types of 
plants and of experimental work . A garden near the laboratories is available 
(0. the USl' of graduate students. Field laborato.-:ies in important crop sections 
of the State are maintained through co-operation with growers. These provide 
certain graduate students who feceive Fellowships (several of which are usually 
available each year) with an opportunity for pursuing investigations on a large 
scale undCT the m rn; t favorable commcrcial conditions. 
The pathological herbarium includes a local collection of fungi and pathologi-
cal materials, and sets of several of the w('11 known fungous exsiccati. The library 
contains most of the important works on plant pathology, mycology, and bac-
teriology. complete sets of the more important journals, many monographs, and 
practical')' alJ the experiment station litCTature on these subjects. 
Candidates for the doctor's degree should spend at least one season in the 
field in order to come in contact with the practical aspects of control problems. 
Studenu preparing for graduate work in Plant Pathology are urged to obtain a 
thorougb knowledge of elementary Physics and Chemistry, including Organic 
and Physical Chemistry, and of General Botany, Plant Histology, and Plant 
Pbysiology. A reading knowledge of Latin, French, and German is indispensable 
in phytopathological research and must be acquired before the beginning of the 
second yrar of graduate work. Candidates for advanced degt ees must have 
fundamental training in the subjects enumerated above. Opportunity is afforded 
for further study in these subjects after entering the graduate school, but a stu-
dent av';ling himself of this opportunity can not expect to receive a deglee in the 
minimum amount of time required for residence. 
Gmeral Plant Pathology; Principles of Plant Disease Control. Professor 
WHETZEL. 
DiMase in Plants (Advanced). Assistant Professor MASSEY. 
Mycology. Assistant Professor FITZPATRJCI(. 
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History of Phytopathology. Lectures and library work. Professor WHETZEL. 
Research. Professor WHETZEL, and Assistant Professors FITZPATRICK, 
BLODGBTT, MASSEY, DYE, and Dr. BURKHOLDER. 
Seminary. Members of the staff. 
POYOLOGY 
Professors: A. J. HEINICKB; W. H. CHANDLER; R. W. REES; L. H. MAC· 
DANIB.LS; U. P. HEDRICK; D. B. CARRICK; G. W. PECK. 
In addition to the laboratory equipment, there is a fifty·acre field laboratory 
devoted to commercial and varietal orchards of the different fruits. A special 
40ft has been made to secure in this collection representative varieties of all 
domesticated speties. 
Each year a 1arge collection of fruit available for graduate use is brought 
together at the college. Laboratory equipment is secured as needed for any 
.tudent carrying on major or minor work in this field as a candidate for the degree 
01 Doctor 01 Philosophy. 
Graduates of Cornel1 University must offer the (ollowing courses as prerequi-
sites for graduate work in pomology: botany I and 20, entomology 3, plant path. 
ology " chemistry J, and JO or 32, and pomology I and 8. These courses are 
.outlined in the announcements of the College of Agriculture and of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. Graduates from universities other than Cornell must offer 
the equivalent of the above prerequisites. [e addition, students are required as 
a part of their graduate work in pomology to take advanced courses in plant 
physiology, unless a minor is chosen in that subject. They are urged, however, 
to choose a mino.· in some phase of hotany, particularly plant physiology. 
Do account of the nature of the work, it is very desirable that graduates study· 
ing for the Master's degree should spend one summer at Ithaca or in the field 
investigating their special subject. This is also expected of graduates working 
for the Doctor's degree. 
Pomology. 
Vaneti ... Judging. 
Packing fruit for market. 
Ecooomic Fruits 0( the World. Professor ~IACDASIELS. 
Orchard Field Trip. Professors HEISICIC.E and ~IACDANIELS. 
ExpetimentaJ PomoJogy. Professors CBASDLER and HEINICKE. 
Advanced Laboratory. Professors HEII'<IC.lC.E, ~IAcDAsIELs. and C.n.ICK. 
Research. Profe ou CllANDLER. REES, HEINIC.lC.E, MACDASIELS, HEDRICK. 
CARRICK, and PEcK. 
Seminary. Prcd:1SCiiS CRA.1IiDLER, RitES, HEISICIC.E. MACDANJELS, HEDRICK, 
c..UICJ:, and PECI:. 
nORICULTORE 
Professors: E. A. WHlTB; A. C. BIW.: A.NO H. NEHRING. 
Iutru~: Miss L. A. M","S; H. A. PuTT. 
The 6eJd of iavatiptioo and reseatc:b in Ooriculture is a broad one, and tbere 
.are aeeUent opportunities fot original wotk in this IUbjeet. Studies in variation, 
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nutrition, or in regard to the culture and improvement of plant. may be under-
taken. Monographic studies on the various genera of ornamentals O«er an 
important field of research. Summer work is of special importance in studying 
·flower crops, and it is desirable that candidates for the Master's deg.'ee spend at 
least one summer at the University. This is required of all candidates for the 
Doctor's degree. 
Every candidate for an advanced degree in floriculture must have had a 
thorough training in general biology, botany. economic entomology, soils, fert'ili. 
zers, and genetics. A student who takes his major subject in Floriculture must 
a1rcady have had the courses noted below 0; their equivalent, excepting onJy 
the advanced courses. A student who takes his minor subject for the Master's 
degr('{' in this department of study may register for these courses. 
In addition to the classroom and laboratory equipment, a range of green-
houses. aggregating sixteen thousand square feet of glass, is now available for 
instructional purposes. The department has about thirty acres of land devoted 
to field experiments with peonies, gladioli. irises, roses. asters and other annual 
and perennial plants. This area also furnishes material for laboratory exercises. 
The library equipment consists of a large and steadily increasing collection of 
works of reference, comprising a number of the rarer books of the ancients, and 
unusually full assortm{'nt of the garden herbals of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
eighteenth centuries, and the leading monographs and manuals of modern times, 
supp!em{'nted by complete sets of a large number of the horticultural journals of 
Europ(: and Am{'rica. The largest bound collection of seed. plant, and nursery 
catalogues in the United States is in the library of the department. This collec> 
lion is verr uS('ful to students monographing horticultural plants. Students 
have access to an herbarium comprising about thirteen thousand cultivated plants. 
Principles and "tethods of Greenhoul'l' Practice. Assistant Professor NBBR-
LING. 
G~house Construction. Assistant Professor NEHRLING and Mr. PRA.TT. 
Commerical Floriculture. Assistant Professor NEHRLING. 
Ploral Arrangement. Professor WHITE and Miss MINNS. 
Conservatory Plants. Assistant Professor NEHRLING. 
Garden Flowers. ~Iiss ,,1t:.;:.;s. 
Amateur Floriculture. "tiss ~fI~ss and Mr. PRATT. 
History and Literature of Floriculture. Professor BEAL. 
Investigation in Floriculture. Professors WRITE and BEAL, and Assistant 
Prolesso; NEBILING. 
Srminaty. Professor WaiTE and staft. 
ZOOLOGY 
Professors: H. D. REED; A . H. WRIGHT; A. A. ALLEN; B. P. YOUNG. 
Opportunity is offered for im'estigation in general zoology, systematic zoology. 
ec:olocy. comparative anatomy, and ornithology. 
The museum contains representative Conns oC the various animal groups. In 
its Cormation. eftorts have been made to obtain material from all parts of the 
world illustrating biologic and evolutionary ideas. Most of the families of 
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animals are represented. in the collection, and, in some of the major groups, most 
of the genera. 
The large fauna of the Cayuga Lake basin, with its admixture of the Ttansi~ 
tional, Canadian, and Upper Austral life zones and with its diverse topographic 
conditions, affords unusual opportunities for advanced work and research in 
ecology. 
Every facility possible in the way of material and apparatus is placed at the 
disposal of students desiring to work in the above fields. 
Aside from the elementary courses mentioned below, a student should have 
had courses in histology and embryology. For investigation in ecology. a know)· 
edge of the fundamentals of pbysics, cht>mistry, geology, physiology. and botany 
is necessary. 
Comparative Zoology: Comparative Anatomy; Mammalian Anatomy based 
upon a study of the cat: Comparative Morphology of Invertebrate Animals: 
Systematic Zoology and Ecology. (These cotuses or their equivalents and courses 
in Histology and Embryology, and in botany arc prerequisite to graduate work.) 
Comparative Morphology and Evolution of Vertebrates. Professor REED. 
Comparative Morphology of Invertebrates. Assistant Professor You:-oG. 
Systematic Ichthyology, Herpetology, '-Iammalogy, and Zoogeography. 
Assistant Professor WRIGHT. 
Economic Ornithology and ~Iammalogy. Systematic Ornithology. Assist-
ant Professor ALLEN. 
ENTOMOLOGY AND LIMNOLOGY 
ProfC'SSOrs: J. G, NEEDHAM, Entomology and Limnology; O. A. JOHANNSEN, 
Entomology; G. W. HERRICK, C. R. CROS8\' , R. \I.\THESOS, Economic 
Entomology; J. C. BaAOLE\·. Systematic Entomology: G. C. EMBODY, 
Aquicu1ture: P . W. CUASSES, B:o:»ogy. 
Instructors: C. F. W. "EUSE8EC~: '-I. D. LEO!oOARD; L. A. H.U'SMAS; W. H . 
WELLHOt:SE; J. D . DEn"lLER. 
Students are offered opportunity for advanced work in one or more of the 
following subjects: insect eoology, morphology of insrcts. embryology of insects, 
systematic entomology. economic entomology, insect parasitism, limnology, and 
aquiculture. 
Each of the laboratories is well supplied with microscopes and othe,' apparatus 
nec Pry (or the specialWOtk carried on in it. The laboratory of morphology 
and embryology is especially equipped for histological work. Connected with 
the laboratory of systnnatic entomology are extensive collections of both North 
American and exotic insects of all orders. Th~ have been determined by 
specialist.s and are accessible to properly prepared students for comparison. The 
collection includes many sets of specimens illustrative of the metamorphoses and 
habits 01. insects. There is also in the museum a good series of ioverlebr'ates othet 
than insects.and there are many types. The ad\'anced work in economic entomo-
logy is carried on in large part in an insectary, a separate building; a second 
iose Mary adjacent to the laboratories is available for othet phases of the "·ork. 
A biological field station at the head of Cayuga Lak.e, half a mile from the 
Campua. • batchin&' station in CIiScadilla Gorge on tbe Campus, and a fish4 
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cultural experiment station on the University farm afford exceptional 0ppor.-
tunities for investigations in the biology of fresh water organisms. 
The special library is eich in works on entomology and contains ·complete sets 
of all the more important entomological journals. 
The (ollowing COUtSeS, eJ:c::ept apiculture, 0,' their equivalents, Are prerequisite 
to graduate study in entomology. 
Gtonera1 Biology; General Entomology: Ecology of Insects; Elementary 
Morphology of Insects; Elementary Systematic Entomology; Entomotuy: 
Apiculture. 
Systematic Entomology 
Research in Systematic Entomology. Professors BRADLEY, NEEDHAY, and 
JOHANNSEN. 
Advanced Systematic Entomology. First and third terms. Professor 
BUDLEY. 
Taxonomy of Insects: a series of courses, running through eight terms, deal~ 
jog with all the orders of insects in succession. Professors BRADLEY, 
JOHANNSEN,and NEEDHAM. 
B. Homopteca. Third term, 1921. ProCessor BRADLEY. 
G. Hymenoptera. First term, 1921-22. ProCessor BRADLEY. 
E. Diptera . Second term, 1921-22. Professor JOHANNSEN. 
D. Lepidoptera . Third term, 1922. Dr. FORBES. 
IOrthopte.a, Neuroptera, Coleoptera and Heteroptera.) Not given in 1921-22. 
(Classification oC the Coc<.idae. Professor BUDLEY.) Not given in 1921-22. 
Entomological Literature and its Technics. First Term. ProCessor BRADLEY. 
Insect MorpbolOCJ 
Research in ~Iorphology of Insects. Professor JOHANNSEN. 
?\(orphology and Development (Of Insects. Professor JOHANNSEN. 
Histology of Insects. Professor JOHANNSEN. 
Economic Entomology 
Economic Entomology and Insectary :\[ethods. Assistant Professor MATHE· 
50S. 
Forest Insects. Professor HERRICK. 
Parasites and Parasitism. Assistant Professor MATHESON. 
The Relations of Insects to Disease. Assistant Professor MATHESON. 
Research in Economic Entomology. Professor HERRICK and Assistant Pro .. 
fessor ~IATH£SOS . 
Advanced Work in Parasitology. Assistant Professor MATHESOS. 
See also Systematic Entomology, Course 12, Taxonomy of Insects; 
£ColoO' aDd L1mnolou 
Research in Ecology oC Insects. Professor NEEDHAM. 
Research in Limnology, Professor SEEDHAM and Professor EMBODY. 
General Limnology. Professor NEEDHAM, 
Research in Aquiculture. Professor EMBODY. 
Seminary. 
-
, 
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HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
Professor: B. P. KINGSBURY. 
Instructors: JOBN S, LAnA; R. R. HVMPHREV. 
The equipment of this subject comprises a supply of modern microscoptfl, 
camera lucidas, potariscopes, microspectroscopes, photomicrographic cameras, 
and other special apparatus: in 'sufficient number to give each student opportunity 
for learning to use them, and for applying them to any special study in which 
they are needed. Two projection microscopes are available for blotting paper 
and was plate reconstructions. !J'he general and research laboratories are large 
and ate equipped with microtomes. incubators, aquaria, etc. The collection of 
specimens is large and constantly increasing, and comprises preserved material 
and embryos, as weU as embryological and histOlogical $Cries of microscopic 
preparations of man and mammals and the lower vertebrates. 
In addition to the general laboratory, preparation room, and private labora~ 
tory rooms for the staff, there are for this subject a large and well lighted advanced 
laboratory with three small rooms for individual workers. a photomicrographic 
laboratory and dark room, and a drawing and projection room. A museum of 
embryological models occupies the center of the advanced laboratory. The 
rich and varied fauna 01 the Cayuga Lake region affords favorable opportunity 
for investigation in the histology and embryology of all the main groups of 
vertebrates; material for the study of the development of the sheep, cow, and pig, 
is also available. Advanced work in histology and embryology is of necessity 
individual and is abundantly provided for. In addition advanced students are 
sometimes recommended to tak~ some one or more of the genttal courSf'!'o in the 
subject. As preliminary to graduate work, students are exp«ted to have had 
the courses in the tissues and one of the (ollowing: the organs, special histology, 
embryology, the nervous system and organs of special sense. A year's work in 
!ooIogy, biology, anatomy. or physiology rna)' with advantage precede advanced 
work in this sybject. 
The Ti~es; The Organs; Embryology; Thc Nervous System and Organs 
of Special Sen ... 
Advanced Work in Histology and Embryology. Professor KISC>S8t:RY and 
instructors. 
St.minary in Histology and Embryology. 
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
Prof'euors: SUTHERLAND SIMPSON; J. B. SUMSEa. 
"Instcuc:\Ots: A. BOOANsn; S. R. BURLAGe; H. S. LIDDELl •. 
Por advanced and graduate work :..."! experimental physiology two large labora~ 
tories and several pneller rooms are available. I .. boratory A, on the first door 
01 Sti"",", Hall, is provided with electro-rnotor-driven shafting and Sherringtoa. 
recording drums of the most ~oent pattern, capable of giviDg wide ranges of 
IPHti. AU nec:!7nry apparatus is available for graphic work in muscle and nt>rVe 
ph}'liolocy, lot the investiption of problems 1Q oonnect.ioo with the c~latory 
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and respiratory systems, where objective records ate desirable (for example. 
movements of the excised amphibian and mammalian heart), and for the experi. 
mental study of the special senses and the central nervous system. Pendulum and 
spring myographs are available and several forms of ergograph for the study of 
muscular and nervous fatigue. Each table is supplied with chronographs and 
time-recording tuning-forks, induction machines, keys, switches, commutators, 
etc. Adjoining this laboratory are two smaller rooms; one is being equipped for 
ex.perimental work on animal heat and body temperature, the other contains & 
Ludwig kymograph with accessories, and is used primarily (or experimental 
pharmacology. There is also a dark room for photographic and optical work. 
Laboratory B is devoted exclusively to research. The equipment includes 
baemomanometers and blood-pressure apparatus of the most recent type, and si~ 
large Brodie kymogTaphs for continuous smoked paper. A time-recording clock 
and artificial respiration and chloroform apparatus have just ba.'tl added. Pie-
thysmographs for recording volume changes in the various bodily organs are 
pro\'ided, and several clock-driven drums are available. 
In connection with this laboratory there is a workshop with a skilled mechani-
cian who is capable of making and modifying any kind of apparatus which may 
be rt'quifi.'d for sp('('ial r£sea.-ch . 
In thl' ba5l'ml'nt. on a solid concrete floor. a room has been equipped with 
galvanonl<'ters, capillary electrometers, shunts, rheocords, bridges, and all the 
othl'r apparatu" required in electrophysiology. 
The biochemical laooratories on the second floor of Stimson Han include a 
~('ral laboratory, and a smaller laboratory for research. both titted throughout 
with water. Jjtas, suction pumps, and draught cupboards. Adjoining these are a 
room for metabolic work, a balance (oom. a constant temperatUJ'e room, and 
storerooms fo .. chemicals and apparatus. 
The t'quipmcnt, which is being steadily increased aJong many special lines, is 
suited to the invt'stigation of problems connected with the chemistry and func-
tions of th(' animal body. and includes, besid<'S a stock of glass apparatus and 
tbe ordinary fittings of a chemical laboratory, several metabolism cages, large 
and small balances. polarimeter. large centrifuge. Buchner press, incubators. 
and a selection of the most important works of reference. The principal periodi-
cals dealing ~ .. ith physiology and biochemistry are also kept in the building. 
A problem demanding original investigation is prescribed for each student, 
who is guided in his choice of a subject by one of the professors in charge. due 
consideration being given to his previous training and to the line of work in 
which he desires to specialize. Having selected a subject, the student wiU be 
expected to concentrate his efforts upon it. While the work is done under the 
supervision of some one of the members of the teacbing staff. and every facility 
provided in the way of apparatus. etc., the student is encouraged to rely on 
his 0~'O resources as far as possible. especially in planning and carrying out 
his experiments. Any special apparatus which he may requite or which he 
may himself design, ~ojll be made for him by the laboratory mechanic. It is 
expected that the results of his work ,,;11 be embodied in a tbesis. and if this is 
judged to be of sufficient merit it will be published. in full or in abstract in some 
acctedited scientific journal. 
10 addition to this specialized work, io order to give breadth of view, a course 
of reading will be assigned from time to time. This will be supplemented periodi-
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uJJy by a colloquium at which current literature will be reviewed, and original 
papers presented for discussion. 
Physiology of the Ceu, Muscle, Nerve, Heart and Circulation, Blood and 
Lymph. amd Respiration; Physiology of Digestion, Excretion. Internal Secretion, 
Animal Heat and Reproduction; Elementary Human Physiology; Experim.ental 
Physiology; Laboratory Work in Physiology: Elementary Biochemistry; 
General Biochemistry; Practical Biochemistry. 
Physiology of the Nervous System and Special Senses. Professor SnlPsos. 
Special Chapters in Biochemistry. Assistant Professor Sl'MNER. 
Advanced Work and Research in Physiology. Professor SIMPSON. 
Advanced Work and Research in Biochemistry. Assistant Professor SCMNER. 
Seminary in Physiology and Biochemistry. Professors SfMPSOS and SncsER. 
ANATOMY 
Professors: A. T. KERR; J. W. P"PEZ. 
The laboratories for this subject are situated on the third floor of Stimson 
Hall and are admirably lighted ~nd thoroughly ventilated. For gross dissection 
there is a Ia.rge generallaboca.tory, and adjoining the dissecting room is a smaller 
laboratory {or special work, fitted with a hood and other facilities {or digestion. 
maceration. corrosion, etc. At the end of the main dissecting room is a large 
dark room with a projection outfit and facilities for drawing sections for making 
~tructions. Upon this 800c also is situated a dark room with a complete 
outfit for taking photographs of special preparations for illustrating rc~arch. In 
the basement is a compressed air apparatus for embalming and making special 
injections. 
There is an abundance of anatomical material, which is embalmed and kept 
in cold storage so as to be ready {or use when needed . The refrigerating apparatus 
is also used for freezing specimens for sections. In addition to the undissected 
material, there is an ample supply of special parts, such as hones, brains, tbe 
various abdominal and thoracic organs, special sense organs, etc. 
The equipment includes dissecting microscopes, microtomes, gta.s.<;ware, 
reageats, and other necessities of an anatomkallaboratory. 
In collaboration with the department of Histology and Embr)·ology. e\'ety 
facility is olI'ered for studying anatomical prohlems {rom both the gross and the 
developmental points of view. 
10 the library are to be found complete sets of practically all the important 
periodicals dealing with anatomy. and the p.oceedings and transactions or the 
learned aocieties. In addition. the library is weU supplied with the most impor· 
tant anatomi .... ' monographs and books. 
Graduate work in anatomy should be preceded by courses in general biology 
aod comparative or buman anatomy. A reading knowledge of Gennan and 
Preach is: E tential for successful research in anatomy. 
Anatomy; DiSSEction 01 the upper eztremity; of the head and neck: of 
the thoru: of the lowe. eD.remity: of the abdominal and pelvic .,·aUs and 
viIoera. Thoracic and abdominal viscera,. section demonstrations. 
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Central Nervous System and organs of special sense. Laboratory work on 
gross and microscopic preparations. Professors Ksaa and PAnz. 
Anatomy. Advanced work and research. Professors KER. and P.UEZ. 
Anatomy of the Live Body. Professors KERR and PAUZ. 
Detailed topographical dissection and study of any region. Professors KERR 
and PAPEZ. 
Dissection of the entire human body. PTofeRSOts KERR and PAPEZ. 
Research and Advanced Work. Professors KERR and PAPEl:. 
COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 
Professors: V. A. MOORE; W. A. HAGAN; S. A. GOLDBERG. 
The laborat01ies in comparative path.)logy and bacteriology are well equipped 
for research in general pathology. the pathology of infectious diseases, and for 
bacteriological work. especially in connection with animal bacterial ftora, patbo--
genic organisms. and problems associated with the morphology and physiology 
of bacteria and their products. The library facilities afe good. 
Candidates for advanced degrees taking their major subject in pathology 
or bacteriology should have had courses in general pathology or in bacteriology 
equivalent to the con'esponding courses given in this department. Candidates 
ele<:"ting a minor subject in this department may take the COW'SeS in general 
pathology and bacteriology. 
General Pathology: Special Pathology: ~athology of Infectious Di~set; 
Parasites: Laboratory ~Iethods of Diagnosis: Post Mortem Examinations; 
:\Ieat and Dairy Inspection. 
Research in Bacteriology and Pathology. Professors MooRB, GOLDBSRG. 
and HAGAS. Prerequisite, Microscopy and normal histology. 
Seminary. Professors MOORE, GOLDBERG, and HAGAN. 
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY 
Professors: P. A. FISH: C. E. HAYDEN. 
The department has a good eqwpment for the study of pbysiological problems 
in connection 1Vith the domesticated animals. The laboratories. located in the 
Veterinary CoUege, are ample and are provided with modem apparatus for such 
research as can best be ronducted in the laboratories. In the same building 
thert> is a well assorted collection of recent books and periodicals on comparative 
physiology, which may be supplemented by the many works on general pbysiology 
in the University Library. 
The \'etennary Ellpeiimeot Station, controUed by the College, and not far 
distant, can be util.i%ed for field observations and the study of those problems 
outside of the scope of the laboratory. Tbi$ unusual combination of 6eJd and 
laboratory resea.'Ch shouJd be conducive to important results. 
As a preparation and aid in this research, attendance at the general lecture 
and laboratory courses in vete. mary physiology is recommended. 
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Physiology Rr.citations: the Phy.iology of the Nutrition and Secretion of the 
Domesticated ADimat.: the Physiology of the Muscular and Nervous Systenu: 
Pbyaiolorica1 Laboratory; Course in Urine Analysis. 
Advanced PhysiolllgY. Professor FlSH and Assistant Professor HA VDSS. 
VBTBRINARY SURGERY 
Professor: J. N. FROST and Dr. V,ULBY. 
The laboratory in Surgery is well equipped for research and special study 
&loDe surgical lines. especially in conneCtion with diseases of the bones, tendons. 
and teodon sheaths. 
Candidates for advanced deg.-ees should have as preliminary preparation 
general pathology, pbysiology. general and special surgery. 
Special Surgery. Professor FROST and Dr. V "RLIY. 
Research in Surgical Diseases. Professor FallST and Dr. VARLIY. 
DISEASES OF BREEDING CATTLE 
Professor: R. R. BIRCR. 
The department has available (or- research in connection with the diseases 
of breeding cattle a smalt herd of experiment cattle, with accurate history through. 
out the lives of the animals. 
The department bas also an extensive coUeetion of laboratory material relating 
to the diseases of the genital organs of cattle. 
In additioa, observations are being conducted upon herds at varying distances 
&om the University, in which research students may pa:ticipate. 
Eztensive research work upon the diseases of the genital organs of cattle, 
with special reference to the phenomena of sterility, abortion, and other serious 
m eases, are being oonstantly conducted. The bacteriological features of the 
work are carried out by the Department of Pathology, in conjunction with tbe 
clinical studies made in this Department. 
son. TECHNOLOGY 
Professors: T. L. LYON; J .. ~. BIU ... L; H.O. Buct<llAN; J. K. WIL!IO.; B. D. 
WD.SON. 
Special laboratories are provided"for graduate students and these are equipped 
for chemical, bacteriological, and physical investigations of soil. The usual 
facilities for the chemical analyses of soils and plants arc at hand, and permit 
the determination of all the constituents of the soil conC('TT)OO in plant nutrition. 
For bac:terio1ogic:al work, the laboratory contaiO$ in its equipment autoclaves. 
1ten1iJe:rs. incubators for different temperaturts; and for mecbanica1 analyses, 
ceatrifuges, shaking machines, aDd other necessary apparatus. Two greenbouses 
provjd< opportunity fOl' conducting aop ..... of soils daring the winter, attd for 
aperimen .. with nutrient lOlutiona and saod c:u1tures. A field for plat -,. 
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ments gives ample facility for work on a larger scale. In this field a series of 
Iysimeters, each holding between three and four tons of soil have been bailt. 
Pipes from these tanks carry the drainage water into a tunnel where it is collected 
for measurement and analysis. These vaned and extensive facilities afford 
opportunity for students trained in anyone or more of several sciences to investi-
gate soil or plant nutrition problems. 
There are, in addition, several hundred samples of soil from all parts of the 
United States for comparison and classification. All the soil maps of the United 
States are arranged in form (or ready reference. The University Library is 
unusually well supplied with the publications in which the literature of soil science 
is to be found. 
A graduate student who desires to make soil technology his major subject 
should have had sufficient training in analytical chemistry 01' in bacteriology to 
give him a command of the technique as well as the principles of the subject. 
It is also desil'able that he should have had enough technical agriculture to enable 
him to sec the agricultural bearing of the work. 
Introductory Course, Soil Management. 
Soil Surveying and l\l echanical Soil Analysis. Professors BUCKMAN and 
BIZZELL. 
Soih-, Advanced Course. Professor BIZZELL. 
Soil Bacteriology. Professor]. K. WUSON. 
Resl'&rch in Soils. Professors L\'ON, BIZZELL, BUCKNAN, and J. K. WaSON. 
&minary. Professors L"ON, B,ZZELL, BUCKMAN, 1. K. WILSON, and Assistant 
ProfC'SS01" B. D. \YltSON. 
RURAL ECONOMY 
Professor: G.:" . LAl'MAN, 
It is not expt"CtE'd that all students of the subject will have a general knowledge 
of scientific agriculture in addition to training in economics and hi&tol'y; but 
for those who expect to specialize in this subject, a knowledge of the techn;""1 
side of agricuJture is strongly recommended. Many problems, however, roay 
be successfully studied "ithout the mOTe technical training. 
The library collections. general and departmental, are unusually complete. 
Much attt'fltion has been given to collecting the literature dealing with the 
economic and social conditions of agricuJttue in Western Europe. The literature 
of the t~nical side of ag,;cuJture, containing as it does a wealth of data as yet 
little used. is available and is relatively complete. 
Since many non·technical rural problems are best studied by actual contact 
with the population, the close relations with the rural community maintained by 
the College of Agriculture in its extension work may prove advantageous to 
graduate students in carrying on their investigations. 
Agriculture. 
Economic Status of the Rural Community. 
Raral Economy. 
History d Agriewt""'. 
~farketing and Prices. 
Co-operatioo. 
Investigation. 
RURAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 
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Professors: G. A. WORKS; P. J. KRUSE; R. M. STEWART: W. J. WRIGHT: J. E. 
BunsaWORTH; T. H. EATONj CORA E. BINZEL; ANNA B. COMSTOCK; 
O. G. BRill ; E. N. FERRISS; E. L. PALMER; EMMA JOHNSON. 
Persons desirous of undertaking graduate work in Rural Education should 
arrange by correspondence or conference with the department before entering the 
Graduate School. The department reserves the right to accept only persons who 
have had. adequate training and expes ience for the work. 
Educational Psychology. Principles of Teaching, Agriculture in the High 
School. Home Economics in the High School, Teaching, Nature Study. 
Educational Measurement. Professor KRUSE. 
Social and Vocational Aspects of Education. Professor STEWART. 
Organization of Teacher·Training (or Vocational Agriculture. Professor 
EATON. 
Rural Secondary Education. Assistant Professor FERIUSS. 
State and County School Administration. Professor BUTTERWORTH. 
Seminary in Rural School Administration. Professor B u nERwoRTH. 
Administration and Supervision of Vocational Agriculture. Professor WORKS. 
Educational Psychology. Professor KRl· SE. 
Principles of School Supervision. Pr.>fessor BRIY. 
Investigation. 
RUilAL SOCIAL ORGAI'IIZATlOI'l 
Professor: DWIGHT SANDERSON. 
Actine Professor: WARREN S. THOWPSOS. 
Graduau students who desire to registe,' in Rwal Socia) Organization as a 
major subject should have had a considerable personal nperience with rural life 
and rural institutions. Tnjojng in the technical branches of agriculture is highly 
desi table. and a substantial knowledge of scientific agriculture. includirt& farm 
~t and rural economy, is essential. Students should have a general 
knowledge of sociology, economics, history, and political science, Attention is 
caJJed to the opportuaity for arranging courses of study in the nearly ~lated 
departmentsol Rural Education, Agricultural Economics and Farm Maoagement, 
the announcementa of which should be consulted.. Special att.eDtWn wiD be given 
to aifonli.nc facilities for graduate study to agricultural enen.sioa workers, and 
those employed in positions 0( leadership in country life. Investigations will 
wually requite more than one year's residence, but in some cases may be initiated 
while in residence and completed after the candidate has left the institution. 
The Rural Community. 
Rural Community Orpaization. 
Social PsycboIocy oi Ilural Lift. 
P .. mer's Orpaizatioos, 
Rarol SociI' s.rv.,.. 
lavesticatioo iD Rural Socia' Ptob ....... 
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FARM CROPS AND VEGETABLE CROPS 
Professors: E. G. MONTGOlfBRV; H. C. THOMPSON; PAUL WORIt; E. V. H.u. 
DENBt'RG; R. G. WIGGANS: H. W. ScHNECK.. 
Before undertaking graduate work in farm ClOps and vegetableCfOpl, the lItu~ 
dent should have had a general scientific training (sis: hours in botany. ten hOW'l in 
chemistry. four hours in geology. and six honn in physics), equivalent to courses in 
Cornell University. as well as at least five hours of university work in soils and 
crops. Graduate work ia offered in both Farm Crops and Vegetable Crops. 
Cereals; Forage Crops: Special Cash Crops; Principles of Vegetable Gard.en~ 
ing; Advanced Vegetable Gardening; Vegetable Forcing. 
Farm Crops. Advanced COW"Se, principally a review of experimental evidence. 
Professor MONTGOMERY. 
Taxonomy oI Cereals. The morphology and classification. Assistant Pro-
fessor WIGGANS. 
Seminary. Professors MONTGOMERY, THOMPSON, WORE, and WIGGANS. 
Research. Professors MONTGOWER\" THOMPSON, WORK, WIGGANS, HARDEN'-
Bl'RG, and ScHNECK. 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Professors : G. F. WARREN'; G. P. ScOVILLE; E. G. MISNER; W. I. MYERS; 
C. \" NOBLE; C. E. LADD; H. E. BABCOCK; ' J. E. BOYLE. 
Instructor:;;: L. J. NORTON; E. C. YOUNG; H. P . YOUNG; L. SPENCER; F. A. 
PEARSON. 
Research ,,"'Ork in fann management requires a famjljarity on the part of the 
student \\;th farm practice and also a knowledge of the scientific principles in-
volved in the production of crops and animals. A knowledge of the principles of 
t'COnomics is also essential. 
Only those persons who have spent several years in farm work, and who have 
bad training in economics and in subjects dealing with the production of crops and 
animals, are advised to take a major in this subject. 
Cost Accounting. Assistant Professor NOBLE and Mr. SPENCER. 
Farm Management. Professor ---
Pann Organization. Professor MISNER. 
Types of Farming in the United States. Professor WARIEN. 
Agricultural Statistics. Professor WARREN and Mr. PEARSON. 
Agricultural Prices. Professor WARREN and Mr. PEARSON. 
Seminar. Professors WAItREN, BOYLE, ScOYn.LB. MISNEI, MYERS, BABCOCK, 
LA.DD, and KOBLE. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Professors: H. H. WING; M. W. HARPER; E. S. SAVAGE; L. A. MAYNA.RD; 
R. B. HUUMN. 
Instructors: C. L. ALLES; GEORGE H .. \lSES; S. F. BITTNER; L. C. NOIIIS; 
J. K. BAlLoo!' ; R. G. K. ... APP. 
Among the herds and Bocks belonging to the CoIlP-ge of Agriculture. may be 
meotionoo the dairy herd of 61ty cows, a stud of Percheroa horses, a Bode of 
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about ISO Iheep of various breeds, and a herd of breeding .wine. The equip-
ment for animal husbandry includes a very full collection of the herd and flock 
recistrieI of all the breeds of domestic animals kept in this country, amounting 
to more than one thousand volwnes. and a1fording ezcellent facilities for studies 
in buedity and genetics. Fwther work may be eanied on in problema of a?ima1 
Dutrition based on investigatioD with the animals themselves. A fully eqwpped 
cltemicallabotatory is available to graduate students in animal nutrition. 
Animal Husbandry: Meat and Milk Production ; Practice in Peeding"and 
Stable Management; The Horse; Mechanics of the Horse: Advanced Stock 
Judging; Principles and Practice of Feeding; Principles of Animal.Breeding; 
Practical Horse Training; Dairy Cattle: Beef Cattle. Sheep, and SWine. 
Advanced Course in the Principles of Animal Genetics. Professors WING 
and HARtER, and Mr. HAINBS. 
Advaueed Course in the Principles of Peeding. Professors SAVAGE and 
MAYNARD. 
Commercial Feedingstuffs. Professor MA~ARD. 
Mf"('hanics of the Horse. Professor HARPER, 
Advanced Course in B~( Cattle, Sheep, and Swine. Professor HINMAN. 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
Professors: J. E. RICE ; E . W. BENJ,UIlS : O. B. KEST; G. F HEl'SU; H. E . 
BoruollD. 
i1llttucl«s: L. E. CARD. 
This depvtmeot of study is weIl equipped with fac:ilities fOt canying on 
advanced work. The equipment indudes. over 2000 {owls with wbich to carry 
OIl £eedina; and bleeding experiments, and ala> appliances for investigation in 
iDcubatica, breeding and artificial illumination. The laboratc:riea and equipment 
• provide facilities for anatomical work. In aclditioo to a vert complete set of 
buIletina iD the poultry library ••• sembled from the various Expe iment Stationa 
ill the United States and Ctlnada• numerOUl books 00 poultry husbandry are 
available in the University Library, the library of the College of Agriculture. 
and the special departmental library. The department is al80 provided with a 
topic:al card indeJ:, with cross references. o{ the principal poultry books. buJlrtm.. 
and magariaes: _large mass of data from reaearch: s.s60 negatives. a large num· 
her of wbich have to do with poultry inveatigation.: ADd Z ,Joo lantern slides. 
The poultry hu.d>andry building with the new auxiliary buildings fun:aiIb 
&citities for graduate work along many lines of instruction aDd research. These 
blljldings have been constructed at a cost of approKimateJy $150.000, and iDclude 
b 'Us the administration building. laying peDs, the fattening house, In:.ed 
uhibitioo house, and Jong brooder house. Ovet forty varieties of poultry are kept 
for cluI use. and facilities aTe DOW available for the study of the adaptatioa. of the 
nrious b:t!! D, feeds, equipments, methods, etc., to the nee cis of the various 
locations and types of poultry fanlliog. 
Owing to the fact that many colleges do Dot give the UDdeJ'gnlduate 00W'SeI 
in poultry bvahendry which are prerequisite to graduate work iD the subject. 
• 
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students coming from other institutions cannot in all cases enter immediately upon 
graduate study, Many students will find it necessary or desirable to spend a 
year in preliminary study taking undergladuate courses before beginning graduate 
work. 
Courses of instruction of an advanced nature may be taken along the lines 
of poultry feeding, breeding, illumination, marketing, co-operation. refrigeration, 
advertising, house construction, and poultry farm management; and, in co-opera-
tion with the staff of the Veterinary College, in poultry disease investigations; in 
co-operation with the staff in agricultural chemistry. in incubation and nutrition 
investigations; and in co-operation with the staff in histology and embryology, 
in incubation experiments. 
Preliminary Courses 
Poultry Husbandry, general course; Breeding, Feeding, Incubation, Brooding, 
and Disease; Feeding Practice ~ Incubator Practice: Brooder Practice: Breeds 
and Judging; Poultry House Design and Construction ; Market Products; 
Marketing Practice: Parm Poultry. 
Undergraduate Conference. 
Graduate Courses 
Advanced Judging. Professor KENT. 
Poultry Fann Management. Professor RICE. 
Commercial Marketing. Professor BENJAMIN. 
Poultry Feeds and Peeding. Assistant ProCessor HEUSER. 
Graduate Semi.nary. (Required of aU Graduate Students.) Professors RICE, 
BENJAMIN, KENT, Assistant Professors HEUSBR, and BOTSFORD and Mr. 
CARD. 
Research. Professors RICE, BENJAMIN, KENT, Assistant Professors HEusBl, 
and BOTSfoaD and Mr. CARD. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY 
Professors: W. A. STOCKING; H. E. Ross; H. C. TRO\,; E. S. GUTHRIE; W. W. 
PISK. . T. J. ~tclNERNEV; H. C. JACItSON. 
Instructors: W. A. WHITING: P. A. DOWNS: M. P. MOON; R. A. PEUV; H. B. 
~E\·ILLE. 
The different laboratories of the department ate well equipped with apparatal 
far sp« i.1 work and otJer good opportunities to graduate students for research. 
Before taking up graduate work in dairy industry, it is desirable that a student 
should have chemistry course 6, or its equivalent. and bacteriology course 4. 
or its equivalent. in addition to the e1eOleDtary courses in the particular subject 
in which be wishes to do his graduate work. 
A limited nwnber of graduate students intending to 6t themselves for teachinc 
dairy industry may have an opportunity for practice in instruction in the different 
laboratories dtuing the winter courses. 
It is expected that graduate students in dairy industry will attend the seminary 
in that subject. 
, . 
• 
LANDSCAPE ART 
Milk Compolitlon and Tests: Butt ... Making: Ch .... Making: Elementary 
Bacteriology; Dairy Mechanics; Market Milk and Milk Inspection; Fancy 
Cheese Making; I(:e Cream; General Agricultw-al Bacteriology; Bacteriology 
for the Home. 
Advanced Testing. Professor TROY. 
Dairy Bacteriology. Professor SrocIUNG. 
Advanced Butter MAking. Professor GUTHRIE. 
Advanced Cheddar·Ch .... Making. Professor FISK. 
Research. Professors STOeltiNG, Ross, TROY, GUTHRIE, FISK, and Assistant 
Professor MciNERNEY, 
Seminary. Profesaors STOC'UNG, Ross, TROY, GUTHRIE, FISK, and Assistant 
Professor McINERNEY, 
LANDSCAPE ART 
Professors: E. GORTON DAVIS: RALPH W. CURns; E. D. MONTILLON. 
Graduate wo,k is offered in landscape design. town planning, planting design. 
history of landscape design. and landscape engineering. 
Candidates for the degree of Master in Landscape Design must have com· 
pleted a course substantiaUy equivalent to the undergraduate course offered by 
1M. Depart:tDalt of Landscape Design. Students who have been admitted to the 
Graduate School. but who have not bad preparation adequate to qualify them to 
become candidates for the advanced degree, may be required to paraUel their 
major lines of study in the department with courses that are required by the 
depa.rt.ment for undergraduates. Further, they may be required to amplify 
their preparation for work in landscape design by the election of unde". aduate 
work in other colleges of the U nivetsity. When a student bas attained such a 
status in his work as to be eligible for a master's degree in not more than two years, 
be may become a candidate for the degree. • 
This department is well equipped with the conveniences and facilities needed 
in the prosecutioo. of its WOtk. It is provided with a very complete reference 
libracy coote;ning the best and most important literature, both early and modern: 
many folios of illustrations of DOted Ewopean and American parks and estates: 
a ooIlection of several thousand photographs of the best uamples of recent land-
ICape work in this and other countries; files of plans and drawings; examples of 
the tedmie of drawing and exp.-ession; and of the best work of representative 
Jft(:t:isiac landscape desicoers. illustrating their solutions of various types of 
landscape prnb1ems. A large collection of lantern slides supplement aU lecture 
COW 1 • and the same illustrations are accessible for reference in prints catalogued 
and iMezed by subjects. An ample herbarium and a large collection of photo-
&raPhs 01 plant materials !lUpplement the indoor work in courses in planting 
~. The University Campus affords an esceUent collecti.on of woody plants 
In mature condition, and an arboretum is rapidly being developed which exhibits 
aU the u.tefuI plant to. ms in arrangement for type study and also in their grouping 
for various uses. 
AdvaDoed work in design and construction is considerably broadened by 
.,op" ..... lOrttunity for discussion with, and aiticism from. well·known visiting lecturers 
aDd critics. 
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Summer WOtk. both graduate or preparatory for graduate work. may be taken 
in planting design by arrangement with ProCessor Curtis during the regular period 
of instruction in the third term of the College of Agriculture. 
Elementary Landscape Dosign: History 01 Landscape Deaign; Theory &lid 
Aesthetics of Landscape De&ign; Planning of Private Properties: Planning of 
Public Properties; Elements of Planting Design; Landscape Design; r.nckcape 
Enrioeering and Details of Construction; Planting Design; Seminary. 
Landscape Design. Professors DAVIS and MONTll..LON. 
Town Planning. Professor DAVIS. 
Planting Design. Professor Cvans. 
History of Landscape Dosign. Professor DA VlS. 
Seminary. Professors DAVIS and CURTIS and Assistant Professor MoNTU.LOIf. 
FORESTRY 
Professors: R. S. HOSMER: S. N. SPRING; A. B. RECKNAGELi JOHN BBN11.B1't 
JR. ; G. H. COLLlNGWoob. 
Instructor: C. H. GUISE. 
Students who wish to elect a major or a minor subject in forestry, either for a 
Master's degree or for a Doctor's degree, are offered opportunity for advanced 
study or research in silviculture, forest management, forest policy. forest prot.ec-
lion, and forest utilization. 
Candidates for the degree of Master in Forestry must show adequate prepara-
tion in the foUowing fundamental subjects or their equivalents: English, inor-
ganic chemistry, solid geometry, trigonometry, plain and topographic surveyiDa, 
introductory physics, dynamic geology, mineralogy and lithology, general 
botany, plant physiology, general biology ,zoology, general entomology, economics. 
They must also haa satisfactorily completed forestry courses the equivalent 0( 
those offered in the fout-year undergtaduate course of the Department of Fore. 
try, N. Y. State College 01 Agriculture,leading to the degree of Badlelor 01 Science. 
(See Announcement of the N. Y. State College of Agriculture at CorneU Uwver .. 
lity.) In addition, they must have had at least three months' experience in 
focen.ry work or in a logging camp, satisfactory proof of which is to be a signed 
statement, or an examination in woodsmanship, or both. Students who entet u 
graduates without having had undergraduate instruction in {Olestry should be 
able to complete the work for the Master's degree in two years, if they have bad 
satisfactory training in fundamental sciences. If they lack this, it will require & 
oouespondingly longer time to get the Master's degree. Prospective student& 
should write to the Department of Forestry for information regardiDg the special 
lines of graduate work which they desire to follow and the term in which to begin 
in order to mE'('t their special needs. 
Uodeipaduate Courua 
Wood Technology. Professor RacltNAGI!L. 
Porest Utilizatioo. Professor RBcOAGEL. 
Timber Treatment. Mr. GutSE. 
Forest Engineering. Professor BENnEY. 
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Forest Meoauration. Prot: N' BENTLIlY. 
FOteit Manapment. Profeseot RSCICNAG&Li Mr. GUISE. 
Timber TreeI and Foteat Regions. Profenoc BINnEY. 
Silviculture. Poreit .BcolOlY. Professo.' SPRING. 
Silviculture. Natural Reproduction and Care of the Forest. Proleuor 
SPRING. 
Silviculture. Forest Planting and the Forest Nunery. ProfeSlOt SPRING, 
Forest Protection. Professor HOSMBI.. 
Forest Pollcy, Forat Law, and History of Forestry. Professor HOSOR, 
COW'lH for Graduate Students 
Pcnrt OrpniutioD.. Profeaor RSCI:NAGItL. 
Tbi. oourte coven that branch of forutry which concerns itae1f with organizing 
• forest Plopeity for m,nl.ement. An impOrtant part of tru. course iii the pre· 
paration of • working plan in camp on a large forest traet in New York State; 
the course includes practice in forest engineeriJ:J&' and field .tudiel in forest 
administration. 
Forest Finance. Mr. GUISE. 
That branch of fOiCltry which relates to the forest as an investment. 
FOftSt Administration. Professor RBCUAG&L. 
The administrative orpniution and busineu practice in federal, state, and 
private fOteltry. 
8emjnary. Field and class room conferences on important phases of forestry 
cooduc:tal by memben of the foreotry .taJJ. 
Advanced work and reseatCh. Opportunities fot tbe pursuit of special lines 
of inveat:iption UDder the direction of members of the forestry stall'. 
RURAL EftGIKl'l!!IJII"G 
Prot :IIS ~ H. W. RILEY; B . B. ROBB; J. C. McCURDY; F. L. PA.lRBANIU. 
The laboratory equipment (or mechanics consistin& of gasoline englna, spray 
machinery, pumPS. hydraulic: rams, water supply 5Y1"m., sWm qine, steam 
injectors, grain binder.. separate' binder attachmmta, ploW&, separate plow 
bottc:ma, tractors, and other apparatus o( similar nature-is selected primarily for 
t.c!.i", the elements of appJied mechanics. 
A limited amount of J·horatory space is available through the winter for 
ft:M&tCb; more room. can be provided for • ,m"M'T WOfk. A high grade recordi.ng 
tractioo dynamometer is in prCl' of oonstruction and wiI1 be a. vailable for I tst&rCh 
work in tests of draft of impJe,,*"tI or t.rac:torI. A limited. amount of special 
apparatus t:ac:h year u.-equi.red fex- particular investiptions may be designed and 
built, ... boucht. without ezpenae to the _dent. Bea ... of limited .torage space 
n:ry little bulky m'c:hi "..,.". is retained through the wintc.,,·. but loans of implements 
"'_ IDDd at< euiIy __ foe invstiptioaa tlm>uch the sum.".,.. 
The preparatioa. required 0( candidates fex- adva"""'Cl dqiecs ill mer.baoica 
wiD ...." ",,_ .. bat with the _ of the thesis ... bject. Po< problem. 
iDvoIviq the d rip 0( new m.c:bines W implement. or the c:ompt.ti.:m of exi.stiDc 
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ones there will be required a good working knowledge of mechanical drawing, 
kinematics. mechanics. and machine design, in addition to an adequate under. 
standing of the purely agricultural features of the work. For problems involviDc 
the study of the economic value of certain types of implements, less streu will 
be laid on engineering preparation and more upon that in fann crops, {arm 
management, and rutal economy. Practical farm experience is of almost vital 
importance for most advanced work in this department. Students deficient in 
engineering subjects may take necessary work in Sibley College: d.eficieo.ci£a in 
agricultural subjects may be made up in the College of Agriculture. 
The department's equipment for farm engineering consists of fourteen farm 
levels for use in the elementary course; and for advanced work, an architect's 
wye level and engineer's light transit for men not well versed in instrument work: 
while for men competent to use them, there is a fine engineer's transit and precision 
dumpy level. In addition, the necessary tapes, pins, axes, and leveling and 
stadia rods are provided. 
The preparation necessary for advanced work in farm engineering, as in 
mechanics, will vary with the thesis subject. In general there will be required 
a good knowledge of trigonometry, surveying, physics, soils, farm crops. and 
general agricultural practices and conditions. 
Farm Field Machinery; Farm Power Machinery; Farm Mechanics; Dairy 
Methanics ; Farm Engineering; Drainage; Farm Structures; Farm Shop Work; 
Mecllanic:al Drawing. . 
Research in Rural Engineering. Professors RILEY, ROBB, McCUllDY, 
FAIRBANKS. 
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
A. Ezperimental EDpneering 
Professors: HEaJUS DIEDERICHS ; G . B. UPTON: V. R. GAGE; A. C. DAVIS. 
Iostructors: W. E. MORDOFF; S. MOTT-S.IITH; H. W. LaKY; E. F. ZEINER: 
R . T. STARR; A. S. GRISWOLD; C. K. MILLER; W. W. WERRING: G. H. 
ACKER. 
The Materials TeltiDc Laboratory. This laboratory is equipped for tmsion 
and compression tests with an Olsen 300,000 pound machine, an Olsen 100,000 
pound machine, a Rlebl~ 100,000 pound machine, a 200,000 pound Emery bydrau-
lic machine, together with several other machines varyinc in capacity from 
10,000 to 100,000 pounds. For transverse testa there is a Rieh~ macb.iDe of 
200,000 pounds capacity, and a Pailbanks machine of 10,000 pounds capacity. 
Tbe:re a.e an 01se0 torsion machine of roo,oooinch-poundscapadty. two Thuntoo 
autographic torsion machines. aod two Upton-Lewis fatigue t.estiDg machi""". 
The equipment includes measuring instruments. such as extensometels, a catbdO-
meter, and otb .. apparatus, .uch as gas Iuraa_ and temP'lU>c batha, requited 
fa. the determination of the pbysioal qualities of mgiD •• :iDg materials under 
tenR1,., compressive, transverse, and torsioo&l 8tre&s. aad lind« di4e..-ent kinds of 
beat treatmeo.t. 
EXPBRIMENTIIL ENGINEERING 
Th. 8tMm Laboret0J7. In thia labotatory there is a ISO H. P. triple expan-
lion AJlit..Cotliss engiae so fitted ,up that it may be run as a aimple, compound, or 
,"pJe entine, coadencing- or non·condensing. There are also several smaller 
qines, including a Russell, a Ha.niI&-Corlisa. a Payne, a Troy, a Wickes Bros. 
automatic engine, and a Laidlaw·Dunn Gordon steam pump delivering JOO 
plloas of water a minute against a pressure of 300 pounds a square inch. The.-e 
are three surface condensers which may be connected with these engines u 
desired. There is one 3S kw horizontal Curtis turbine and one IS kw De Laval 
turbine. These turbines drive electric generators and may be run condensing 
or non-condensing. 
There are a t~stage steam·driven Ingersoll-Rand compressor, and three air-
brake pumps of different types, together with meters, nozzles, and othel instru-
ments used in testing. This part. of the laboratory also contains several fans, 
including one of the Sirocco type. 
The eqwpment of apparatus and instruments used fot engine testing comprises 
about 70 indicators of different types, about 75 steam gauges, and a number of 
calorimeters fOf' the detetntination of the quality of steam, speed counters, tach-
ometers, planimeters, etc., besides a number of dynamometers of various kinds. 
The boiler section of this laboratory has one 150 n. P. Babcock & Wilcox 
water-tube boiler of the marine type, and one 100 H. P. Babcock & Wilcos. water-
tube boiler of the standard type both of which are fitted with intemal super-
heaters. There atE" also one 80 H. P. Heine water-tube boiler and one 25 H. P. 
Roberts safety boiler connected with a Foster independent superheater. The 
.uxilj,ry apparatus consists of a Cochrane open h~ter, a Wainwright, closed 
beater, steam pumps, traps. injectors, etc. A full set of scales, measuring tanks. 
gauges, flue gas apparatus, separating and throttling calorimeters, PYTometers, 
etc., complete the boiler equipment. 
The Go Racine Laboratory. The equipment COOFists of an 8 H. P. Fairbanks 
gwine engine, an 8 H. P. Olds gasoline engine, an 8 H. P. Homsby-Akroyd,oiJ 
engine, a IS H. 'P. Honuby·Aboyd oil engine, a 16 H. P. Acme gas engine run on 
producer gas from a IS H. P. suction gas-producer, an 8 H. p. Ingeco oil engine, 
a 30 H. P. guoJine marine encine. and a 30 H. P. three cylinder Westinghouse 
caseogine with gas prociuctT, and a 4S H. P. McIntosh and Seymour Diesel engine 
direct coonected to aD. C. cmerator. Hot air engincs are represented by a Rider 
and an Ericsson engiae. The engine equipment is chosen to give as great a variety 
u pos5ib1e in fuel used, types of coveming, etc. 
The supply of testing instruments includes several outside spring iodicalors. 
optical iodicators. and a manocraph. Fot temperature measuremenU there art: 
avaiJ~bJe high reading thermometers and pyrometers of the eKpansioa and 
electrical typ • 
..... BJdraaJic LaboratorJ. This laborakWy contains the foUowing machines 
ond _'WI: a 6-mcb 1iDc~ De lavol ceutril",al pump: a 2.1O'.mcb 
~stage Worthington centrifugal pump; a l2-iDch Doble water wbeel; • 10--
izIch Tromp turbin.; seven! I'd"", wb .... and bydtaulic rams; .... 01 ...u 
boxes with variouJ types of wein and nozzles for the determination. of 
of dWh'rp:; various types of water meters and other appuatua for meuutinc 
.... &ow 01 water, tueb u PilOt tu ....... Veoturi meters. CQl"feDt meters, etc.. 
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The Oil T .. tLac Laboratory. This laboratory contain, a Cornell oiI.teotIoc 
machine, a Thurston standard tailway testing machine and aeveral ,",'ller 
Thurston machines. The rest of the equipment consists of several viscosimeten 
of different types, flash and burning point apparatus, together with the net miry 
hydrometers and thermometers. 
The RefriceratioQ Laboratory. For the study of refrigeration in all ita ph. a, 
the mechanical laboratory possesses a very complete York compression refriger. 
ating plant having a capacity of IS tons of ice, and a two·ton York absorption 
ice machine. 
The Cemeat Laboratory. This laboratory not only contains the ordinary 
apparatus fot tbe testing of cement and concrete but in addition is equipped with 
Ctushing and grinding machinery and a small vertical kiln fot making investiga. 
tions in the manufacture of cement from raw material. 
The Puel Te.tinc Laboratory. This laboratory contains a complete equipment 
of fuel calorimeters, and other apparatus needed for the determination of the 
composition and calorific value of fuel, whether gaseous, liquid, or solid. 
Manufactu.-e of Engineering Materials; Properties of Engineering Materiala 
(laboratory); Introductory Experimental Engineering Oaboratory}; General 
Experimental Engineering (laboratory). Also see Engineering Research. 
B. Engineering Research 
Professors: H. DIEDERICHS : W. M. SAWDON; G. B. UPTON. 
Engineering research is under the charge of a separate corps of specialitta 
who devote their entire time to this work and to giving advice and assistance to 
rraduate and undergraduate students who are carrying on investigations in the 
various branchea of mechanical engineering. Much of the work in this subject. 
is conducted in the severa1laboratories described. under Experimental Engineeriag. 
The equipment and resources of all other departments of Sibley College are 
lik'ewise available, and in most instances arTangements can be made to use the 
equipment of the scientific and engineeriog departments of the other colleges c:l 
the University. 
In addition to the weD equipped Sibley College library coataining reference 
books, periodical literature, bulletins and transactions of bureaus and societies. 
relating to mechanical and electrical engineering and allied branches of leanriDg, 
the graduate student has access to the University Library and to the &pHial 
libraries of the other engineering and scientific departments of the University. 
In the University Library is a large collection of research theses, and the Depart-
mrnt of Engineering Research has on file the results of many investigations. 
(See also courses in Experimental Engineering.) 
Engineering Research. Professors DIEDERICHS, SAWDON, and UPTON. 
ELECTRICAL I!NGIKEERIl'IG 
Professors: A. GRAY; V. KAIlAPETOFP; J. G. PERTSCB; W. C. BALLARD; R. F. 
CILU.B£RLAIN. 
IDItI'UctOrs: G. F. BASON: B. NORTHItOP. 
Th, Lecture Equipment. The lecture room is exceptionally well provided 
with display apparatus and with apparatus especially designed for demonstration 
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purpoaes. All types of electrical machinery may be operated on the lecture 
table. and a 60,000 volt transformer ia provided for insulator testing. 
The Dyaamo LaboratoJy. This laboratory is provided with • great variety 
of atandatd and special machines for both direct and alternating current work, 
along with the necessary meters and control equipment. Among the special 
pieces of equipment are a street car truck with motors and also a complete outfit 
for exhibiting in actual operation the multiple unit system of electric car control. 
Tho SlaIIdanIWDc Labontory. This labontory is equipped with the neces-
sary potentiometers., galvanometers and standards (or the calibration of instru-
menta, and the testing of materials used in electrical work. There is also a G.E. 
oscillograph for work on wave form. 
n. Radio LlboratorJ. The laboratory has two sets of transmitting equip· 
ment, one a SOO cycle 5 kilowatt, and the other a , kilowat 60 cycle Rt. Quenched 
and rotary gaps and the necessary measuring instruments are included in the 
equipment. 
POt work with receiving circuits. a Jarge number of condensers and inductance 
c:oilsolvarious dimensiOQSare available in addition to the usual receiving apparatus. 
Special facilities ate provided for resf'.arch in connection with electron tubes; 
complete equipment for the manufacture and exhaustion of the same, including 
coarJeosatioo pump. is provided. 
AD ezceUent antenna is available for the practical testing of tranamittine and 
receiving ci .. cuits, and some exceptional receiving ranees have been attained witb 
theapperatul availeble. 
The powa' for the various laboratories is obtained from the Cni\·e,·:-i t)· Hydro-
electric Plaot, which contaios large three-.phue alternators, direct driven by 
both impulse aad reaction water-wheels. This plant is complete in every tespect 
and iI used for inspection. 
Elementary Electrical Enginf'f'T'ing: Theory of Electrical !l.rachinery; Charac-
teri&tic:s of Electrical Machioery ; Electrical Laboratory: Electrical Design; 
Generation and Distributioa of EJectrica1 Energy; Electric Rail",ay Practice: 
Bng:iNSing Matbematks; Wireless Telegraphy; Special Problems in Electrical 
Eqin..,;"g. 
Theory 01 Electrical Machinery. Prol_ KAaA.BTOFF. 
Cbaracteristics of Electrical Machinery. Professor KAuPE10FF. 
EIect.-icaI Laboratory. Professors GRAY and CBA.MBERLAIS . 
EIectri<:oI Desicn. Professors GIlA Y and PUncH. 
Enemeaioc Mathematics. Professor KARAPITOFf. 
The Graduate Seminary in Electrical Enalnet'TiDg. f-roit-ssors GaA\' and 
K.uAPtn-oFF. 
MA(;HInE DESIGN 
Prot 1I1J!tS: C. D. ALlERT: E. P. GARNER: F. S. ROGBls; C. E. TO\\'SSESD. 
_ Un&:r this bead is included advanced instruction in descriptive geomt'trY. 
IriDemt'iCl. machine desico and design methods, and special design problems. 
There .... nine ...u equipped dnowing roo...!.!!. The Sibley CoIJec< Library and 
the Uaivenity Library bave • very complete ooIIectiaa 01 books on dnowiDc. 
modi .... deoicn and OOIIItnoctioa. otructural design. and boo ... on ,..Iated subject&. 
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POWER ElfGINEERING 
ProCessors: W. N. BARNARD; F. O. ELLENWOOD; R. MATTB~WS; R. E. Cu.alt: 
J. GAVETT, JR.; W. H. HOOK. 
Instructors: P. CUERDANZEFF; W. L. LEWIS; C. M. BIGELOW. 
The graduate work conducted unde:' this heading indudes investigation. ill 
engineering thermodynamics, problems in power plant economics, the selection 
and arrangement of the equipment of power plants and the design of such equip-
ment. The library is liberally provided with reference books, periodical literature, 
and transactions of engineering societies relating to these subjects. 
Elementary Heat-Power Engineering : Advanced Heat-Power Engineering: 
Engines and Power Plants (lectures and drafting); Steam Turbine Design; 
Steam Boiler D('sign; Gas Power Machinery; Heating and Ventilating: Refriger-
ation: :Motor Car:>. 
Designing and Special Problems in Heat-Power Engineering. Prohnors 
BARNARD, ELLENWOOD, and ---
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Professors : D. S. K,MBALL; A. E. WELLS ; M. A. LEE. 
l'm)er this heading is included the consideration of the organization, adminis-. 
tration, and equipment of industrial enterprises. The library of the college is 
well supplied with literature relating to the various branches of this field of 
engineering, and acress may be had to the special libraries on economics jo the 
l~nivcrsity Library and in the Department of History an9, Political Science. 
Attention is direct~·d to the courses in History and Political Science which may 
be I'rofital)ly pursued in conjunction with work in industrial engineering. 
In order to take the advanced course in this department, the student must 
not only ha\'e had the eqwnlent of the undergraduate course in mechanical 
engineering, but must also ha\'e taken the courses in industrial engineering and 
economics required of seniors who elect the special work of this branch. 
Industrial Organization; Industrial Administration; Industrial Engineering; 
Ora\\;ng and Design; Safety Engineering and Fire Protection. 
Industrial Administration. Professors KnfBALL, WELLS, and LEE. 
Drawing and Design, Professor LEE. 
Ad\'anced Industrial Engineering. Professors KIMBALL and WELLS. 
MECHANICS AND HYDRAULICS 
Professors: E. H. WOOD; S. S. GARRETT; F. G. SWITZER; W, R, CoRNELL, 
Instructors: H. J. HOTCHKISS; H. C. PERkINS; C. B. BENSON; E, L. THEAnE; 
K D. WOOD; A. Zl'lDEWA. 
Hydraulic investigations along various lines can be carried on' in this depart· 
meaL POt experimental work there is available the equipment of the mechanical 
laboratory and the university hydto-electric power plant. This power plaDt 
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contains a reaction turbine operating under 142 feet head and four impulse tur-
bines operating under 135 feet head. The reaction turbine is _ 500 H. P. unit 
built by the I. P. Morris Co. It is direct connected to a 450 Kva alte~~or. 
The impulse turbine consists of two 280 H. P. Pelton-Doble wheels drivlOg 
ISO lew alternators, and two 50 H. P. Pelton.Doble wheels connected to 30 kw. 
D. C. generators. . . 
The libriuies of the University have a very complete collection of treatises 
relating to mechanics, hydraulics, hydro-electric engineering, and to similar 
subjeCts. In addition, these libraries contain the more representative eng;neering 
periodicals and the transactions of the leading engineering societies of the world, 
Mechanics of Engineering: Hydraulics; Hydraulic Turbines. 
Hydraulic Power Plants. Professor SWITZER. 
MECHANIC ARTS 
Professor: A. E. WELLS. 
The Forge, Foundry, Pattern and Machine Shops in the Department of 
Mechanic Arts of the Engineering College. are equipped with adequate and mod-
ern machinery and tools. 
Subject to the approval of the professor in charge, students may utilize the 
equipment of the shops in connection with graduate work. 
GI!ODESY AND ASTRONOMY 
Professors: S. L. BOOTBRO\'1). Geo:Jcs)' and Astronomy; P. H. l"~IJEKWOOD. L. 
A. LAwRE~CE, Topographic and Geodetic Engineering. 
Instructor: C. '-I. PENDLETON. 
The geo1etic equipment is one of the most extensive in the country. The 
library facilities in this subject are also unusual, embracing the principal books 
relating to geodetic work in all parts of the world. 
The new observatory contains a dome for a twelve-inch equatorial telescope. 
and a transit 100111 with tOW' piers for astronomical transits and zenith tcles<'opes. 
The geodetic laboratory contains vaults (or the invf:$tigation of standards 
of length, for clocks and for gravity and other determinations in which the control 
of temperature is essential; also a laboratory with piers for the investigation of 
instruments, a dark room. and a library and computing room. 
The following outlines show ' -arious classes of work that may be undertaken in 
these subjects and the character of the equipment. 
Geodesy aDd Geodetic Methods. The works of Crandall. Clarke. Jordan. 
Helmert. and others may be used for special reading. The publications of the 
United States Coast and ~1etic Survey and of the International Geo:fctic 
Association are available for reference. 
Geodetic Aa&roaom1. DeterminationJ of time, latitude. longituoc. and 
aW;nuth are co:\sidered. Chau"enet's, Doolittle's, and Hayford's boob on tbis 
subject may be used .. tests. 
In coanection with the study of star positionJ the library contains an assort-
ment 01: the standard ca.taIa.JUeS of stan and the publications of many of the 
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leading observatories of the world. Direct observations may be made with the 
equatorial telescope of four and one.haJf inches aperture. This instrument iI 
also suitable for observations of the positions of comets, the components of the 
easily separated double stars, etc.; and the theoretical studies may include similar 
topics. 
For the practical work at the observatory, the equipment includes. besides 
the equatorial telescope. an astronomical transit by Troughton & Sima; a mm.-
dian telescope and two zenith telescopes by Fauth, one of the latter being adapted 
to photographic methods; altazimuths by Troughton & Sima. and Fauth; a 
Howard mean-time clock; chronometers by Negus and Nardin; and surveyor's 
transits. sextants, chronographs and auxiliary instruments of various kinds. 
Adjustment of ObSe"atioDs. Observations of a geodetic nature will be 
considered, or this work may be made to apply to other lines of investigation if 
desired, such as physics, mechanics, and hydraulics. A general treatment of the 
method of least squares may be given if desired. ' 
Terresbial Magnetism. A Kew magnetometer, a Barrows dip circle, and. a 
declinometer afford means for investigating the magnetic elements. 
Gravity. One of the piers of the department, has been occupied as a gravity 
station by the United States Coast and Geodetic survey, and is therefore con-
nected, through Washington, with the absolute determination made at Potsdam, 
Gennany. 
The instrumental equipment for this class of work includes, besides a Kater 
pendulum, a Mendenhall haU-se::ond pendulum apparatus of the pattern used io 
the United States Coast and Geo::letic Survey, the pendulwn being swung io a 
partial vacuwn. The literature of this subject is well represented in the librarY. 
Standards of Lea.gtb. For the study and comparison of measures of length, 
the metric laboratory is provided with a four-meter comparator with micrometer 
microscopes and carriage movable transversely to accommodate two or more 
measures simultaneously, an i~bar apparatus, etc. The comparator is in a 
case for protection from sudden changes of temperature, and the laboratory 
temperature is nearly constant. A four-foot comparator is available for the t:!irect 
study and graduation of leveling rods. 
For the investigation of the behavior of apparatus, especially tapes, under 
field conditions, and also for the standardization of tapes, a Joo-meter comparator 
may be used. The end marks are underground and well isolated from surface 
disturbance. Micrometer microscopes on the piers above these marks are referred 
to them by means of special plumbing apparatus, the tapes being observed directly 
through the microscopes. In this work, 50-meter lovar tapes may be used, whose 
standardization has been made with precision by the National Bureau of Stand· 
ards. 
The graduation of scales, as well as their study, is facilitated by means of 
a dividing engine made by the Socil!~ Gen6voise. For the most delicate gradua-
tion work, the large Rogers dividing engine in the Department of Physics is 
available. 
The laboratory standard of length is a steel meter bar of the international 
type. by the ~t:i Gen~voise. It has been compared with the interaatiooal 
prototype at Washington. A Rogers four·inch and decimeter scale on speculum 
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metal. accurately eompu:ed. and a brass line-and·end.measure yard are also 
available. 
IDYUdptioD. of lIlItrumeata. In addition to the special equipment. men. 
tioned above, considerable apparatus of an auxiliary character for the investiga-
tion of instruments is at hand. Notable pieces are the larlte Dodge-Mayhew 
level·trier, a spherometer with special adaptation for the study of pivots, a pair 
of pier collimators. micrometer microscopes. etc. Also, there are the usual 
qineering instruments of many types, transits. theodolites, heliotropes, leveJ~. 
and meteoro1QCical instruments. For standards of temperature, there are several 
precision thermometers by Boudin, Tonnelot. and others, some of which ha\'e 
been standardized by the International Bureau of Paris. A special comparator 
is available for the calibration of thennometers, and there is a pyrometer for the 
study of bigb temperatures. 
The work arranged especially for graduate students may be divided into the 
following courses: 
L Theory of Leut Squares and Adjustment of Observations. 
b. Theoretical Geodesy and Geo:1etic Methods. 
c. Advanced Geodetic Astronom)·. 
d Geodetic Laboratory and Field Investigations. 
The chan.cter of the work, as ~ll as the amount of time to be devoted to 
it, will be arranged with each student. It is usually desirable that the theoretical 
reading be accompanied by illustrative laboratory practice, and in the more 
advanced portions of bis work the student will generally devote most of his time 
to special iDvertigations. 
The preparation net:essary for eraduate work in geodesy and astronomy 
should iDcJ.ude, in particular, general courses in physics, chemistry, and mathe. 
matics (iocluctm,: differential and integral calculus), as well as the usual under. 
graduate work in surveying and mechanics. The ability to read Gennan scientifi,' 
- ;. almost indispensable. 
RJementary Surveying; Advanced Surveying; Topographic, Hydrographic. 
and Geodetic Survey (Camp); Survey Computations and Mapping. 
Least Squares: Adjustment of Observations. Assistant Professor t:SOER' 
"000. 
AdvIDced TGpOgiaphic Surveying. Proteasor BooTHROYD. 
Geodf!S1 and Geodetic Laboratory. Professor BooTBIOYD and Assistant Pro-
feuor UNO.RWOOD. 
Geodetic AltTOnomy. Professor BooTHROYD. 
APPLJIID MECBAMCS 
Prd ilia: S. G. GwaG.; E. W. bnGaa. 
Iaotractor; E. V. Ho ........ 
. The fat:iIm .. of the library in I;_ID IWI, with tbe added IOW«S available 
.. \be Uai .... ity library, "",mit enensive ad .. ~ work in tbe field of applied 
tIWb'mCl 
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The prerequisite training for graduate work in this department should cover 
the range in Mathematics, Physics, Materials, Mechanics. and Structural Desicu 
required of Cornell graduates in Civil Engineering. Many of the advancec! 
treatises are in French or German, and a reading knowledge of technical works in 
these languages is extremely valuable. 
Mechanics of Engineering. Professor GEORGE, Assistant Professor REnGElp 
and Mr. HOWELL. 
Advanced Mechanics. Professor GEORGE and Assistant Professor RETTGER. 
Special Courses in Advanced Mechanics for Graduates. Professor GEORCIt 
and Assistant Professor RETTGER. 
Engineering Problems. Professor GEORGE and Assistant Professor REnGEl. 
HYDRAULICS AND HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING 
Professors: E. W. ScHODER; F. J. SEERY; J. L. WEBER. 
The Hydraulic Laboratory. The unique location and construction of this 
laboratory render practicable investigations requiring a steady gravity water 
supply for long periods using relatively large flows of water. The water supply 
is obtained from Fall Creek with a watershed of 126 square rr:iles. Beebe Lake. 
a pond of about 20 acres, has been fonned by the construction of a concrete dam. 
26 feet high, with a spillway crest length of 130.5 feet. At one end of the dam 
there is an additional flood spillway 141.5 feet long. A rectangular canal .pC) 
feet long and 16 feet wide is supplied from Beebe Lake through six headgate& 
for controlling the aIT'ount of flow. The upper portion of the canal is 11.7 feet. 
deep and the lower portion is 10 fect deep. In this canal are two sharp crested 
weirs, 16 feet long, over which discharges as large as 400 cubic feet a second friay 
be passed. 
A short branch canal 6 feet wide, in the upper ~ortion of the laboratory build. 
ing, may be supplied directly from Beebe Lake by means of a 48-inch steel pipe 
line with a short 3o-inch branch at its lower end. A 3o-inch valve controls 
the flow from the 48-inch pipe into the 6-foot canal. The 6-foot canal dischatgts 
either to waste into the pool below Triphammer Falls (8 sheer drop of 60 feet) 
or into the upper end of a steel stand.pipe 6 feet in diameter and 60 feet high. 
A suitable mechanism causes an instantaneous diversion of discharges as large 
as 60 cubic feet a second from the waste flume into the standpipe or vice versa. 
Tbe 6-foot standpipe is provided at the bottom with 8 36-inch discharge valve 
operated by hydraulic pressure. There is a float gauge indicating accurately 
the height of the water surface in the standpipe. An independent Jo-incb pipt-
line from Beebe Lake to the bottom of the laboratory supplies the majority of the 
pieces of apparatus used for class work and research. The 6-foot standpipe may 
1M! used also as a supply tank, water being supplied to it either from the 6-foot 
I.·anal or the Io-inch pipe line. 
The lower portion of the large I6-foot canal, 350 feet long between weirs. 
is used for measurements with Boats and CWTent meters. An electrically operated 
("ar spans this canal and is used for rating the current meters. Models of dams 
may be built in the canal and the flow over them investigated with precision. 
Outside work is usually impracticable between December J and April I. 
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In the laboratory building there is also a concrete flume 2 feet wide, 4 feet 
deep, and 25 feet long. Flows up to I J cubic feet a second can be passed through 
this and measured volwnltricaUy. This flume is conveniently arranged for 
experiments on small weirs, low head orifices, etc. 
There are numerous flanged connections from 4 to 12 inches diameter for the 
attachment of apparatus. 
The hydraulic machinery equipment at present includes only types of the 
turbine, Pelton-Doble wheel. multi~stage centrifugal pump and hydraulic ram, 
all mange<! for teotiog. 
Prospective graduate students should bear in mind that only under very rare 
circumstances can a candidate for the Master's degree, or even the Doctor's 
degree. hope to carry out an experimental investigation in hydraulics involving 
large Bows of water up to the capacity of the laboratory or involving extensive 
(:onstructions. The limitations of seasonal availability of water and of weather 
cooditions, as well as of time, labor, and expense, are such that the graduate 
$tudent in this subject should look forward to investigations of lesser apparent 
ma,rutude, but often of equal value. 
Hydraulics. Professor ScHODER, And Assistant Professor WEBER. 
Hydraulic Measurements. Professor ScHODER. 
(This laboratory c:oursc is 3 prerequisite to the other more ad\'8nced and 
sp<cialiud work.) 
EXpelimental Hydraulic Motors and Pumps. Proft.'ssor SlHoIIER. 
Esperimental Hvdraulic Investigation. Professor ScHIIUKR. 
Water Supply. Professor SEER''-
Hydraulic Coftstructions. Professor SEERY. 
Water Power Engineering. Professor SEER V .
Pumps and Pumping. Prof('s!'or SEEilY. 
Hydraulic Engineering. Professor SEERY. 
General Hydrology. Professor SEER\·. 
SA/fITARY ENGINEERING 
PraielsolS: H. N.OGDEN; C. L. W.UK-ER. 
The courses offered to graduate students may be di\ided into two classes; 
tbose deeling with the design. construction. and operation of scwage disposal 
~ts and water purific::ation plants: and those fundamt·ntal studies in chemistry, 
bioloeY. and batterioIogy. which the undergraduate student in civil engineering 
may not have been able to pursue. 
A se~l plant in the city of Ithaca offers opportunity far upeJi. 
mental study of septic action and of sedimentation. Within a short distance ~ Ithlca are five other plants. well adapted for critical exarr.inations of efficien. 
aes. Numerous other opportunities are offered for the study d similar questions. 
. ~ labontories in all the related subjects are open to graduate students 
10 I&Drtary mgineering. The courses in organic cherristry are wen adapted 
to the stwly of the diapoul of trade "'·astes. The courses in mycology and 
"'ny aftonl fJaCe1lent opportunity for studying the life history of algae aDd 
other water pia.btl which affect both str~m poUution and purification. The 
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courses in bacteriology deal not only with water bacteria and the colon typel 
but also with pathogenic fonns interesting from the pojnt of view of epidemiology. 
The courses in the Medical College enable the student to trace the effect of the 
pollutions of water supply and to acquire a working knowledge of the water·bome 
diseases. Finally, a well equipped sanitary laboratory. established in the College 
gives an opportunity for students to acquire not merely laboratory technique in 
water analysis, but also a practical training in the lanns of interpretation. This 
laboratory is also available for experimental studies of the efficiency of waterand 
.sewage plants and of methods of dealing with the refuse from factories. The 
library is welt provided with the literature of the various subjects bearing: on 
municipal sanitation. 
The following courses in other subjects in the University may profitably ~ 
taken by graduate students in sanitary engineering: History and Political Science 
76a; History and Political Science 54a; Chemistry 30; Chemistry 7Si Botany 
II; Entomology 19; Medical College. course 43. 
In order to take advanced work in this department. the student must have 
had an equivalent of' the preliminary courses listed below. 
Sanitary Biology; Muni.cipal Engineering; Purification and Control of Water 
Supplies; Sewerage Works; Sanitary Laboratory; Sanitary Design. 
Municipal Engineering. Professor OCDEN. 
Purification of Water. Professor OCDEN. 
Special Laboratorv Work. Assistant Professor WALKER. 
RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY ENGINEERING 
Professors: F. A. BARNES; W. L. CONWELL. 
Instructors: J. E. PERRV; CARL CRANDALL. 
The library contains an excellent collection of books. technical periodirals, 
and publications 01 enginf'etin2' societies on railroad and highway construction 
and maintenance. and on railroad operation. Reports 01 ClUes and of state 
highway commissions and specifications for the construction and maintedan~ 
of roads and pavements are also available. Standard plans and other data have 
been contributed from time to time by railroad companies and others. 
Maps and profiles o( location surveys, many o( them relocations o( existiq 
lines, are on file in the office o( the department and (onn an excellent bags for 
the study and comparison of alternate routes and (or economic design. Surveys 
for structure sites and equipment (or gathering additional data are available. 
Hipnr., Laboratories. The laboratory for testing rock and other non· 
bituminous highway materials is equipped with a Deval machine, Page impact. 
machine for the toughness test, impact machine for the cementation test, ball 
mill. core drill, diamond saw, grinding lap. Dorey machine, briquette molding 
machine. rattler (or brick testing, and sieves for examination of aggregates. 
The bituminous laboratory is housed in a separate building devoted solely 
to this purpose and at present is equipped with an Engler viscosimeter, drying 
oveas. a New York State Board of Health oil tester, balances. a New York Testinc 
Laboratory penetrometer. molds for the float test, etc., a duetility testing machine.' 
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bitumen .extractors. equipment for distillation~. and aievcs for examina!ion oC 
ahtet .lpb:alt mixtures and aggregates for bitummous concretes. tpus enabling the 
Itudent to make the standard tats of bituminous mat.erials. and hltuminous pay. 
inc ;::=~ laboratories of the College of Civil Enginee;.;ng for the study of the 
Itreaeth and other properties of materials and the Ceramic Laboratory of the 
Depvtmeo.t of Geoqy, which is equipped with kilns and a brick machine, are 
alIo available for the use of students specializing in this field. 
Attention is called to the facilities available in other departments of the 
University to roupplemmt the work outlined below; AS for aample. in political: 
scieaoe, the COUt$e on railroad tranapottation and, in electrical engineerin&'. 
courses de.ling with the application of electricity to the operation of railroad •. 
Special courses of investigation and study will be arTanged to meet individual 
needs. 
Railroad Surveying and Engineering Construction. Prerequisite for graduate 
work. 
Railroad Maintenance of Way. Professor BAaNIs and Mr. PaRlY. 
Railroad Opetation and Management. Professor B,uNlts and Mr. CUNDALL. 
lfichway Bacineerinc. Professor BARNES, Assistant Professor CONWELL, 
and Mr. Panv. 
(The three preceding courses will not be accepted as part of a major subject 
unless they are acrompanied by special work and reports.) 
Railroad Eogineering Design. Professor BARNES and Mr. CUNDALL. 
~hway Laboratory. Professor BARNES, Assistant Professor CONWELL. 
and Mr. Pun. 
Hichway Engineerinc Daica. Professor BARNES, Assistant Profeuot' 
CoNWELL. and Mr. Pauy. 
BRIDGE EI'IGINEERDlG 
PtoIOiIiiCJrI : H. S. JACOBY; E. N. BURROWS: L. C. UaQl:8A11 . 
In this IU.bjee'~. instruction is offered in the determination of loading. stl' 1 I, 
ud daicn of roofs. buildinas. brid(es. arches, foundations, piers, retaining walk, 
&Dc! otherrtructura; of tim~r. steel, reinforced concrete, and masonry. 
A 0lDecti0:ra of over seven thousand blue pnnu is available, givin, detail 
plana 01. Amoricon railnIod and hichway bridges. roo! "',,'os. &tee! buildincs. 
and ..nous structUJ'eS of reintotOl!d ooncnte and masonry, and there are also 
about oae thOUlaDd selected pbotocraphs of aU classel of bridgft deUgned in this 
COWItry. 
The twmty-cis bouDd volumes 01. blue prints used fot office reference by the ~ .. Goor~e S. Marioon, wbid> CODtom the plans 01 all the bridges cIeoigned UDder 
h .. ditecboJ:l .. cooauJtiac eqiDeer, form. a part of the reference librarv. 
The ~ ODD,.im practically aU the important books on bridge"and Itrue. 
~ eacmeen:ac. It abo tontainl a valuable collection of thf'ltS thoR on 
ancma~ iQ"':"i~tioaa re1atinc: to an:b hridps beinc especi.l1y n~te"Oithy. 
Theee lDveat:icaticGI have been cooducted 10 as to form an tsttnded and closc-Iy 
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related series. Their results constitute an important addition to previous 
knowledge of, "lbe relative strength, stiffness, and weight of different types of 
construction, . and of the method for their investigation and design, Special 
facilities are available for the study of secondary stresses in b.idge trusses. 
To qualify for graduate work in bridge engineering. a knowledge of theoretical 
mechanics, of the strength of materials. and of engineering construction"is requiMl 
in addition to the preliminary course in structu..-al design named below. 
Structural Details, Bridge Stresses, and Bridge Design. 
Reinforced Concrete Arch. Assistant Professor URQUHART. 
Higher Structures. Professor JACOBY, and Assistant Professor BURROWS. 
Masonry and Foundations. Professor JACOBY and Assistant Professor 
URQUHART. 
Steel Buildings. Assistant Professor BURROWS. 
Concrete Construction. Assistant Professot' URQUHART. 
Engineering Design. Professor JACOBY and Assistant Professor URQUHART. 
ARCHITECTURE 
Professors: F. H. BOSWORTH: C. A. MARTIN : O. M. BRAUNER: A . . C. PHELPS; 
GEORGE YOUNG; CHRISTIAN MIO}O; L. P. BURNHA"; G. R. CHAMBER. 
LAI!<l; H. S. (,UTSELL; ROBERT NORTH; W. K. STONE; H. E. BAXTER. 
Graduate work is offered in architectural design; in the history of architecture, 
painting, and sculpture; in advanced construction: and in drawing, painting, 
modeling, and decoration. 
Candidates for the Master's degree in architecture must have had prel~inary 
training in the subjects elected for graduate work equivalent to that required 
in like subjects in this University for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture oro( 
Bachelor of Science in Architecture. Architectural Design, History of Architec. 
ture, and Architectural Construction are offered as major subjects for the Master's 
degree ; Drawing, Painting, Modeling. Decoration, and approved courses in 
other departments of the University may be elected as mino.· subjects. 
The facilities for graduate work in architecture are excellent. Large. weU· 
lighted dTafting-rooms and studios are provided and a special architectural 
Iibrary-one of the most complete in America-comprising several thousand 
books, photographs. lantern.slides. and nUmerous original drawings, is located in 
White Hall where it is easily accessible to the student. 
The standard of work is of a high order and instruction is given by means of 
lectures, seminary discussions, and especially by direct personal etiticism and 
advire. 
The following courses are open to graduate students: 
Architectural Design. Professors BOSWORTH, BURNHA .. , and NORTH. 
History of Architecture. Professo( PHELPS. 
Construction. Professors MARTIN, YOUNG and BAXTER. 
History of Painting and Sculpture. Professors BRAUNER and GUTSELL. 
Drawing aod Painting. Professors BRAUNER, MIDI0, CSAMBERLAlN, and 
STONE. 
Modeling. Professor MIDI0. 
Decalation. Professors MloJo and NORTH. 
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POt • full dn cription of the work in the Medical College at Ithaca and in 
NeW' York City, lee the Announcement of the M~cal Coll~. .. . 
The MedicIl eon. in New York City c:ompnses the maUl bw1dloe on Pint 
Avenue oppCIIite to Bellevue Hospital and the adjacent Loomis Laboratory on 
Twalty·si>;tb _. 
The MaiD Buildl.q occupies the entire block between Twenty-seventh and 
Twenty..a,btb Streets on First Avenue, eztending back one hundred feet, thus 
aB'ording an available space of nearly 20,000 square feet on each of its seven floors. 
The Department of Aoatomy occupies the entire fifth floor. In addition to a 
«mmoctjous and wellliebted dissecting room there are numerous smaller rooms 
for investiption and i :leU'Ch in anatomy. histology, and mlbryology, prepara-
tion rooms, storace rooms, etc. 
The fourth door is devoted entirely to pathology, bacteriology, an4 the CoUege 
Library. There are several rooms fot investigators and assistants, preparation 
rooms, class rooms, a teaching museum, and a library containing current numbers 
aod many back files of the important joarnals devoted to medical sciences, in 
BDcIi*. Fteucbt and Getman. 
The facilities 08ered by the departmental libraries in the medical school are 
rac1i1y ampIi6ed by use of the various libraries in ~ew York City, several o( 
which are within easy teach o( the c:oUege buildings. Among these the library 
of the New York Academy o( Medicine, the second largest medical library in the 
cowitry, is WOtthy of apecial mention. 
The Orepartmeots 01. Pbysiology and Chemistry occupy the third floor of the 
main CoUece Imjlding and are equipped with laboratories devoted to the problems 
d researcll, in addition to those used by students in the course leading to the 
M.D, dcgte. Organic chemistry, physiological chemistry, and chemical path-
ology are thus po i'uy provided for. One large room is set aside (or calorimetry 
aDd another bas beeo. equipped as an opeIaling room in connection with the .'ark 
io ezperimentll pbysiolocy. 
1he lower 600rs of the main tmi1ding contain the college offices, the <lispeo-
1UY,Iectate rooms, claSl rooms, and a power plant. 
n.el,.oomj. Laboratory, besides the pbannacologica1laboratories (or medical 
students. contains laboratories for r earcb on bacteriology. hygiene. physiol~ca1 
dtemiehy, ea:paimental medirine, aad pharmacology. Facilities are th~ 
fllmiwhed to crac:tuates who may desire to pursue further study or r*M!8rcb in tbe 
....... depo!bneuta of Ioboratory Investiptioo. 
. ~ ~ 800r of this laboratory is devoted entirely to pbanna..ology and 
its 'llied reDC'el; the first and tbird 800n provide accommodations for the ~t. 01. B'I'din+e"tal Medicine with « .. reb laboratories for physio-
locical cbenu,try ud. chemical patbolocY, The fourth and fiftb 800n are devoted 
to r i~ in ~tholocY. bacterioJocy. hygiene. serolocY, and immunoJocy: they 
Ibo I"OY1de ample acconunodati ... for pbotonUc:rovoPh)". 
~t'YQ • J't-" wbose pw open directly oppocite the c:oUece buildings. 
hmri.,b'!' ~pIe o-,.,...r«tllllity for extending the problems of the laboratory to the be.I~ b dn oftuiac many intricate problems for solution in the laboratory. 
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The Hospital is organized in four divisions, one of which has, by the Truct !. 
of the Hospital, been placed at the disposal of the Faculty of the Cornell Univtr_ 
sity Medical College for medical research and instruction. The services thus 
intrusted to the College include, continuously. ninety medical beda. ninety 
surgical beds, thirty·two beds devoted to gynecology; twenty-two beds to genito-
urinary diseases, ·and for one-half the year filty-four obstetrical beds, to~ 
with equal privileges wi~h the other three divisions, giving continuous opportunity 
for instruction and research, in the wards devoted to the treatment of alcoholic 
diseases, tuberculosis, and the psychopathic diseases. 
New York H08pitaJ. The Medical College, through the courtesy of the 
Governors of the New York Hospital, has long been accorded certain privileges 
for instruction in its wards. but on the first of January, 1913. a definite arrange.. 
ment was established between Cornel1 University and the New York Hospital, 
through the donation to the hospital of a generous fund which was presented by 
Mr. George F. Baker, one of the Governors of the hospital, upon the conditioa 
that hereafter haU the entire medical, surgical, and pathological services of the 
institution shall be definitely assigned to the Cornell University Medical College 
for the advancement of its teaching and research. 
By the most advantageous arrangement. the University nominates the visiting 
staff and laboratory staff of its division and secures the admission of its students 
to the wards as clinical derks, which enables the College to make a definite 
provision in its courses of instruction and research for work in the New York 
Hospital, and this is now closely correlated in the curriculum with the similar 
work which has hitherto been done in Bellevue Hospital. Furthennore, the 
laboratory staffs of the.different departments of the Medical College are placed 
at the service of the Hospital for the purposes of extending its scientific works. 
The hospital service thus assigned to the College comprises 100 beds. This 
service is exceedingly active. It includes several thousand acute and emergency 
cases brought in annually from a large ambulance and dispensary district. 
The services thus supplied to the College are ample for advanced researcll as 
well as for undergraduate instruction. 
Memorial Hospital. Through the generosity of the late Dr. James Douglas, 
who provided the Hospital an endowment for the study and treatment of cancer 
and allied diseases, the Memorial Hospital became affiliated in 1914 with corneU 
University Medical College. 
The conditions upon which this union was consummated place upon ComeU 
U Diversity Medical College the responsibility for the medical and surgical activi. 
ties of the Hospital, subject however, so far as administrative action is concerned. 
to the approval of its Board of Managers. The Cornell University Medical Col· 
lege is requ.ired to approve the five medical members of the Board of Managers of 
tbe Memorial Hospital and to nominate their successors in case of vacancies. and 
to name the medical and surgical staff, subject to the approval of the Board of 
Managers of the Hospital. 
Allatomy 
Professors: C. R. STOCUM); C. V. MORRILL; R. CHAMBERS, J •. 
Instructors: G. PAPANICOLAOU; L. W. SNEED; J. F. NONmEz. 
Abundant material and sufficient apparatus are available fOf advanced study 
and worlll in the various branches of anatomy, embryology, histotocYt com--
, 
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puative IDOfpho'oey. descriptive anatomy. and uperimental anatomy. Stu. 
cleats d • iIIc to punue graduate work in any of these branches must have 
hid in their 0011. courses preliminary training in general zoology and com· 
parative uatomy. A redi", Imowledce of Gennan and French is essential. 
New York City o8era esceptional advantagel for obtaining fresh human 
material. The large Ilauchter·houJes are accessible for comparative mam· 
mllian uu'!. and organs. The extensive collections of specimens and models 
in tbe city museums are extremely belpful and instructive to the advanced 
studenL 
Tbe members of the ,taft' offer courses in the various phases of anatomy in 
wb:b they are eaperi·lIy enpaed. The courses offered for the medical students 
appeu in the Annooncement of the Medical College. and are particularly 
recommended to thole students who have not pursued work of this kind. 
Te:1uUcaI and practical anatomi.21 work are fully provided. 
Preliminary Requirements: Pbysics, Chemistry. and Biology as required for 
admission to the Medical Collect:. 
Morphology; Embryology; Histological Technic; General Histology; 
Microscopic Anatomy and Organology; Oesa iptive Anatomy including courses 
indissectionofthe human body; Demonstrations on the Cadaver; Live Anatomy; 
Topogtaphical Anatomy; Newo-Anatomy and Neuro-Histology; Applied Ana. 
tomy; Orpns of Speci.1 Sense; Anatomical Research. 
Anatomyot the Living Body. Atsistant Professor MOaRILL. 
$peri"and Topogiaphical Studies of DiB'erent Regions. Professors STOCKARD 
aodMOII .. I. 
Hum·n Histology and Histogenesis. Assistant Professor CHAMBERS and 
Dr, NolIJIW. 
liJleinlf!DtaJ Morphology. Professor STOCKARD. 
Aaatomy of the Infant and Postnatal Development. Professor STOCKARD. 
Prof or: GLULUlLusL 
Lecturers: D. J. EOWA.os, SAMen GOLDSCHMIDT. 
Studeots desiri.ag to elect physiology as a major course, in addition to rom. 
pIetiDr the coone in geoeTaI physio\ogy civen to medicalstuden ... will be required 
to n.n~ SCXDe tpe';., prohl""., preferably dealinc with aspecta of nutrition 
or circuIa~ Studeatl eIectiDg physiology as a minor course may select eith~ 
tbe __ k .. , • ... 1 pb)'Siolocy civen to medical .. ud ..... or may select only a 
pon:eou 01. this ooaase (e. C •• nutrition. circulation. etc.) prO\;ded an additional 
8IbOIIDt 01. tperi'l work io these 5Ubjects is undertaken 
" pn:Iimjaery -ied& •. ~ cb""';stry-ualyticaJ, 0tpDic and phyao1ogical. 
IS wtII u of pb)'1lCs-SJ reqUlllte for thOle who select physiology as a major. 
S, C a1 Pbyoioqy. Comprisinc Nerve MOl" Ph)'Siolocy. Central Nervous 
b •i.' ". Spe i.) Sanes, IteIpiration. Cimalation, Secretion. Dicestion, Meta. :-4hM " 
Pb,~ of Nutritioo.. PrU Ill' Lv5&, Dr. COl .... MIIIOT. Pb'."cy of Cimdetioa Dr. Eo"UDS. 
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Physiological Chemistry and Chemical PatholOO 
Professor: S. R . BENEDICT. 
Instructors: T. P. NASH; E. OSTERBERG; E. FRANKE. 
The laboratories available for advanced work and research in pbysiologic:1I 
chemistry and chemical pathology include those of the Department of Chemistry, 
located in the main College building, the chemical laboratories at Bellevue 
Hospital, and a research laboratory in the Gene.a! Memorial Hospital. These 
laboratories provide adequate equipment for investigation in a great variety ot 
spedal problems in the chemistry of the plant, animal, or human organism in 
hea1th or disease, by chemical, physical, or optical methods. In the College 
library the principal journals relating to these subjects are on file. 
Students expecting to pursue investigation in pbysiologica1 chemistry or 
chemical pathology should have adequate preliminary training in inorganic, 
analytical and organic chemistry, as wen as in physics, physiology, and physical 
chemistry, though a study of these latter subjects could be pursued at the College" 
together with more advanced work in special lines. 
Organic and Physiological Chemistry; Research. 
Physiological Chemistry. Professor BENEDICT. 
Chemical Pathology. Professor BENEDICT. 
Pathology and Bacteriology 
Professors: JAMES EWING; W. j. ELSER; O. H. ScHULTZE; j. C. TORREY; 
E . S. L'Esl'ERANCE. 
Instructors: A. F. COCA; G. W. WHEELER; M. C. KAHN; A. H. RARE. 
The laboratorbs of pathology and bacteriology occupy the fourth floor of 
the main building and the third and fourth floors of the loomis Laboratory. 
The equipment includes all the means commonly employed in pathoklgical 
research and much new and original apparatus. Both laboratories are provided 
with suitable Quarters for the care of animals. The departmental library includes 
about 8,000 bound volumes and a large and valuable collection of monographs 
and reprints. There is an extensive collection of specimens illustrating pathologj. 
cal histology, much material for histological study, and a museum containing 
about 2,000 specimens. The recent material from the autopsies at several 
hospitals is constantly available for study. and furnishes a supply of problems in 
many fields, which is practically inexhaustible. Applicants who have been 
aomitted to the Graduate School are urged to present the degree of Doctor of 
Medicine for admission to these courses. A limited number of fellowships is 
available in this department. 
Preliminary requirements. Anatomy including Histology and Embryo1ogy. 
General Pathology; Special Pathology; Pathological Anatomy; Medic.':ll> 
legal Pathology; Autopsy Technics; Experimental Pathology; BacteriotocY: 
Immunology; Hygiene aod Preventive Medicine. 
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General Pathology. Professor EWING. 
Special PatholorY. Professors EWING and L'EsPERANCE. 
&.cteriology. Professor ELSBR, Dr. WHEELER, and Mr. RAHE. 
Immunology and SeroJogy. Professor ELSER and Dr. COCA. 
Preventive Medicine and Hygiene. Professor TORREY. 
Pharmacoiocy 
Professors: R. A. HATCHER; C. EccLESTON. 
The laboratory of phannacology in the Loomis Laboratory is we1l equipped 
for general work and research in pharmacology and special opportunities wilt be 
afforded for doing work involving the action of drugs on the circulatory system 
and methods of biological testing of drugs and medicines, either supplementing 
or replacing chemical tests for activity and identity. 
The departmental library is sufficient for the immediate needs of workers 
and its facilities are readily amplified by the College and other libraries nearby 
whicb furnish ew:ry OPpoi tunity for extending the work. 
A pre1inUnary knowledge of Chemistry and Physioiozy is required. 
Materia Medica and Pharmacy; Pharmacology. 
Researcb in the Phannacodynamics of Drugs. Professor HATCHER and Dr. 
EGGLESTON. 
toxicology. Professors HATCHER and EGGLESTON. 
FELLOWS AND GRADUATE SCHOLARS 
1921)-1921 
UNIVERSITY FELLOWS 
The CorDeD FtUowship ill Eoglish: 
Leah Lazar Lowensohn. A.B. (Cornell) February 1921. 
The McGraw 'eUowsmp in Civil Engineering: 
Nee Sun Koo, B.S.C.E. (Gov't Institute of Technology) 1918; M.e.s. 
(Cornell) 1919. 
The Sace FeUowahip in Chemistry: 
Frank Howen Pollard, B.Chern. (Cornell) 1916. 
1'bo Schuyler FeUowship in Entomology: 
William Harold Brittain, B.S.A. (McGill University) 1911. 
The Sibley Fellowship in MecblOical Engineering: 
Archer Olin Leech. B.S. (Oregon State College) 1918. 
The Goldwin Smith FeUowahip in Botany: 
Robert Morris Volkert, B.S. (Cornell) 1920. 
The President White Fellowship in Physics: 
Ruth Agnes Yeaton, B,A. (Mt. Holyoke) 1913. 
The Erastus Brooks Fellowship in Mathematics: 
The University FeUowabip ill Architecture: 
Kenneth Carver, B.Arch. (Cornell) 1920. 
The University FeUowship in Romance Languages: 
The University FtDowship in German: 
Cornelia P. H. ZelJer, A.B. (Cornell) 1916. 
Tb~ University FeUowsbip in Apiculture: 
Thomas Kennerly Wolfe, B.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) 1914: M.S. 
(same) 1915. 
Tbo Charles BuD Earle Memorial PeUowsbip in MecbIDica1 and Eiectrical 
Bacin.-.: 
Vartkes Migrdichian, A.B. (Cornell) 1919. 
The President White PeUowsbips in Modem History: 
Ernest William Nelson. A.B. (CIar~) 1916; A.M. (Clark) 1920-
Tbe Presidea.t White PeUowsbip in Political and Social Scieoce: 
• 
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'III. S_ LiIIII Sop 'oil_po in PIIDHopby: 
EvoTeoDO)' Knower, B.A. (Uni""';ty of WiS<:Ollsin) 1918; A.M. (oomo) 1919· 
Jooopb Horry GrilIiths, B.A. (LoWTence College) 1918; A.M. (Northwestern) 
1920-
'III. S .... LiIIII Sq. 'oIIowalrJp in Plyebolol1: 
(Divided iDto 2 Graduate Scholarships for the academic year of 192t>-1921). 
(See SchoIanhipo). 
'III. ,eD_PI in PoIideal" ... ...,: 
--. 
Chu Hsiao. A.B. (Uni""';,y of Missouri) 1920. 
'1110 'tIIowIIripo ID Greekllld Loti.: 
Marion Elizabetb Blak., B.A. (M,. Holyoke) 1913; A.M. (Comell) 1916. 
Helen Margaret CofIner. A.B. (Indiana State Nonnal) 191 r; A.M. (Indiana 
University) 1912. 
'III. 'eDowaIrJp ID Amari .... _,,: 
'III. Bdpr J. II.,.. lIomorial 'oIIowalrJp ID En ......... a ... ueb: 
Frias P. Esquivel, B.S.C.I!:. (University of Philippines) "9. 
SPECIAL FELLOWSHIPS 
'III. Do Poot '_p in Chemistry: 
Arthur Walker Bull. B.Cb ..... (Comell) 1919. 
'III. Oro.eOi 'oUOwaIrlp in Chemistry: 
Emil Kline. A.B. (Cornell) 1920. 
'III. Cboataaq .. CoDDIJ Tomatnlrrtpl .. _oot 'oII_p: 
Rid&ely Wilson An, B.S. (Maryland 5 ..... ) 1920. 
'I1Ie Id .. Vllley PlllowaIrJp: 
L. O. Grots, A.B. (Blullton) 1915-
11ae lit ...... Potato Grow.', 'eDoWIbip: 
O. C. Boyd, B.S. Ag. (Oklahoma A. and M.) 1916. 
'I1Ie B __ 'oIIowIIIipo: 
F. P. SebLt_, B.S. (PoalllYlnci. Sta .. College) 1915. 
no RartII' ... ' .......... : 
I. H. VopI. B.s. (Iowa Sta .. CnU-) 1916,' M. ( ) 
_- .. , ...... 1917 • 
• Steaba CD I) 8.1 t I .. " .... eat PeUowabip" 
It. B. Fo,,_, B.S. (Comeu) 1916. • 
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The WiUi.mSOD Vegetable Laboratory ASSOCiatiOD Fellowship: 
A. G. Newhall, B.S. (University of Minnesota) 1910. 
The Wilson Growers' FeUowahip: 
R. P. White, B.S. (Dartmouth) 1918. 
GRADUATE SCHOLARS 
The Susan Lion Sage Graduate Scholarships in Philosophy: 
I. Marjorie Silliman Harris, B.A. (Mt. Holyoke) 1913. 
2. Harold Robert Smart, B.S. (Wesleyan University) 1915. 
3. Henry Richey Smith, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1907. 
4· Irl Goldwin Whitchurch, A.B. (Northwestern) 1916; A.M. (same) 1917. 
5. Margaret R. Nysewander, A.B. (Indiana) 1920. 
The Susan Linn Sage Graduate Sc:bolarship in Psycbology: 
Catherine Braddock. A.B. (Victoria University) 1916; A.M. (same )1917. 
The Graduate Scholarship in Chemistry: 
Josephine Souders, A.S. (Cornell) 1916. 
The Graduate Scbolarwp in Mathematics: 
Frances Almira Atwater, A.B. (Vassar) 1916. 
The Graduate Scholarship in Physics: 
Kuo Feng Sun, B.S. (Pekin Gov't University) 1916; A.M. (Cornell) 1919 
The Graduate Scholarship in Civil Engineering: 
----
The Graduate Scholarship in Latin and Greek: 
Homer Franklin Rebert, A.B. (Franklin and Marshall) 1912; A.M, 
(same) 1919. 
The Graduate Sc:b.olarship in Archaeology and Comparative Philology: 
Cora Rolfe Laubscher, B.A. (Randolph-Macon) 1915. 
The Graduate Scholarship in Vertebrate Zoology: 
Herbert Freidman, B,S, (College of the City of N. Y.) 1920. 
The Graduate Scholarship in English: 
Albert Walker Liddle, A.B. (Cornell) 1920, 
The Graduate Scholarships in Psychology (1920-1921): 
Anna K. Whitchurch, A,B. (Lawrence) 1916, A.M. (Northwestern) 1917. 
Grace K. Adams, A . B , (Randolph-Macon) 1920. 
The Graduate Scholarship in History: 
Gussie Gaskill, A.B. (Kansas) 1918; A.M. (same) 1919. 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
11119-11120 
Jl4AS1ERS OF ARTS 
Coolerred. October 1, 1910 
Gladys Katherine Bleiman. A.B.: Philosophy; Ethics. Thesis: TM thwlop-
me!Il oj tic i4ns oj muors 1ft C,ed plaiJosoplty. .' .. 
David Clark Cahcen, A.B. : French; Spanish. Thesis: Tite l«msry ,,"JeU," 
of JI. AfI4IoU Frame. . 
Cbristianna Smith. A.B. : Histology and Embryology; Pathology; Bactel'loiogy. 
Thesis: A sttlily (lllhe lipoid c01ftnll of 1M kidnty of 1M cal. 
Jay R. Traver, A.B.: Insect Ecology; Aquiculture. Thesis : TM lif~ history 
of lite bloci-Msld d4u ('It~"i'III"ys alronasus) . 
Conferred February 11, 1920 
Alfred Edwards Emerson, B.S.: Biology; Systematic Entomology. Thesis: 
Tlltlenrliks of KarlabD Poi,.t, Brilish Guiana, and ,Mi, bioloJ)'. 
Mitchell Stokes Lurio, A.B.: Applied ~Iathematics; Pure )tathcmatics. 
Thesis: EJaslic ,ylilltltrs subjtcl to t01'510n. 
Herbert Saphir, A.B.: Geometry; l\[athematical Analysis. Thesis: Commu-
toJitIt iuoltditmGry trc"u/orm4tUms. 
Coaferred JUDe 23, 1920 
(;he Kwei Chen, A.B.: Statistics; Economics and Financc. Thesis : TM 
tUwlo/>mtttl offIiuU SlallStieS in En,14rui OM Woks . 
Helen Gmevieve Corwin, B.A. : Zoology; Botany. Thesis : A SI,.Qy of 1M 
CfmUU U..,rily eolkCIKni oj Jisords from 1M soauln.rtsl~", l:,.iI~d Stairs . 
PIorence Mary Dill, A.B.: English Literature; English Language. Thesis: 
Tile /IOUicIJJ slNUll4re 0/ Milton's Paradise LOll. 
Guy Carleton Bayley Dolson, A.B.: English Literature : English Language. 
Thesis: TIte Coruol4lw.. of P,,"osoplly of iJ«IJrills i" E",Usll LiI~ralftu. 
Yo.;. Gotf.schaJk, A.B.: Modern European History; Ancient History. Thesis: 
Tilt dndot-nal oj ,lie re/lfJlli.uJPI ide4 ill Je4P1 Po'" A/artJJ. 
GenIdiDe Mary Mqdal ... HeUte... A.B.: Literary Criticism: Old En&lisb. 
Thesis: SillUS em tile fffeWy oj spud. 
Buoet N ...... A.B.: Modem Ewopean History; American History. Thesis: 
Saifll../uc .. ,. F,n,d, Rft,olMlioft, 1'16'1-J'193. 
Katharine Thorp. A.B.: Englisb Li ..... tu .. ; English Language. Thesis: 
. A l'ho.fII UIfNttl, eaUId Wily BtpiJal. 
Sbib r""" A.B.: Psychology; Education. Thesis: Til< ,,,,looIoci<ol ;""1"'-
.. ., UIItl aN twas.,e. 
lori· Aleunder Turna-, A.B.: Physics; Organic Chemistry. Thesis: A. 
X-,., i, JIiJGl$o. oj tile *lay4ro1ift ., UJ/1fIn _ph" cry,l4ll. 
(87) 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Milton Christian John Westphal, A.B.; Semitic Language. and Literature.; 
Philosophy. Thesis: TAt God-conception in early Heb,tVllUerlllu", 
Ruth Agnes Yeaton, A.B.: Physics; ChemistrY. Thesis: Tile efftd 0' "" 
age and 'M concentration of a solldion upon IItt photo-ekclrU Ct,""" ~. 
MASTERS OF SCIENCE 
Conferred October ., 1919 
Sara Bache-Wiig, A.B. : Pomology; Plant Pathology. Thesis: Tile ,r4/14te 
of f,uit trees. 
Edward AdoU Schmoker, D.V.M.: Obstetrics; Bacteriology. Thesis: TJae 
cervix of c41th in Malth and distast. 
Coaferred February 11, 1920 
Livingston Blauvelt, A.B.: Poultry Husbandry; Animal Husbandry. Thesis: 
Smru faclors affecting humidity in ~ns of Ihe domestic fowl. 
Conferred June 23, 1920 
Howard Bushnell Allen, B.S. : Rural Education; Fann Management. Thesis: 
Teaching oj farm record·keeping in vocational agriculture. 
Paul Andrew Downs. B.S.: Dairy Industry; AgricultuTal Chemistry. Thesis: 
TM baclniaJ flora of powdertd milk. 
Francisco M. Fronda, B.Agr.: Poultry Husbandry; Animal Husbandry. 
Thesis: A study of tM tfftcts of various rations ftd to lwttdinf MftS. 
HeTbert Lester Gilman, D.V.M.: Veterinary Bacteriology and Pathology: 
Veterinary Obstetrics. Thesis: TM histology and fJal~,y of lile oviduct oj 
lhe cow. 
Chi-ting Kwei, B.A.: Experimental Physics; Theoretical Physics. Thesis: 
Dtlec/Mm of sJwrt tkc/ric waws. 
Giovanni Martinaglia, V.S., B.V.Sc. : Veterinary Bacteriology; Pathology_ 
Thesis: TM dirtct isol4tUm and cultiro/wn of human. _ne. and ana. t1dIncW 
bacilli. 
MeTl Perrott Moon, A.B.: Dairy Industry; Organic Chemistry. Thesis: 
Mtthods of ,rading milk at a city muk plonl. 
William Marion Pierce, A.B. : Experimental Physics; Theoretical Physics. 
Thesis: Elutrolylic capocily of pla/inum ekctrodn i" an okoholic sol~ fI/ 
rhodamine B. 
Marian Randolph Priestley. B.S.: Animal Husbandry: Veterinary Physiology. 
Thesis: The viIa_jnt tJftcie'ncy o{raw and boikd mil'. 
Moacyr Alves de Souza, Medico-Veterinario: Veterinary Pathology: VeterinarY 
Bacteriology. Thesis: A sttldy of fatly tk,t1Itratw.. i. lilt I'Drt"d""tJlftIS 
orlans of domtslie animals. 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
KAlinS or SCIBKCI IK AGRICUL TURI 
CoIItmed October I, 1919 
Charle& Burt G<ntr)', A.B .. B.S. in Ed.: Rural Education; Farm Management. 
Thesis: TIIUM,., ",",icmGl o"v..u .. ,e ift 1M Iti,. ,cluIollhrttNc. 1M use olille 
,....,. 
1Joyd Wesley Steelman, B.S.: Poultry Husbandry: Political Eoonomy. Thesis: 
How «>14 ...,.,. 01"" 1M {>rie' .lImA 'If'· 
CoaI ... ed February II, 1920 
Ward Charles Jeuen. B.S.: Farm Crops; Botany. Thesis: A surw;y olille 
.... FodfItIiMI i,. tHstu1i NftI YOI'Jo. 
GoMOll Keonedy Middleton, B.S. : Pann Crops: Plant PhysiolocY. Thesis: 
TM,m.eif1/u.J i_hUts,.. 
CoIItorred JUDe U, 1920 
Villus Asmundson, B.S.A.: Poultry Husbandry; Plant Breeding. Thesis: 
TM _ .J 1M Mel _ .. 'If /Wod.ai<m. 
Wtlliam Harold Brittain, B.S.A: Economic Entomology: Systematic Entomol. 
ocy. Thesis: rJae t'UfllJ/II'k hc-lyps comm",.is t'G" fWfHUcolinuu Krait'"· 
Lewis Artbur Eyster. A.B.: Plant Breeding; Systematic Botany. Thesis : 
A "" oj ,«l1lUtl "tor ina crou belWltn. two IIOrUtVS of Ii".",. wikuisn" .. "" L. 
John Lewis Earl McCord. B.S. : Pann Management: Animal Husbandry. 
Thesis: SOMt rtnUll froM G /a,.". tnallOtttnnU S1I'WY of '''''''.,..Sftltft /onnl i,. 
Je§ersOfl C..,fIl,. Penrssyho"io. 
Louis Harold Sehwarte. B.S. in Agr. : Animal Husbandry; Dairy Industry. 
Thesis: Tilt /GClIJrS altc';., lilt mar.d fWiu ollNe! C41tk /01 1M Int·yNr pniod 
1910-1{}20. 
Gates Sterling Vidt:as, B.S. : Poult.ry Husbandry; Rural E<tucat.ion. Thesis: 
A lIody oj _ J-' .It<li., 'U /Wod.ai<m. 
WiUiun Jack Weaver, B.S. : Rural Education: Farm Management. Thesis: 
A" .. , 0/ ctntdiliom ira LiPi-rSl4fl C"..1II1, NftlI Yori, a§uli"C IAe eJlobliJh.elll 
of Mf>4rlrMfllJ 0/1JOC(UiotuJI oCl'iculltlu. 
JIASTBIlS IK LAKDSCAPE DESIGK 
CoIIterred October I, 1919 
Jooeph Pullman Porter, B.S. : Landscape Design; Plant MatmaJs. Thesis: 
UN'CG/Ie .4~: I" reI4Jiq", orad ofllJliuuitm Ifl ,,,, Ullfllry alld nlJore 
..... of N,. Y ... SIou. 
Coaf.,ed JaDe U, 1920 
N ....... Newtoo, B.5.: Landscape Design; PlaDtiOC D'p. Thesis: Wood-
... , II ",iI.fill tw-",.tj..,., 11"'0, N,. Yew •. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTERS 11'1 PORESTRY 
Conferred JUDe 23, 1920 
Perkins Coville. B.S.: Silviculture; Forest Protection. Thesis: SilPicubtmJl 
probkms;n llu monogemt'at oj forests oj tM Adirondack ltarduood typ.. 
John Samuel Everitt, B.S.: Forest Management; Forest Protection. Thesis: 
Working plo"Jo,. a communalJornt for the cily oj Ithaca, New York. 
Samuel Chadwick Sweeny. B.S.: SilviCulture: Forest Management. Thesis: 
Forest planting reconnaissance and JUn.e.y. ' 
MASTERS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Conferred October 1, 1919 
Chia Yuen Hou, A.T.E.C.: Bridge Engineering; Railroad Engineering. Thesis: 
A study of the devtlopmtnt of the canlutvtr and the stul-hinged arch bridge. 
Hoong Kwie Yen. B.C.E.: Railroad and Highway Engineering; Sanitary 
Engineering. Thesis: A study of the economics of railway lot4l«m. 
:":ai Zung Zee, B.S. in C.E.: Hydraulic Engineering; Railroad Engineering; 
Thesis: A study of methods of flood relief. 
Conferred February 11, 1920 
Shill T. Hsu. B.S. in C.E., Hydr.utic Engineering; Sanitary Engineeriog. 
Thesis: A study of me/hods of flood cotltrol wilh sptciGJ refert1JU to lAe ttS, ttl 
reservoirs. 
Ching Hsien Wang, C.E.: Bridge Engineering; Hydraulic Engineering. Thesis: 
.-J study of the dtsign and construetifnl of swing highway bridges. 
Percy Suydam Wilson, C.E. : Hydraulic Engineering; Mechanics. Thesis: 
An txperimtnlal study of the ~tUuri meier principle applied to open channels. 
Chilton Austin Wright. C.E. ! Experimental Hydraulics; Hydraulic Engineering. 
Thesis: A n experimental study of tJu ~nluri meur principle applied W o#¥fl 
cnonMU. 
Cooferred June 2-', 1920 
Douglas Stewart· Ellis, A.B .• B.Sc., M.A.: Hydraulics; Concrete Construction. 
Thesis: The regulation oj the outflow of Lake Ontario. 
Henry Robertson Lordly. C.E. : Experimental Engineering; Concrete Construc-
tion. Thesis : Experiments with piles in clay. 
I. Hsiang Pei, A.T.E.C.: Railroad and Highway Engineering: Sanitary Engi~ 
neering. Thesis: Desig,. oj a subway system Jor Sltonghai, eMtI4. 
Zung Kun Ting, B.S.C.E.: Railroad Engineering; Hydraulic Engineering. 
Thesis: A study of tile delltJopment and economy of railUHlY COflStnICM i." 
U"jkd Stales. 
Chia Tsun Yeh, B.Sc.C.E.: Highway Engineering; Landscape Art. Thesis! 
A FOpo,a/ f .. , .. dndopm.m of'" elli..,. ..,ioftaIlliglnDa, ,,$I"'" 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
JlASTBRS O' MECHANICAL ENGINllBIUNG 
CoDftirecl."bnWy 11; 1920 
9' 
U"" Hua Sh .... ·M'E.: ·' ~~ Machinery; Power'Plant DeSign. TheSis: 
LtdIJP flta (JJ ptIlYf'l&ose INdueUMJ MGt.!"'''''' 
CoDferrecl JUDI 23. 1920 
Tub Siu.Huang. B.Sc. in E.E.: Electrical Engineering: Mathematics. Thesis : 
Tlt tleclrijiUJJttm of tile RatOft "ddt oj 1M Atchison, ' Tof1tlta, and Santa FI 
Rail,l1Od. 
Wei.Yoh Wu, B.S. in B.E.: . EleCtrical Engineering; Physics. Thesis: Tilt 
,,,.ijirotion of dulricol power tupply i" 1M Pillsbur,1t dist,",. 
DOCTORS O' PHILOSOPHY 
Coofened Ottober I, 1919 
Frank App. B.S.: Farm Management; Plant Physiology; Fann Crops. Thesis: 
Farm profi,Js ami jactors iPlftruPl,i", Jann profits Oft 370 potato farms in MOft-
rMWIlI, Nt'IIJ Jersey. 
Jesse Franklin Bradley, A.B. : Elizabethan Literature; English Language; 
Pbtl0s0phy. Thesis: TJ.t JOfIS01I Allusion Book: A collte/ion of aUusions 10 
Bt1J lMUO" jr()M 1597 10 1700. 
Frank William Douglas, A.B., A.M. : Inorganic Chemistry; Analytical Chemis-
try; Sanitary Chemistry. Thesis: TM (",,"islry Df ItnrtDnillm. 
Daniel Scott Fox, B.S. : Farm Crops; Farm Management; Cost Accounting. 
Thesis: A,. aruNYsis oj 1M cos, oj t'owl"t 1>0'4'«$. 
Walter Norton Hess, A.B., A.M. : Insect Morphology; Economic Entomology; 
Zoology. Thesis: Situlies 0,. 1M I4m/lyriJat. 
Clarence Hamilton Kennedy. A.B., A.;\I. : Insect Morphology; Systematic 
Entomology; Vertebrate Zoology. Thesis: A IllIdy oj 1M flhylqttfly of 1M 
rnopu,a. 
George Merritt Robison, A.B., A.;\I.: Mathematical Analysis; Geometry; 
Physics. Thesis: Divtrttrtl dnhk ltpmtt$ ond mYs. 
Hubert Sheppard, A.B., A.M. : Ps)"choJogy; Anatomy; Mathematics. Thesis: 
FI1«4I .... ",u;.. .. color. 
PredWaldorf S .... art, A.B.: m.toIocYaDdBmbryology; Physiology; Zoology. 
Thesis: TAt tII:Mof1ttct:ttl of tAt tnI"iol sytfI/lGJ.l&ttit la"viG in 1M "tU. 
Roy Glen Wigans, B.S .• M.S. in Aer.: Farm Cropo; Plant Breeding; Plan. 
PhysioIocY. TheSis: A c/4s,;fi __ /,11< crllliNI<d .. rid;" of ho,lry. 
Ralph W. G. Wyckoll. B.S.: Inorpnic Chemistry; Physical Chemistry; Analy. 
tic:al Chemistry. Thesis: TItt uyslGJ sl"..a .. ,es 0/ caen .... dic/UqroiodiM ou 
ttl SDdi .. MIrou. 
P 'Diomn, Ptrcy You",. B.S .• M.S.: Insect Morphology; EooIogy; Zoology. 
'Tbesit: rlw GltGt""'" of 1M ca6rcIoMft 10 ,. llor" 4"""'1 4i#,4rro. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
C01II .. ed F.bruary II, 1920 
Murray Wright Bundy. A.B., A.M.: Literary Criticism: Elizabethan Literature; 
Philosophy. Thesis: 'Fancy' arul 'imati1l4lion' in cltusiall OM ff.,YalNl 
'11014,111. 
James Thomas Cusick, B.S. : Agricultural Chemistry; Dairy BacteriolocY: 
Sanitary Chemistry. Thesis: Phosphorus in btdUr. 
Harry Witmer Dye, B.S., M.S. in Agr. : Plant Pathology; Plant Breeding; Plant 
Physiology. Thesis: Two diseases of ,"stun Nnu Yo,. UUflCt: lite boUom-,oI 
and lite slunt. 
William Henry Eyster, A.B., A.M.: Plant Breeding; Plant Histology: Systema-
tic Botany. Thesis: The linkage ,elations of lhe factors lor 'unicoI' tar OM 
slo"Jay·sugary ,,,"sptr,,, in maise. 
Louis Benjamin Hoisington, B.A.: Psychology; Educational Psychology; 
Mathematics. Thesis: 0" lhe non·ffisuol perception of the lenglh oj lifted ,ods. 
Gordon Peter McRostie. B.S.A., M.S. in Agr.: Plant Breeding: Plant Pathology; 
Soil Technology. Thesis : JnheriJ4nce of disease resistana in tM com,,"", Holl. 
Cheves West Perky, B.S. : Psychology; Philosophy; Physiology. Thesis: 
An upuimNital study of lhe imagttl6/ion. 
Michael Jacob Zigler, A.B., A.M.: Psychology; Education; Physiology. 
Thesis: An uptrimenlal study of rnsuaJ form. 
Conferred JUDe ZJ, 1920 
Oliver Morley Ainsworth, B.S. : English Literature; Old English; Greek. 
Thesis: Millon's Tractate of Education. Edited wilh an introduction and "DIll. 
Ernest Gustaf Anderson. B.Sc.A.: Plant Breeding; Plant Histology; Organic 
Chemistry. Thesis : Tlu inlaeffiance oj salmon silk color in maise, 
Roy David Anthony, B.S., M.S. in Age. : Plant Breeding; Pomology; Plant 
Physiology. Thesis: Asexual inhniJance in tht viokt. 
Gerhard Baerg, A.B., A.M.: German; Education; French. Thesis: Tu 
supernatural in tlu modern German drama. 
Austin Bailey. A.B.: Experimental Physics; Theoretical Physics; Physical 
Chemistry. Thesis: A study oj the effect of adsorbtd gas on lise hig" frequncy 
resistance of lOPiNr wire. 
Homer Guy Bishop. B.S., M.S.: Experimental Psychology; Physiology; Educa· 
tional Psychology. Thesis: An experinunUU intltstigalioft oj the pcsilirle (I/It,· 
image in audition. 
Claire Comstock, A.B., A,M.: Experimental Psychology; Education; French. 
Thesis: An nPtrimenJal study oj wuaning and imagery. 
Lyda May Degener, A.B., ~.M .: Comparative Anatomy and Morphology; 
Human Physiology; Botany. Thesis: The det1tJoptMnt of demar, hone ad 
le~th in 1M IlltDer jaw oj amia CalN. 
POi rest Lee Dimmick, A.B.: Psychology; Educational Psychology; Physiology. 
Thesis: Visual mooemenl and 1M PM phenomenon. 
V;n;ng Campbell Dunlap, A.B., A.M., Botany (Mycology): Botany (Ecology): 
Systematic Zoology. Thesis: Siudies of·tlerdof'tlletU in tlte tenus PkruohU. 
ADVANCBDDBGRBBS 
Laura Florence. B.Sc .• B.A .• M.A.: Insect Morphology: Insect _logy: Patho!-
OIY and BacterioIocY. Thesis: The ho,I014se, #wumatopiJlJU suis, I,,.M: Its 
,....U .• """Y. .nd /N,t%fY. 
FI ..... ce Merritt Pooter. A.B.: English: Greek Philosophy: Logk and Meta-
physics. Thesis: MaUrials for 4 stwdy of Wordswor'lI's theory oj firu art. 
John WiUiam Hebel. A.B., A.M, : Elizabethan Drama; English Poetry; Philoso-
phy. Thesis: Tile pl4ys of William Hmtintes. 
Robert Thomas HoUand. B.D., A.M.: Psychology; Education; Physiology. 
Theais: Tilt o!tn.i",al' oJ "tSStl~. 
Major Edward Holmes. A.B., A.M.: Inorganic Chemistry; Physical Chemistry: 
Beonomic Geology. Thesis: CtmJribtditms 101M eMmist" oj the hyd,qnuro-
"'" ond ,...ntnde,. 
Edwin Fraser Hopkins, B,S.: Plant Pathology; Plant Physiology; Physical 
Chemistry. Thesis: The botrylis blitlll of ttdips. 
Marguerite Witmer Kehr. B.A., M.A.: Education ; Philosophy; Psychology. 
Thesis: A com/JOrOlWt slMdy oj 1M cu,ricula Jor m(PI and 1('omt''' in (olktes and 
.. ;"'lI.lilS of 1M U"iItd Stales. 
John Frederick Klein, A.B., A.M,: German Literature; Gt'nnanic Philology: 
French Literature. Thesis: lhirltJtt.~ Paul Ht'Ysts Plotv/lNliuhn.1r. 
Harry B. Knowlton, B.S.: Plant Physiology: Physical Chemistry; Pomology. 
Thesis: SitUJits'PI poJkft willi s/J«.i4J rtf"trut to 1000ftT1iJy. 
Abbie Findlay Potts, A.B., A.M.: English Literature; Old English: Greek. 
Thesis: Tilt ucksiosiual SOliMb of WilliGm Wordsworth . A ai/ical editw". 
George Elmore Rea.man, B.A., J\I.A.: Education; Rural Educatiol"l; Rural 
Bc:ooomy. Thesis: A ffttllwd of IIacll'PlI Effllisll 10 Jorn·,ntrs. 
H"""Y E1mer Storie. A.B .• A.~I.: Botany (Mycology): Botany (Morphology 
ad Embryology): Ven.brat< Embryology. Thesi" Bid_fY. ,."'PltoIor,. 
o1Id c.yIopl4SmU strua~rt of oInrodisc~s. 
Alice Helen Su1IivaD, A.B., A.M.: Psychology : Education: Physiology. 
Thesis: A" a~ S1tuly of npuustlulU ''''4I"Y. 
Prank Burkett Wann. A.B.: Botany; Plant CytOlogy; Biochemistry. Thesis: 
Tlt /i:«IJitnf of fru ,,",olm by Ir/tJt piofIJJ. 
WaI ... Housley Wellhouse. A.B .• A.M.: Eoonomic EotomolOgy: Entomology: 
1.ooIou. Thesis: Tilt iflS«l fdtlffd oj 1M Itn~S CrouulfU. 



